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Abstract 
This study offered an exploratory investigation of the extent to which the Navy's most 
successful officers have been mentored. The frequency, duration, nature, and significance of 
mentor relationships in the careers ofretired U.S. Navy admirals was assessed. A survey 
instrument concerning mentor relationships was mailed to a sample of 1350 retired admirals. 
A response rate of 51 % was achieved. Results indicate that 66.8% of respondents had been 
mentored at some point during their military career. Respondents reported an average of 3.35 
mentors who were most likely to be male military officers, most often older than the protege, 
and in the respondent's chain of command. Overall, mentor relationships in the Navy were 
considered to be extremely significant for the proteges' personal and professional growth and 
a general evaluation of mentor relationships was significantly related to the respondents' 
satisfaction with their careers. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
The United States celebrates a tradition of strong military leaders who have 
influenced the course of history. Examples of charismatic leadership are found in great 
leaders such as George Washington, Chester Nimitz, Dwight D. Eisenhower, and Douglas 
MacArthur. Interestingly, when asked about the contributions of superiors toward his own 
military career, General Eisenhower emphasized the significance of a senior officer, Fox 
Connor, who trained him in the study of world strategy. Eisenhower recalled: "He was a 
smart, patient man, and he decided that I ought to amount to something; so he was going to 
see ifl would" (Puryear, 1994, p. 381). In fact, numerous examples of the impact of senior 
officers on the leadership development of future leaders suggest that charismatic military 
leaders are made rather than born (Puryear, 1994). 
The empirical study of the personality characteristics of charismatic leaders is a well 
established research tradition. A considerable amount of literature has accumulated 
concerning the personality traits which contribute to the success of military leaders and 
enlisted personnel (Atwater & Yammarino, 1989; Campbell, 1995; Lall, Holmes, Brinkmyer, 
Johnson, & Yatko, 1998; Lau, 1998; Nicholas & Penwell, 1995; Somit, Peterson, & Arwine, 
1994; Vickers, 1995; Vickers, Hervig, & Booth, 1996). Effc.:ctive leaders are described as 
ambitious, competitive, self-confident, flexible, creative, and persistent (Bass, 1990; 
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Donnithome, 1994; Lall, et al., 1998). Despite efforts to determine which characteristics 
reliably predict effective leadership, the results of these studies are equivocal (Bass, 1990; 
Lau, 1998). No one set of characteristics has proven to consistently predict charismatic 
leadership. 
Whereas research outcomes regarding personality characteristics among charismatic 
military leaders remains equivocal, the benefits junior officers receive from leadership 
training and the example of senior officers are widely recognized as contributing to the 
potential of young officers to become future leaders (Donnithome, 1994; Lau, 1998; 
McNally, Gerras, & Bullis, 1996;). A critical component of military leadership is the leader's 
ability to inspire and aid subordinates in achieving their fullest potential while strengthening 
their commitment to the mission of the group (Lau 1998: McNally, Gerras, & Bullis, 1996; 
Yammarino, Spangler, & Bass, 1993). This type of charismatic leadership development is 
notably congruent with the concept of mentoring which has recently been extensively 
examined in business and educational literature (Clark, Harden, & Johnson, 1998; Jacobi, 
1991; Kram, 1988; Levinson, Darrow, Klein, Levinson, & McKee, 1978; Roche, 1979). 
However, the concept of mentoring has yet to be explored in the context of military 
leadership development. 
The mutual benefits of mentor relationships for mentors and proteges have been 
clearly demonstrated in business and educational literature (Bogat & Redner, 1985; 
Fagenson, 1989; Kram, 1988; Levinson, et al., 1978). Among the potential benefits afforded 
to proteges are an enhancement of characteristics necessary for future leadership including a 
sense of self-confidence, identity, and professionalism (Kram, 1988; Levinson, et al., 1978). 
Given the large body of literature which confirms the benefits of mentoring in the 
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professional and leadership development of proteges, the absence of literature regarding 
mentor relationships among U.S. military leaders is remarkable. Although research has 
specifically explored personality characteristics and the effects of formal leadership training 
of high-ranking, charismatic military leaders, investigation of the mentor relationships of 
such leaders is unprecedented. The present project endeavored to advance an understanding 
of mentor relationships as they occurred in the careers of Navy admirals. Specific foci of 
investigation were the prevalence, nature, and significance of mentor relationships in the 
careers of these high-ranking military leaders. 
The Concept of Leadership 
Preoccupation with the concept of leadership is as old as civilization itself (Bass, 
1990). The significant outcomes of leadership throughout the course of history are easily 
identified by the long-lasting influence of leaders such as Adolf Hitler, Mahatma Gandhi, 
Joseph Stalin, and Martin Luther King Jr. Stogdill (1974) concluded that "there are almost as 
many different definitions of leadership as there are persons who have attempted to define 
the concept" (p. 7). Bass (1990), in his exhaustive study ofleadership, defined leadership as: 
an interaction between two or more members of a group that often involves a 
structuring or restructuring of the situation and the perceptions and expectations of 
the members. Leaders are agents of change- persons whose acts affect other people 
more than other people's acts affect them. Leadership occurs when one group member 
modifies the motivation or competencies of others in the group. (pp. 19-20) 
According to this definition, leadership involves an intentional, willing, and collaborative 
relationship between leaders and followers. The leader is responsible for articulating a vision 
to the group, illuminating the path to goals, enhancing confidence in the followers' ability to 
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achieve goals, and earning trust through a demonstration of trust, courage, and integrity 
(Clark & Clark, 1996). In this same spirit, leadership has also been defined as the process of 
"persuading other people to set aside a common goal that is important for the responsibilities 
and welfare of a group" (Hogan, Curphy, & Hogan, 1994, p. 493), an act of shaping and 
elevating the motives and goals of followers (Burns, 1978), a transactional interaction of 
influence focused on attaining mutual goals (Clark & Clark, 1996; Hollander, 1978), and the 
provision of purpose, direction, and motivation to followers (Cronin, 1998). 
The endeavor to conceptualize leadership has extended from descriptive definitions to 
functional taxonomies which organize the tasks leaders perform. Stogdill (1974) distilled the 
leadership literature and concluded leaders perform the following functions: "defining 
objectives and maintaining goal direction, providing means for goal attainment, providing 
and maintaining group structure, facilitating group action and interaction, maintaining group 
cohesiveness and member satisfaction, and facilitating group performance" (p. 30). Recently, 
the conceptualization of leadership in business and military communities has been influenced 
by the paradigm of transformational versus transactional leadership (Bass, 1990; Bass, 1996; 
Bass & Avolio, 1993; Bass & Avolio, 1994; Burns 1978; Clark & Clark, 1996; Clover, 1990; 
Deluga, 1991; Popper, Landau, & Gluskinos, 1992; Lau, 1998; Yammarino et al., 1993; 
Yammarino & Bass, 1990). Burns (1978), who originally articulated the seminal distinction 
in these terms, proposed that transactional leadership occurs when "leaders approach 
followers with an eye to exchange one thing for another: jobs for votes, or subsidies for 
campaign contributions" (p. 4). In contrast, the transforming leader "looks for potential 
motives in followers, seeks to satisfy higher needs, and engages the full person of the 
follower" (p. 4). Transformational leaders, also referred to as charismatic leaders (Clark & 
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Clark, 1996; House & Shamir, 1993), provide four functions including idealized influence, 
inspirational motivation, intellectual stimulation, and individualized consideration (Bass 
1996; Bass, 1997; Bass & Avolio, 1993; Bass & Avolio, 1994). They are referred to as "the 
real movers and shakers" and "heroes" (Bass, 1990, p. 23) who attend to followers' individual 
needs for "achievement and growth by acting as coach or mentor" (Bass & Avolio, 1994, p. 
3). The interest in military leadership training pertaining to transformational leadership 
appears justified by the potential benefits which result when superiors inspire vision and 
growth in younger officers. 
The Characteristics of Leaders 
Personality has been defined as both internal factors, including temperaments or 
genetically influenced dispositions and interpersonal characteristics which remain stable 
across time and in different contexts (Hogan, Hogan, & Roberts, 1996). Historically, there 
has been little agreement regarding the personality characteristics of effective leaders 
(Hogan, Curphy, & Hogan, 1994). This debate can be traced back to Jenkin's (1947) who, 
following a review of the literature, concluded that no single personality trait or group of 
traits could accurately predict the leadership ability of military leaders. Stogdill ( 1948) 
disagreed with this position and argued for broad personality factors associated with 
leadership ability including surgency (dominance and assertiveness), emotional stability 
(independence and self-confidence), conscietiousness (responsibility, ethical conduct), and 
agreeableness (friendliness and social nearness) (Hogan, Curphy, & Hogan, 1994). 
More recently, Hogan (1994), in agreement with Stogdill's position, asserted "I am 
persuaded that effective leadership is rooted in individual personality" (p. 10). These 
conclusions represent extreme positions. Bass's (1990) comprehensive review of this topic 
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proposed a resolution by noting that, although no overall comprehensive theory of 
personality ofleaders emerges from research, nevertheless, "evidence abounds about 
particular patterns of traits that are of consequence to leadership, such as determination, 
persistence, self-confidence, and ego strength" (pp. 86, 87). 
Investigation of personality characteristics among military leaders is a comparatively 
recent phenomenon. In a study ofU. S. Naval Academy midshipmen, Lall et al., (1998) 
found these midshipmen to have higher levels of ambition, sociability, and intelligence. 
Atwater and Y ammarino (1989) found that successful naval midshipmen had personality 
styles which were more Sensing and Feeling on the Myers Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI). 
Additionally, these cadets endorsed characteristics of warmth, intelligence, and conformity as 
predictors of charismatic leadership (Atwater & Yammarino, 1989). Finally, Nicholas & 
Penwell (1995) reviewed literature pertaining to Officers who led stressful missions 
analogous to long-duration spaceflight. They concluded: 
effective leaders have the ambition, confidence, and experience to foster respect, 
trust, and reassurance among their subordinates .... Effective leaders reach out 
interpersonally beyond task-related matters. They are sensitive to subordinates' 
personal problems and show that they care about their emotional and physical well-
being. They convey to subordinates that each is special in some way, and they readily 
give members earned recognition and compliments. (p. 69) 
In sum, these results suggest effective leaders possess characteristics of sensitivity, 
competence and optimism, a pattern of traits strikingly different from the prototypical 
"warrior" long symbolizing those who train and engage in combat. 
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The Concept of Transformational Leadership 
Transformational leaders have been proposed as a unique subset of effective leaders. 
Transformational leaders possess the ability to inspire followers with a vision of purpose, 
while attending to the needs of individual followers (House & Howell, 1992). They are 
admired role models who mentor and challenge followers by stimulating their creative 
abilities (Bass & Avoilio,1994). Those who follow the lead of transformational leaders set 
higher expectations and typically achieve higher performances (Bass & Avolio, 1994). The 
personality characteristics of transformational leadership styles have been the focus of 
several significant investigations. A study by Atwater, Penn, and Rucker (1991) requested 
that Na val Officers identify the personality characteristics of transformational (charismatic) 
leaders. Results of their study yielded 10 adjectives which differentiated transformational and 
transactional leaders. These adjectives include dynamic, insightful, enterprising, confident, 
risk taking, visionary, determined, ethical, conforming, and assertive. Roush and Atwater 
(1992) found that transformational leaders were evaluated as possessing Sensing and Feeling 
personality styles on the Myers Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI). In an detailed review of the 
literature, House and Howell (1992) determined the following characteristics as 
representative of charismatic (transformational) leadership: creativity, innovation, vision, 
inspiration, enthusiasm, concern for morality, and willingness to exercise influence without 
dominance, aggressiveness, or criticism. Additionally, they noted that these leaders have: 
strong inclinations to be confident in, and encouraging toward, followers and to show 
developmental orientation towards followers: tendencies to be nurturant, socially 
sensitive, and sensitive to and considerate of followers needs .... By creating learning 
opportunities for their followers, tailoring these learning opportunities to their needs, 
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and providing social support conducive to learning ... [they] foster their growth and 
independence in a collaborative way. (p. 90-91) 
An intriguing aspect of the developmental relationship between the transformational leader 
and follower is its notable similarity to the concept of mentoring. 
The Significance of Transformational Leadership 
The effectiveness of transformational military leaders has been clearly demonstrated 
in the literature. Military transformational leaders are perceived as more effective by their 
subordinates (Deluga, 1991). Yammarino and Bass (1990) found that U.S. Navy officers 
who were rated as highly transformational received better performance evaluations and were 
more likely to be recommended for early promotion than officers who were less 
transformational. Yammarino, Spangler, and Bass (1993), conducted a longitudinal study of 
Naval Officers who were graduates of the U.S. Naval Academy. They found that Officers' 
performance as midshipmen predicted later transformational leadership. Additionally, 
Officers' transformational leadership while on active fleet duty predicted their higher 
performance rating by superiors. Finally, Clover (1990) investigated the performance of Air 
Force Academy cadet squadrons and found higher performance ratings for squadrons led by 
transformational leaders. 
Despite the empirical evidence demonstrating the dramatic and long-lasting 
effectiveness of transformational leadership, little is known about the impact of formal 
training models which incorporate transformational leadership in the training of U. S. 
military personnel. A formal training program for Israeli Defense Forces integrated 
transformational leadership by requiring cadets to identify, analyze, and model themselves 
after superiors who possess transformational qualities (Popper, Landau & Gluskinos, 1992). 
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During an evaluation of the program, nearly all cadets emphasized the significance of a 
transformational role-model in assisting them to crystallize their own roles as commanders. 
In summary, the positive influence of transformational leaders on followers appears 
ineffable. Transformational leaders are role models for followers, inspire and motivate, and 
afford special attention to the individual needs for achievement, growth, and well-being by 
acting as a coach or mentor (Bass & Avolio, 1994). They are visionaries who are defined by 
characteristics of creativity, innovation, inspiration, and enthusiasm (House & Howell, 
1992). Most importantly, their commitment and concern for followers creates followers who 
are more capable of becoming effective leaders (House & Howell, 1992). 
Although the characteristics and leadership behaviors of transformational leaders 
have been articulated and explored, the developmental experiences of such leaders are 
unknown. Specifically, it is unclear to what extent transformational leaders have benefited 
from important developmental or mentor relationships. Although Popper et al. (1992) 
demonstrated the value of intentional modeling for transformational leaders, no previous 
research has offered a focal analysis of mentoring as one component leading to effective or 
transformational leadership. 
The Concept of Mentoring 
The concept of mentoring has a rich and enduring tradition which extends back to 
Greek mythology. In the classical epic, The Odyssey, Homer wrote how Ulysses, prior to 
fighting in the Trojan War, entrusted his son's well-being and education to the care of a wise, 
older man named Mentor. In this entrusted role, Mentor guided his young protege, 
Telemachus, to an understanding of human nature, honesty, wisdom, and commitment to 
serving others (Rosenbach, 1989). This classic recording of the mentor-protege dyad has 
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been manifested in the lives of many influential individuals throughout history including 
Medici and Michaelangelo, Freud and Jung, and the Apostle Paul and Timothy. 
More recently, interest in the concept of mentoring has been rekindled by the book, 
The Seasons of a Man's Life, by Daniel Levinson and his colleagues (Levinson, Darrow, 
Klein, Levinson, & McKee, 1978). Levinson et al. (1978) reported the significant findings 
from comprehensive interviews with 40 men who were industrial workers, business 
executives, university biologists, and novelists. From these interviews, they proposed the 
unique progression of tasks which characterized the development of adult men. Among the 
most significant, enjoyable, and complex task facing a young man was the formation of a 
mentor relationship. According to Levinson et al., 
[a mentor is] a transitional figure who invites and welcomes a young man into the 
adult world. He serves as guide, teacher, and sponsor. He represents skill, knowledge, 
virtue, accomplishment - the superior qualities a young man hopes someday to 
acquire. He gives his blessing to the novice and his Dream. And yet, with all this 
superiority, he conveys with promise that in time they will be peers. (pp. 333-334) 
The concept of mentoring described by Levinson et al. (1978) was further developed 
by Kram (1988). Kram investigated the mentor relationships of 18 pairs of junior and senior 
managers within a business organization. Kram proposed that mentor relationships were 
defined by a set of functions which enhance personal and career growth, and advancement. 
She organized these functions into two categories: career functions and psychosocial 
functions. Kram identified career functions as "those aspects of the relationship that enhance 
learning the ropes and preparing for advancement in an organization" (1988, p. 22). Career 
functions occur within the organizational structure and include coaching, sponsorship, 
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exposure-and-visibility, protection, and challenging assignments. Psychosocial functions are 
"those aspects of a relationship that enhance a sense of competence, clarity of identity, and 
effectiveness in a professional role" (1988, p. 23). Psychosocial functions, unlike career 
functions, are interpersonal in nature and include role-modeling, acceptance-and-
confirmation, counseling, and friendship. Kram concluded that when the full range of career 
and psychosocial functions are provided, an approximation of the "classical" mentor 
relationship was formed. 
A review of the mentoring literature demonstrates numerous definitions offered to 
elucidate the salient features of a mentor. A mentor has been defined as a teacher, coach or 
trainer (O'Neil, 1981 ), a role model (Bolton, 1980; O'Neil, 1981; Zagumny, 1993), an 
experienced guide (Bogat & Redner, 1985; Cronan-Hillix, Gensheimer, Cronan-Hillix, & 
Davidson, 1986; O'Neil, 1981; Roche, 1979), a transitional figure (O'Neil, 1981 ), a sponsor 
(Roche, 1979; O'Neil, 1981), a counselor (Wright & Werther, 1991) and an advisor 
(Fagenson, 1989; O'Neil, 1981). Some authors have argued that the variance among 
definitions is problematic for comparative research between studies (Bogat & Redner, 1985; 
Carden, 1990; Merriam, 1983). In response to these concerns, Bogat and Redner (1985) 
suggested that operationally defining the functions of a mentor may decrease the likelihood 
of confounding research results. Mentoring, for the purpose of this study, is defined as a 
personal relationship in which a more experienced (usually older) individual acts as a guide, 
role model, teacher, and sponsor of a less experienced (usually younger) protege. Mentors 
provide proteges with knowledge, advice, challenge, counsel, and support in their pursuit of 
becoming full members of a particular profession (Clark, Harden, & Johnson, 1998). 
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The Characteristics of Mentors 
The functions and characteristics of mentors illuminate the significance of the mentor 
relationship. One author stated: "To have a mentor is to be among the blessed. Not to have 
one is to be damned to eternal oblivion, or at least to midlevel status" (Halcomb, 1980, p. 
13). There appears to be consensus in the literature that mentors are highly influential (Burke, 
1984). Levinson et al. (1978) described the functions of a mentor as: (a) sponsor, who 
influences and facilitates the young man's advancement; (b) host and guide, who welcomes 
the protege into a new occupational and social world; (c) exemplar, who models his own 
virtues, achievements, and life-style; and (d) a counselor, who provides moral support during 
stressful times. Most importantly, they proposed that the most significant mentor function 
was to support and facilitate the realization of the protege's hopes for adulthood, called the 
Dream. In facilitating the Dream, Levinson et al. stated, 
He [the mentor] fosters the young adult's development by believing in him, sharing 
the youthful Dream and giving his blessing, helping to define the newly emerging self 
in its newly discovered world, and creating a space in which the young man can work 
on a reasonably satisfactory life structure that contains the Dream. (1978, p. 99) 
In the field of education, Cronan-Hillix et al. ( 1986) explored the functions of 
mentors for graduate psychology students. Their study found the most important functions of 
mentors were to provide guidance and support. More recently, Clark, Harden, & Johnson 
(1998) surveyed recent graduates of doctoral level psychology programs. They determined 
that functions of direct training, acceptance and support, and role modeling were among the 
most significant functions provided by graduate school mentors. Wright and Wright (1987) 
proposed four primary function domains which included: Career Advancement (defining 
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aspirations, teaching technical skills), Networking (increasing professional visibility), 
Professional Development (defining areas of research), and Personal Identity (providing 
acceptance and confirmation). Finally, other studies in the field of education have suggested 
functions such as stimulating ideas, "opening doors" for proteges, giving information, 
assisting in the definition of career goals, completing evaluations of the protege, assisting in 
decision making, and providing a career path example (Blackburn, Chapman, & Cameron, 
1981; O'Neil, 1981). 
The functions of mentors in the field of business have also been a recent topic of 
investigation. Several authors conceptualized the mentor's primary function as that of role 
models within organizations (Bolton, 1980; Monaghan & Lunt, 1992; Zagumny, 1993). 
According to this conceptualization, the organizational mentor may provide a more expedient 
learning experience by demonstrating how complex activities are performed (Bolton, 1980). 
Additionally, the mentor models creativity and fosters the innovative exchange of ideas 
between the two (Zey, 1988). Serving as the role model, the mentor "personalizes the 
modeling influences for the individual by a direct involvement not necessarily implied by 
role model. Thus, in addition to being a role model, the mentor acts as a guide, tutor, or 
coach, and a confidant" (Bolton, 1980, p. 198). The mentor inducts new staff into the 
organization, and, as a result, assists the protege in learning the "set-up" of the company to 
avoid unnecessary culture shock (Monaghan & Lunt, 1992). 
In a study of mentor relationships in organizations, Burke (1984) found the five most 
common functions served by mentors. Mentors served functions of a role model, built self-
confidence, advocated for proteges, performed as a teacher, coach, and trainer, and utilized 
job assignments to develop the skills ofproteges. When Burke (1984) factor analyzed all 
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functions served by organizational mentors, three broad factors emerged including career 
development functions, psychosocial functions, and role model functions. These functions 
are consistent with those defined by Kram (1988) and highlight the significance of role 
modeling within organizational environments. 
Jacobi (1991) provided a comprehensive review of the literature and summarized the 
mentoring functions across the fields of business, education, and psychology. From this 
review, she identified five common elements which describe the functions of mentors. First, 
mentor relationships are helping relationships typically focused on achievement of the 
protege's long-term, broad goals. Second, mentors provide three broad functions including 
psychosocial support, career and professional development, and role modeling. Third, mentor 
relationships are reciprocal in nature, providing either emotional or tangible benefits to both 
the mentor and protege. Fourth, mentor relationships function on a direct, interpersonal level. 
Fifth, relative to the protege, the mentor possesses greater experience, influence, and 
achievement. 
Finally, mentors have also been defined according to their personality characteristics. 
Research in this domain assumes that mentors may possess a variety of personality 
characteristics which contribute, in part, to a positive or negative influence on the 
relationship. In a study by Cronan-Hillix et al. (1986), good or effective mentors were 
characterized as humorous, honest, dedicated, empathic, compassionate, genuine, patient, 
flexible, and loyal. Effective mentors were interested in and supportive of proteges, 
knowledgeable, sharing, and resourceful. In contrast, bad or ineffective mentors possessed 
characteristics such as rigidity, criticality, egocentricity, prejudice, disorganization, and 
dishonesty. Swerdlik and Bardon (1988) found a similar range of personality characteristics 
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and noted that the mentor's encouraging behaviors were critical to success in the mentor 
relationship. O'Neil (1981) added that the mentor's ability to monitor power, control, and 
competition was a correlate of successful mentoring. 
The Significance of Mentor Relationships 
When conceptualizing the significant outcomes of the mentor relationship, Levinson 
et al. (1978) proposed that the protege, with the assistance of the mentor, acquires greater 
skill and competence. Levinson et al. found that as the relationship naturally developed "he 
initially experiences himself as a novice or apprentice to a more advanced, expert and 
authoritative adult. As the relationship evolves, he gains a fuller sense of his own authority 
and his capability for autonomous, responsible action" (p. 99). Through the development of 
the relationship, the protege becomes more capable of successfully meeting challenges which 
accompany adult life. 
Numerous studies highlight the significant influence of mentor relationships in 
proteges' career and personal development (Jacobi, 1991; Salmon & Penning, 1993). 
Following a review of the literature, Merriam (1987) concluded that mentor relationships 
were a significant factor in the success of students in higher education. In a survey of 
psychology graduate students, Cronan-Hillix et al. (1986) found a significant positive 
relationship between having a mentor in graduate school and satisfaction with the graduate 
program. In a similar investigation, Clark, Harden, and Johnson (1998) reported that the 
recent graduates of psychology graduate programs who were mentored were significantly 
more satisfied with their graduate school career than those who had no mentor. In sum, 
mentor relationships appear to be a critical element to proteges' satisfaction during the 
educational process. 
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The increasing focus on mentor relationships in the field of business has been 
extensively researched. An important contribution to this research was Roche's (1979) 
investigation of the top executives listed in the Wall Street Journal. Of the 1,250 executives 
who responded to the survey, nearly two-thirds reported having a mentor. Executives who 
had a mentor reported higher salaries at a younger age, had more education, and were more 
likely to achieve planned career objectives. The majority believed their mentors had a 
significant influence on their career which could only be accomplished through an 
interpersonal relationship. Following this experience, executives who had a mentor were 
more likely to serve as a mentor than those who had never experienced a mentor relationship. 
More recent study of the significance of mentor relationships in the field of business 
demonstrates similar results. In comparison to nonmentored individuals, proteges who are 
mentored in organizational environments had higher income levels (Dreher & Ash, 1990; 
Scandura, 1992; Whitely, Dougherty, & Dreher, 1991), higher promotion rates (Dreher & 
Ash, 1990; Scandura, 1992; Whitely, Dougherty, & Dreher, 1991), higher performance 
ratings (Scandura, 1992), greater career success (Collins, 1994), and greater career mobility 
(Fagenson, 1989). Those who were mentored also reported more career satisfaction (Collins, 
1994), more satisfaction with pay and benefits (Dreher & Ash, 1990), greater organizational 
policy influence (Fagenson, 1988), and greater resource power within the organization 
(Fagenson, 1988). 
In addition to income and career satisfaction benefits, mentors provide an 
understanding about the unspoken political structure of organizations and assist proteges in 
adroitly maneuvering through tenuous interpersonal relationships. Mentors provide "pep 
talks" (Rosenbach, 1989, p. 140) and intervene in conflicts which endanger the protege's 
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career advancement (Rosenbach, 1989). They increase proteges' self-confidence and 
understanding of the organizational structure as a whole (Burke, 1984). Finally, mentor 
relationships most often result in the protege's willingness to mentor in return (Ragins & 
Cotton, 1993; Roche, 1979). As a result, invaluable career and personal learning experiences 
are passed on to the next generation of proteges, who also benefit from this unique 
developmental experience. 
The significance of mentor relationships is unequivocal. Despite the plethora of 
research on the significance of mentor relationships in the fields of education and business, 
little is known about mentor relationships ofU. S. military personnel. Schwerin and Bourne 
(1998) investigated the mentor relationships of Officers commissioned in the U. S. Navy 
Medical Service Corps. Compared to Officers who had no mentor, mentored Officers had 
higher ratings of job satisfaction and greater self-report of intent to remain commissioned in 
the Navy. Rosenbach (1989) strongly articulated the correlation between charismatic or 
transformational leadership and the salient experience of being mentored. 
Strong leadership that motivates followers to perform beyond expectations is built 
upon personal identification with the leaders, a shared vision of the future, and 
subordination of self-interests .... A culture of transformational leadership stimulates 
mentoring. Proteges are encouraged to believe in themselves and to achieve their 
leadership potential. Their success will ensure the continued influence, power, 
respect, and competitive advantage of the organization. Mentors affirm their self-
confidence and view leader development as a part of their job .... With a supportive 
environment and the right attitude, mentoring can be a powerful force in leadership 
development. (p. 146) 
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In spite of this impassioned endorsement for mentor relationships as a significant component 
of leadership development, to date, no study has investigated the mentor experiences of high 
ranking transformational leaders. 
The Investigation of Mentoring 
If understanding the components contributing to transformational leadership is 
to be advanced, it is necessary to understand significant developmental relationships 
experienced by these individuals. Whereas the characteristics and leadership behaviors of 
transformational leaders have been explored in numerous studies (Bass & Avolio, 1994; 
Clover, 1990; House & Howell, 1992; Popper, Landau, & Gluskinos, 1992; Yammarino & 
Bass, 1990), the mentoring experiences of such leaders are unknown. Research on the 
significance of mentor relationships demonstrates the value of this developmental 
relationship in both business and education. Therefore, an investigation of the mentor 
experiences of high ranking, transformational leaders is warranted. 
The purpose of this present study was to offer an exploratory investigation of the 
extent to which the Navy's most successful officers have been mentored. Retired admirals in 
the U.S. Navy achieved the highest rank afforded all military personnel. Their advancement 
through rank was, no doubt, met with innumerable challenges of leadership ability. They 
achieved their elite status by successfully inspiring followers' confidence in their command. 
Reflecting on military leadership, one author stated: "A visible transformational leader can 
make the difference between a rout or a rally" (Bass, 1998, p. 29). Empirical studies of 
transformational leadership have supported this assertion by clearly demonstrating the 
superior performance of transformational leaders (Clover, 1990; Deluga, 1991; Y ammarino 
& Bass, 1990; Yammarino, Spangler, & Bass, 1993). As a result of their successful 
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leadership abilities, established by high rank and ability to inspire the commitment of 
followers, retired U.S. Navy admirals are considered transformational leaders. The specific 
aim of the study was to explore the prevalence, nature, and importance of mentor 
relationships of retired Navy admirals. The study proposed the following areas of 
investigation: (a) the prevalence of mentor relationships in the careers of Navy admirals, (b) 
the initiation and duration of the mentor relationships of Navy admirals, (c) the salient 
functions mentors provided for Navy admirals, (d) admirals' evaluations of mentor 
relationships, and ( e) admirals' level of career satisfaction. 
Four research questions were addressed by this exploratory study. First, what is the 
prevalence rate of mentoring in the careers of retired Navy admirals? Second, what mentor 
functions were provided to admirals who experienced a mentor relationship? Third, are there 
correlations between the specific career and psychosocial functions provided to the admirals, 
self-reports of career satisfaction, and satisfaction with the mentor relationship? Fourth, was 
there a difference in retirement rank between admirals who experienced a mentor relationship 
and those who did not have a mentor. 
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Chapter 2 
Method 
Participants 
The sample frame for this study consisted of all U.S. Navy Admirals (07-010) who 
were retired from active duty by 1996. A list of all retired officers meeting this criteria was 
obtained from the Navy's Bureau of Personnel (BUPERS) and 1479 of those listed were 
determined to have usable mailing addresses. From this sample, 691 completed and returned 
a survey instrument within the 12 month time frame for inclusion in the study. One hundred 
and twenty-nine surveys were returned due to death or unknown forwarding address. Thus, 
the official response rate achieved was 691 out of 13 50 surveys, which is 51 %. Within this 
group, 20% were 07 (Rear Admiral Lower Halt), 64% were 08 (Rear Admiral Upper Halt), 
12% were 09 (Vice Admiral), and 4% were 010 (Admiral). The rank distribution among 
respondents was reflective of the rank distribution in the population (07 = 16.6%, 08 = 
65.7%, 09 = 14%, 010 = 3.8%). Regarding gender, 99.4% were male with only four female 
respondents (0.6%). Respondents ranged in age from 45 to 95 years, with a mean age of 71 
years (SD= 9.32). Concerning ethnicity, 97.5% ofrespondents identified themselves as 
European American, 0.9% as Hispanic American, 0.5% as Asian American, 0.5% as 
American Indian, 0.3% as African American, and 0.3% as "Other." With regard to 
commissioning source, 57.9% ofrespondents had been commissioned via the Naval 
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Academy, 11.1 % via ROTC, 11 % via OCS, 8.8% via Direct enlistment, 8.5% via Aviation 
OCS, 1.3% Merchant Marine Academy, and 1.2% "Other." Primary community affiliations 
listed by respondents included, 29.7% Aviation, 25.9% Surface Warfare, 17.5% Restricted 
Line Officer, 14% Submarine, 11.8% General Unrestricted Line, 0.9% Special Warfare, 
0.1 % Special Operations, and 0.1 % Marine Corps. Respondents had served an average of 
34.74 years (SD= 4.05) on active duty. 
Instrument 
The instrument developed for this study was a double-sided, six-page questionnaire 
entitled "Mentor Experience Survey" (see Appendix A). The survey instrument consisted of 
questions derived from a review of mentoring material and previous research instruments on 
mentor relationships. A draft of the questionnaire was critiqued by U.S. Naval Academy 
faculty and U.S. Navy reserve officers and then modified. As a result of the various 
definitions frequently associated with the term mentor, previous researchers have 
recommended the use of a specific definition of mentoring in mentoring research studies. 
The final version of the survey (see Appendix A)began with the following: 
Instructions. "This survey is designed to assess your experience of having been 
mentored. As a highly successful officer in the United States Navy, it is possible that 
you received some important mentoring along the way." 
Definition. "Mentoring is a personal relationship in which a more experienced 
(usually older) individual acts as a guide, role model, and sponsor of a less 
experienced (usually younger) protege. Mentors provide proteges with knowledge, 
advice, challenge, counsel, and support in their pursuit of becoming full members of a 
particular profession." 
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Following these instructions, respondents were asked to provide standard demographic 
information. Respondents were then asked to specify whether they believed they had been 
mentored during their naval careers in a manner consistent with the definition provided. 
Respondents who had not experienced a mentor relationship were requested to indicate the 
primary reason why they had not been mentored during the course of their career. 
Respondents who had been mentored during their career in the Navy were asked to provide 
further information about their most significant mentor relationship including number of 
mentors, formation, mentor's age and rank, duration, evaluation of the mentor relationship (1 
=Extremely Negative, 5 =Extremely Positive), ratings of mentoring functions that might 
have existed in the relationship (1 =Strongly Disagree, 5 =Strongly Agree), evaluation of 
the importance of mentor relationship on personal and professional growth (1 =Extremely 
Unimportant, 5 = Extremely Important), evaluations of attribution of success to self, mentor, 
or other (1 =Strongly Disagree, 7 =Strongly Agree), and an evaluation of overall 
satisfaction with their naval career (1 =Extremely Dissatisfied, 7 =Extremely Satisfied). 
Additionally, respondents were asked whether they themselves had provided mentoring to 
another individual and, if so, how many they mentored during the course of their careers. 
Finally, respondents were asked to describe a salient event or experience which illustrated 
how they benefited from mentoring and were asked to offer any comments regarding the 
status and process of mentoring in the Navy. Only quantitative responses to the survey will 
be addressed in the current dissertation. 
Procedure 
In the spring of 1997, each of the 14 79 individuals in the sample was sent a survey 
packet by mail. Each survey packet included the following: a one-page cover letter on Naval 
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Academy letter-head (see Appendix B); a double-sided, six page Mentor Experience Survey; 
and a self-addressed postage-free return envelope. Anonymity of responses was guaranteed. 
Any personal correspondence included with the survey was addressed with a personal 
response. Survey responses were included in the study if they were received by May 15, 
1998. 
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Chapter 3 
Results 
Prevalence of Mentor Relationships 
Of the 691 retired admirals who completed the Mentor Experience Survey, 463 (67%) 
reported that they had experienced at least one mentor relationship during their career in the 
Navy. Participants who were mentored were asked to report the number of mentor 
relationships they experienced during their Naval careers. Retired admirals reported an 
average of about three mentors (M = 3.35, SD= 2.91) during their entire career. The 
percentage ofrespondents who specified that they had one mentor was 24.3%, 22.5% 
reported they had two mentors, 17.9% reported they had three mentors, and 32% reported 
four or more mentors. The number of respondents in each career specialty and 
commissioning source, who reported being mentored, are listed in Tables 1 and 2. 
Participants who did not experience a mentor relationship were requested to specify 
the reason they were not mentored. The percentage of respondents who indicated that they 
did not need a mentor relationship was 17.4%, 21.5% stated that senior officers did not show 
interest in mentoring, 14.2% reported multiple reasons that mentoring did not occur, 1.4% 
declared that senior officers did not have time to mentor and 0.5% indicated that they were 
unable to find a suitable mentor. Approximately forty-five percent reported having no mentor 
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Table 1 
Number of Respondents Mentored by Career Specialty 
Career Specialty Frequency Percentage 
Aviation 133 65.8% 
Surface Warfare 128 72.7% 
Marine Corps l 100% 
Restricted Line Officer 80 67.2% 
Special Operations 1 100% 
Special Warfare 3 50.0% 
Submarines 61 64.0% 
General Unrestricted Line Officer 51 63.8% 
for "other" reasons including had not having heard of the term mentor, not considering the 
possibility of a mentor relationship, and not wishing to seek favoritism from senior officers. 
No significant relationship was found between the reason for not being mentored and the 
career specialty, commissioning source, or the age of the respondent. 
Chi-square analyses were performed to determine whether prevalence of mentoring 
differed on the basis of career specialty, commissioning source, and rank. Variables which 
included less than five cases in a cell were excluded from these analyses. No significant 
relationship was found between the prevalence of mentoring and career specialty, 
commissioning source, and rank of the respondent. Additionally, no significant relationship 
was found between the number of years served in the Navy and the likelihood of being 
mentored. The likelihood of having been mentored was found to be related to the retirement 
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Table 2 
Number of Respondents Mentored by Commissioning Source 
Commissioning Source Frequency Percentage 
Officer Candidate School 56 74.7% 
ROTC 53 69.7% 
Aviation Officer Candidate School 41 70.7% 
Enlisted 47 78.3% 
U.S. Naval Academy 253 64.1% 
Merchant Marine Academy 5 55.6% 
Other Academy 5 62.5% 
age of the respondent. Respondents who reported no mentoring experience were significantly 
older (M = 74.5, SD= 8.76) than respondents who reported having at least one mentor during 
their careers (M = 69.2, SD= 8.54), ! (687) = 7.53, p < .001. Finally, Pearson correlation 
analyses revealed a significant positive relationship between the number of mentors reported 
by proteges and the number of junior officers respondents subsequently mentored in their 
careers (I= 0.41, p < .001). 
Nature of Mentor Relationships 
Characteristics of mentors. Respondents who indicated one or more mentor 
relationship during their Naval careers were questioned about the characteristics of their most 
significant mentor. The primary mentor was most likely to be a male (99.8%) military officer 
(99 .1 % ) in the respondent's chain of command (87 .9% ). Fifty-eight percent of mentored 
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respondents reported that their mentor was also their commanding officer. Mentors most 
frequently reported to have military ranks of 04 (10.6%), 05 (25.9%), 06 (28.9%), and 07 
(11.4%). When asked about the age difference between the mentor and protege, 96.3% of 
mentors were reported as older than proteges by an average of 10.16 years (SD = 6.12). 
Approximately three percent stated that their mentor was the same age while only 1 % 
reported that their mentor was younger in age. There was no relationship between age 
difference between the protege and mentor and (a) the amount of personal and professional 
growth experienced by the protege, (b) the rating of importance of mentor relationships in the 
Navy, and (c) the overall evaluation of the mentor relationship. 
Initiation of mentor relationships. Respondents were asked to provide information 
regarding initiation of the mentor relationship. Over forty two percent of retired admirals 
reported that the relationship was mutually initiated between the mentor and the protege, 
while 39.9% stated that the relationship was initiated by the mentor. The mentor was 
assigned to the protege in 2% of the relationships and only 1. 8% of respondents indicated 
that they initiated the relationship with the mentor. Respondents also reported their rank and 
the mentor's rank at the initiation of the relationship. The distribution of ranks indicated for 
mentors is listed in Table 3. Mentors with ranks of 05 through 06 accounted for 54.8% of the 
sample, while 26.5% had flag ranks of 07 through 010. The reported distribution for proteges 
ranged from rank of 01through06 with most proteges having the rank of 05. 
Those that were mentored found mentoring to be most helpful at different stages in 
their military careers and there appeared to be no single tour during which mentoring was 
most likely to occur (prior to first tour= 4.5%, Division Officer tour= 18.2%, Department 
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Table 3 
Rank Distribution at Initiation of Relationship 
Mentor Frequency Percentage Protege Frequency Percentage 
01 4 1.0% 01 53 13.1% 
02 3 0.7% 02 53 13.1% 
03 19 4.7% 03 79 19.5% 
04 43 10.6% 04 60 14.8% 
05 105 25.9% 05 88 21.7% 
06 117 28.9% 06 58 14.3% 
07 46 11.4% Enlisted 5 1.2% 
08 34 8.4% Academy 10 2.5% 
09 21 5.2% 
010 6 1.5% 
Enlisted 7 1.7% 
Head tour= 15.9%, Executive Officer tour= 8.3%, Command tour= 15.2%, Major 
Command tour= 13.0%, several different career points= 24.9%). 
One-way analyses of variance revealed that significant relationships existed between 
the manner in which the mentor relationship was initiated and the following evaluations of 
mentoring: (a) importance of mentor relationships in the Navy, .E (5, 438) = 3.56, 12 < .01; 
(b) importance of the relationship for professional growth, .E (5,444) = 7.46, 12 < .001; (c) 
importance ofrelationship for personal growth, .E (5, 444) = 2.29, 12 < .05; and (d) overall 
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evaluation of the mentor relationship; .E (5, 440) = 2.77, n < .05. The nature of each of these 
relationships was examined using Tukey's honestly significant difference (HSD) test with an 
alpha level of .05. 
Proteges whose mentor relationship was initiated by the mentor (M = 4.56, SD = 
0.66), initiated mutually (M = 4.62, SD= 0.60), or initiated in several different ways (M = 
4.75, SD= 0.44) rated the importance of mentor relationships in the Navy significantly 
higher than did proteges whose mentor relationship was assigned (M= 3.88, SD= 1.36). 
Professional growth of the protege, as a result of the relationship, was rated significantly 
higher by respondents whose relationship was initiated by the mentor (M = 4.61, SD= 0.68), 
initiated mutually (M = 4.59, SD= 0.66), initiated by the protege (M = 4.31, SD= 1.03), 
initiated in several ways (M = 4.90, SD= 0.29), and whose relationship was initiated in 
another manner (M = 4.47, SD= 0.65) than by respondents who reported the relationship 
was assigned (M = 3.33, SD= 1.58). 
Finally, although one-way analyses of variance determined a significant difference 
between the various types of relationship initiation and both personal growth and overall 
evaluation of the mentor relationship, post hoc analyses did not result in any significant 
between group differences. Figures 1 and 2 demonstrate that although the overall effect was 
significant, the amount of sampling error from several small categories resulted in 
insignificant post hoc analyses. There were no significant differences between the various 
ways the relationship was initiated and the respondents' overall satisfaction with their naval 
careers. Additionally, no relationship existed between the manner of relationship initiation 
and (a) whether the mentor was a commanding officer, (b) whether the mentor was in the 
respondents' chain of command, and ( c) respondents' subsequent decision to mentor. 
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Figure 1. Standard error from the mean for personal growth by different forms of initiation. 
Duration of mentor relationships. Duration of the mentor relationship was another 
area of interest. Nearly twenty percent of the relationships between proteges and their most 
significant mentor lasted for more than 20 years, 23.3% lasted for 10-19 years, 16.2% ranged 
from 5-9 years, 12.7% lasted for 3-4 years, 24.3% remained for 1-2 years, and only 3.9% 
lasted for less than 1 year. Pearson correlation analyses demonstrated significant positive 
relationships between the duration of the mentor relationship and the overall evaluation of 
the relationship (r = .15, p < .005); the importance of mentor relationships in the Navy 
(r = .13, .Q < .01); as well as both career functions (r = .15, .Q < .01) and psychosocial 
functions (r = .12, 12 < .05) provided by the mentor. The relationship duration was unrelated 
to the protege's professional and personal growth or the importance of the relationship. 
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Figure 2. Standard error from the mean for overall rating experienced by different forms of 
initiation. 
Functions of Mentoring 
Intercorrelations of mentor functions. Respondents were asked to record their 
agreement or disagreement with a series of 15 statements that surveyed the existence of 
specific functions provided by the mentor within the relationship. As demonstrated in Table 
4, proteges endorsed the existence of all mentor functions, except one. Two additional 
categories were created by logically combining functions which represented career support 
(i.e., career development, professional networks, military skills, ethics, creativity, visibility, 
advocacy, training, intervention, opportunity, and bypass bureaucracy) and psychosocial 
support (acceptance, correction, self-esteem, emotional support). Both career 
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Table 4 
Mean Ratings of Mentoring Functions 
Mentoring Function M 
My mentor offered me acceptance, support, and encouragement. 4.80 
My mentor provided timely and firm correction 
when needed. 
My mentor enhanced my military career development. 
My mentor assisted in establishing professional networks. 
My mentor increased my self-esteem. 
My mentor provided emotional support/counseling. 
My mentor developed my military skills. 
My mentor developed my personal ethics and professional 
values. 
My mentor enhanced my creativity and problem solving skills. 
My mentor enhanced my visibility/exposure within 
the organization. 
My mentor advocated on my behalf. 
My mentor provided direct training or instruction. 
My mentor intervened for me professionally. 
My mentor provided opportunities (e.g., "choice" assignments). 
My mentor helped me bypass bureaucracy. 
4.37 
4.65 
3.81 
4.41 
3.84 
4.10 
4.30 
4.13 
4.41 
4.31 
4.00 
3.75 
3.66 
3.20 
0.55 
0.96 
0.77 
1.21 
0.82 
1.13 
1.04 
0.97 
0.97 
0.91 
1.07 
1.05 
1.28 
1.41 
1.34 
Note. Ratings were made on 5-point scales (1 =strongly disagree, 5 =strongly agree). 
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(M = 4.08, SD = 0. 70) and psychosocial functions (M = 4.34, SD = 0.62) were considered 
important by respondents. 
Pearson correlation analyses were performed on all mentoring functions. All 
functions were significantly correlated with each other at 12 < .05 level of significance with 
the exception of the following relationships: (a) providing professional networks and 
providing correction, (b) providing professional networks and developing military skills, ( c) 
developing military skills and increasing visibility, (d) advocating on protege's behalf and 
developing ethics, (e) developing ethics and providing opportunities, (f) providing correction 
and increasing visibility, (g) enhancing military career development and providing direct 
training, and (h) increasing visibility and providing direct training. The career and 
psychosocial functions provided in the mentor relationship were not significantly correlated 
with the protege's rating of career satisfaction. 
Relationshi12 initiation and mentoring functions. One-way analyses of variance 
revealed that a significant relationship existed between the manner in which the relationship 
was initiated and the ratings of several mentoring functions. The nature of these relationships 
was examined using Tukey's HSD test with an alpha level of .05. A significant relationship 
existed between the manner of initiation and the function of offering of acceptance, support, 
and encouragement, .E (5, 435) = 5.53, 12 < .001. Respondents who were assigned to a mentor 
relationship experienced significantly less acceptance (M = 4.00, SD= 1.73) than those 
whose relationship was initiated by the protege (M = 5.00, SD= 0), by the mentor (M = 4.82, 
SD= 0.54), mutually initiated (M = 4.84, SD= 0.43), or initiated in several ways (M = 4.88, 
SD= 0.33). 
MURDOCK LEARNING RESOURCE CENTER 
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The manner in which the relationship was initiated was significantly related to the 
function of increasing the protege's visibility, .E (5, 426) = 4.71, 12 < .001. Respondents who 
indicated that they initiated the relationship with their mentor reported significantly less 
visibility (M = 3.38, SD= 1.41) in the relationship when compared with those whose 
relationship was initiated by the mentor (M = 4.55, SD= 0.81) or with those relationships 
that were mutually initiated (M = 4.43, SD= 0.84). 
Similarly, a significant relationship existed between the manner of relationship 
initiation and the function of advocating on the protege's behalf, .E (5, 427) = 5.15, 12 < .001. 
Respondents whose relationship was either initiated by the mentor (M = 4.42, SD= 1.02) or 
mutually initiated (M = 4.39, SD= 0.97) reported that their mentor provided more advocacy 
than those whose relationship was assigned (M = 2.81, SD = 1.65). 
The function of helping the protege to bypass bureaucracy was also significantly 
related to the manner of relationship initiation, .E (5, 410) = 3.19, 12 < .01. Respondents who 
indicated that the mentor initiated the relationship (M = 3.33, SD= 1.35) or that the 
relationship was mutually initiated (M = 3.27, SD= 1.28) reported that the mentor provided 
greater assistance in bypassing bureaucracy in the relationship when compared those whose 
relationship was initiated in another way (M = 2.55, SD= 1.37). 
A similar trend was established for career functions reported by proteges. The manner 
of relationship initiation was significantly related to the overall career functions provided by 
the mentor, .E (983, 20805) = 3.65, 12 < .01. Mentor relationships which were initiated by the 
mentor (M = 44.69, SD= 7.81) and initiated mutually (M = 44.34, SD= 6.61) reported that 
significantly more career functions were provided in the relationship when compared to 
relationships that were assigned (M = 34.86, SD = 11.39). 
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Finally, relationship initiation was significantly related to the two mentoring 
functions of providing emotional support, ..E (5, 417) = 2.25, .Q < .05 and providing 
opportunities (e.g., "choice assignments"), ..E (5, 418) = 2.48, .Q < .05. Although one-way 
analyses of variance analyses determined a significant difference between the different 
means of relationship initiation and both emotional support and opportunity provided to the 
protege, post hoc analyses did not result in any significant between group differences as a 
result of the small sample size in several categories. 
Retirement rank and mentoring functions. One way analyses of variance revealed a 
significant relationship between the retirement rank of the respondent and the functions of 
increasing the protege's visibility ..E (3,433) = 3.04, .Q < .05 and helping the protege to bypass 
bureaucracy ..E (3, 417) = 4.12, .Q < .01. Post hoc tests indicated that with respect to the 
function of visibility, respondents with retirement ranks of 07 (M = 4 .25, SD = 1.05) and 09 
(M = 4.22, SD = 1.10) reported that their mentors provided less visibility than respondents of 
rank 010 (M = 4.80, SD= 0.41). Interestingly, respondents with rank 08 (M = 4.47, SD= 
0.83) reported greater visibility than more senior officers with a rank of 09. A similar trend 
was demonstrated for the function of helping proteges to bypass bureaucracy. Respondents 
with retirement ranks of 07 (M = 2.91, SD= 1.35) reported significantly less assistance in 
this area than respondents with ranks of 08 (M = 3.31, SD= 1.31) and 010 (M = 3.85, SD= 
1.46). Respondents of rank 010 reported more assistance with bypassing bureaucracy than 
did respondents ofrank 09 (M = 2.86, SD= 1.35); however, those ranked 09 reported less 
assistance when compared to respondents ranked 08. Overall, these results suggest that 
proteges with higher rank received more visibility and assistance bypassing bureaucracy 
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from their mentors. No other mentoring functions were found to have a significant 
relationship with retirement rank. 
Commissioning source and mentoring functions. Mentoring functions provided to 
proteges, with regard to commissioning source, was another area of investigation. One-way 
analyses of variance revealed a significant relationship between commissioning source and 
the following mentoring functions: (a) providing ethical instruction, ..E (6, 422) = 2.47, 
.Q < .05; (b) advocating on the protege's behalf, ..E (6, 430) = 2.14, .Q < .05; and (c) providing 
opportunities, ..E (6, 420) = 2.87, .Q < .01. Post hoc analyses utilizing Tukey's HSD 
demonstrated that proteges commissioned via ROTC (M = 4.52, SD = 0.84) received more 
training in ethics from their mentors than proteges commissioned via other academies (M = 
3.00, SD= 1.63). Proteges who were commissioned via the U.S. Naval Academy reported 
receiving less advocacy from their mentors (M = 4.21, SD= 1.14) than proteges who came 
from OCS (M = 4.73, SD= 0.63). Finally, proteges commissioned via direct enlistment (M = 
3.30, SD= 1.44) and via U.S. Naval Academy (M = 3.53, SD= 1.48) received less 
opportunity compared to proteges commissioned via OCS (M = 4.26, SD= 1.09). No other 
mentor functions were significantly related to commissioning sources. 
Mentoring functions and subsequent mentoring exneriences. Proteges who were 
mentored were asked to report whether or not they later mentored junior officers during their 
naval career. Of the 453 individuals who responded to the question, 432 (95.4%) indicated 
that they mentored a protege while in the Navy. The mean number of subordinates mentored 
was 11.11 (SD = 15 .11) suggesting that flag rank officers are likely to serve as a mentor to 
several junior officers during the course of their careers. With regard to subsequent 
mentoring experiences, 1-test for independent groups revealed no significant difference in 
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(a) career satisfaction, (b) ratings of success attributed to self, ( c) ratings of success attributed 
to the mentor and ( d) ratings of success attributed to others, and ( e) years served in the 
military between those respondents who mentored junior officers and those who did not. 
With respect for ratings of eight of fifteen mentoring functions, comparative analyses 
involving! tests for independent groups revealed significant differences between proteges 
who subsequently mentored during their naval career and proteges who did not mentor a 
junior officer. Proteges who mentored agreed to a greater extent (M = 4.82, SD= 0.52) than 
did proteges who did not mentor (M = 4.52, SD= 0.98) that their most significant mentor 
provided them with acceptance, support, and encouragement,! (437) = 2.40, 12 < .05. 
Proteges who mentored reported that the mentor provided more professional networks 
(M = 3.85, SD= 1.17) than proteges who did not mentor (M = 3.18, SD= 1.67), ! (410) = 
2.28, 12 < .05. Proteges who mentored also reported greater visibility as a result of the 
relationship (M = 4.45, SD= 0.86) when compared to those who did not mentor (M = 3.95, 
SD= 1.39), ! (427) = 2.43, 12 < .05. 
The function of advocacy was endorsed to a greater extent by proteges who mentored 
(M = 4.36, SD= 1.03) than by those who did not mentor (M = 3.44, SD= 1.65), ! (430) = 
3.58, 12 < .001. Similarly, those proteges who mentored reported significantly more 
intervention provided by their mentors (M = 3.81, SD= 1.23) than did proteges who did not 
subsequently mentor (M = 3.11, SD= 1.53), ! (416) = 2.32, 12 < .05. With regard to the 
mentoring function of providing opportunities, proteges who mentored agreed more strongly 
(M = 3.70, SD= 1.38) than did proteges who did not mentor (M = 2.78, SD= 1.70), ! (420) 
= 2.76, 12 < .01 that the mentor relationship provided them with increased career 
opportunities. 
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Finally, proteges who mentored also agreed more strongly (M = 3.25, SD= 1.34) 
than did proteges who did not mentor (M = 2.35, SD= 1.27) that their most significant 
mentor had assisted them in bypassing bureaucracy during their careers,! (413) = 2.72, 
12 < .01. Concerning overall career functions provided by the mentor, proteges who mentored 
endorsed career functions more strongly (M = 44.25, SD= 7.36) than did proteges who did 
not mentor during their career in the Navy (M = 37.21, SD= 7.36), 1 (388) = 3.51, 12 < .001. 
Evaluation of Mentor Relationships 
Overall evaluation of mentor relationships. Respondents were asked to provide an 
overall evaluation of the mentor relationship (1 =extremely negative, 5 =extremely 
120sitive). The mean rating was 4.86 (SD= 0.39) indicating that proteges viewed their 
primary mentor relationship as extremely positive. Similarly, respondents were requested to 
rate the importance of the mentor relationship for their personal and professional growth 
(1 = extremely negative, 5 = extremely positive). Mentor relationships were considered very 
important for both personal (M = 4.28, SD= 0.90) and professional (M = 4.58, SD= 0.71) 
growth. Similarly, when asked about the importance of mentor relationships in the Navy, 
respondents rated these relationships as extremely important (M = 4.55, SD= 0.67). 
Mentoring functions and evaluation of the relationship. The relationship between 
ratings of personal and professional growth, importance of the mentor relationship and 
functions provided within the relationship was determined using Pearson correlation 
analyses. As indicated in Table 5, all evaluations of the mentor relationship were 
significantly correlated with both the career and psychosocial functions provided by the 
relationship. There was a significant relationship between the career and psychosocial 
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Table 5 
Intercorrelations Between Im,gortance of Mentor Relationshi,gs and Mentoring Functions 
Importance Overall Professional Personal Career Psychosocial 
Evaluation Evaluation Evaluation Functions Functions 
Importance .32** .54** .42** .39** .31 ** 
(448) (452) (452) (395) (419) 
Overall .32** .34** .29** .24** .26** 
Evaluation (448) (452) (452) (393) (416) 
Professional .54** .34** .57** .38** .27** 
Evaluation (452) (452) (458) (396) (421) 
Personal .42** .29** .57** .41 ** .35** 
Evaluation (452) (452) (458) (396) (421) 
Career .39** .24** .38** .41 ** .58** 
Functions (395) (393) (396) (396) (393) 
Psychosocial .31 ** .26** .27** .35** .58** 
Functions (419) (416) (421) (421) (393) 
Note: Numbers in parentheses are sample sizes. ** .Q < .01 
functions provided by the mentor relationship (r = .58, .Q < .01). Similarly, the degree to 
which the relationship was rated as contributing to the protege's professional growth was 
significantly correlated to personal growth afforded by the relationship (r = .57, .Q < .01). 
Respondents' overall evaluation of their most significant mentor relationship was also 
significantly correlated to the amount of professional growth they experienced as a result of 
the relationship (r = .34, .Q < .01). 
A one-way analyses of variance for commissioning source and personal growth 
experienced as a result of the relationship was significant, E (6, 448) = 4.38, .Q < .001. Post 
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hoc analyses using Tukey's HSD demonstrated that when compared to other commissioning 
sources (M = 2.25, SD= 1.89), proteges commissioned via OCS (M = 4.30, SD= 0.83), 
ROTC (M = 4.10, SD = 1.17), Aviation OCS (M = 4.18, SD = 1.04 ), Enlisted (M = 4.36, SD 
= 0.85), U.S. Naval Academy (M = 4.34, SD= 0.78), and Merchant Marine Academy (M = 
4.60, SD= 0.89) members all reported higher personal growth as a result of the mentor 
relationship. Other evaluations of the mentor relationship were not significantly related to 
comm1ss10mng source. 
Evaluation of mentor relationships and naval career. Analyses utilizing ! test for 
independent samples demonstrated significant differences in proteges' evaluations of 
personal growth whether their mentor was in their chain of command and whether their 
mentor was their commanding officer. Specifically, proteges whose mentor was in their chain 
of command experienced more personal growth (M = 4.34, SD= 0.85) than proteges whose 
mentor was not in the chain of command (M = 4.00, SD= 0.92), ! (426) = 2.70, p < .01. 
Additionally, proteges whose mentor was the commanding officer reported more personal 
growth from the relationship (M = 4.38, SD= 0.84) than proteges whose mentor was not the 
commanding officer (M = 4.20, SD= 0.87), ! (415) = 2.18, 12 < .05. 
Respondents' evaluation of their success in the Navy was of interest. Respondents 
were asked to rate the extent of their agreement (1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree) 
that their success in the Navy could be attributed to themselves (M = 6.34, SD= 0.81), to 
their mentor (M = 5.49, SD= 1.24), or to "others" (M = 6.02, SD= 1.16). In the "others" 
category, respondents were asked to list the identity of these individuals. Respondents most 
often listed spouses, children, and parents as contributing to their success in the military. 
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When asked to rate their overall level of satisfaction with their career in the U.S. 
Navy (1 =extremely dissatisfied, 7 =extremely satisfied) retired admirals offered a mean 
rating of 6.76 (SD= 0.47). Pearson correlation analyses revealed a positive relationship 
between the attribution of career success, satisfaction with one's career and overall evaluation 
of the importance of mentor relationships in the Navy as demonstrated in Table 6. The 
protege's overall evaluation of mentor relationships was significantly correlated with the 
degree to which they attributed career success to their mentor (r = .32, 12 < .01). Additionally, 
the rating of importance of mentor relationships in the Navy was positively correlated to the 
mentor's contribution to career success (r = .32, 12 < .01). Thus retired Navy admirals were 
extremely satisfied with their naval careers and the mentors' contribution to their careers. 
A final area of interest was the overall impact of mentoring on the career 
advancement ofretired Navy admirals. A !-test for independent groups revealed no 
significant relationship between retirement rank and the experience of being mentored. 
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Table 6 
Intercorrelations Between Attributions of Success and Various Evaluations 
Success credited Success credited Career Overall 
to Mentor to Self Satisfaction Evaluation 
Success credited .17** .10* .32** 
to Mentor (425) (429) (424) 
Success credited .17** .12* N.S. 
to Self (425) (436) 
Career .10** .12* .12* 
Satisfaction (429) (436) (449) 
Overall .32** N.S. .12* 
Evaluation (424) (449) 
Note: Numbers in parentheses are sample sizes. ** 12 < .01, *12 < .05 
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Chapter 4 
Discussion 
The results of this study suggest that the Navy's most successful and charismatic 
leaders, those who attain flag rank, are likely to have been mentored during their naval 
careers. Two out of three admirals reported having at least one mentor during their careers 
and the average number of mentor relationships experienced was three. Significant mentors 
were described as older males in the protege's chain of command and were most often a 
commanding officer at the time the relationship was initiated. One third of flag rank officers 
in this sample denied having been mentored during their naval career. These officers reported 
a wide range of reasons for not having a mentor. A large percentage of this group stated that 
senior officers were uninterested in mentoring or that they had no need for the assistance 
provided by mentor relationships. Although the report of senior officers' disinterest in 
mentoring is concerning, results suggest that the experience of being mentored was not 
specifically related to career specialty, commissioning source, rank of the protege, or years of 
service in the Navy. 
The significance of the mentor's influence in the protege's leadership development is 
strongly suggested by the fact that nearly all admirals who were mentored subsequently 
mentored one or more junior officers during their careers. In fact, consistent with the 
literature on mentoring (Ragins & Cotton, 1993; Roche, 1979), admirals who experienced 
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greater numbers of mentor relationships later mentored greater numbers of junior officers 
during their careers. Charismatic leaders who have been inspired themselves with a vision 
and a purpose indeed appear to transmit these gains to younger officers. Therefore, one 
powerful method of ensuring that junior officers later invest personally and professionally in 
the next generation is to provide them with salient developmental relationships such as 
mentoring experiences with senior officers. 
Interestingly, the likelihood of having a mentor was related to the retirement age of 
the protege. Specifically, admirals who reported having no mentor experience were 
significantly older than those who reported being mentored. This phenomenon could possibly 
be explained by a previously unexplored trend toward mentoring in military leadership 
development. Additionally, cohort effects may have influenced these results. Since 
mentoring in the fields of business, education, and leadership, is a relatively new 
phenomenon, younger respondents may have greater familiarity with the concept and 
therefore be more likely to recognize the influence of mentor relationships in their own 
military careers. 
The data appear to highlight the importance of training senior officers to be proactive 
in identifying and promoting talented subordinates. Mentor relationships in the military do 
not seem to occur as a result of formal assignment. Nearly all relationships began as a result 
of mutual initiation or the mentor's initiation with a junior officer. Therefore, in order for 
mentoring to occur, the senior officer must take some clear initiative to begin the 
relationship. These results differ somewhat from trends reported by proteges in higher 
education which suggest that proteges' initiation is significant to establishing mentor 
relationships (Clark, Harden & Johnson, 1998; Cronan-Hillix, et al., 1986). The manner in 
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which mentor relationships are formed in the Navy may have long-lasting influence on how 
proteges evaluate the relationship and how impactful the relationships are on proteges' 
development personally and professionally. Relationships initiated either by the senior 
officer or mutually by the junior and senior officer, as opposed to initiated by the junior 
officer, may promote an enduring sense of being intentionally chosen for higher performance 
and charismatic leadership. If the sense of being intentionally selected by the mentor does in 
fact influence charismatic leadership ability, then relationship formation may be one 
significant component in developing transformational leaders. 
Mentor relationships seem to be significant throughout proteges' careers because no 
single rank or duty assignment was predictive of increased frequency of mentoring. Mentor 
relationships in the Navy are quite enduring in nature and many last well beyond 10 years. 
The extended duration may be a particularly important characteristic of mentor relationships 
in the Navy and is notably longer than the duration discussed in the mentoring literature 
pertaining to business and education (Clark, Harden, & Johnson, 1998; Kram, 1988; 
Levinson, et al., 1978).These results appear to suggest that the Navy's most significant 
mentors choose to invest in longer-term relationships or that those identified by proteges as 
most significant are the relationships that extend over a lengthy time period. Respondents' 
evaluation of several different indices of relationship significance including an overall 
evaluation of the most significant relationship, the importance of mentor relationships in the 
Navy, and the functions provided by the relationship were all positively related to the 
duration of the relationship. Regardless of the protege's current location or duty assignment, 
Navy mentors appear to have relatively lengthy relationships which may provide increased 
opportunity for mentors to shape and elevate the motives and goals of junior officers. 
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Admirals in this study were likely to derive multiple benefits from the functions 
carried out by the mentor. Fourteen of the 15 mentor functions, similar to those offered by 
Kram (1988), were endorsed positively by admirals, indicating at least some agreement that 
career and psychosocial functions were present in the mentor relationships experienced by 
these officers. The most salient functions served by the mentor included acceptance, support, 
and encouragement, enhancement of military career, increased self-esteem, increased 
visibility and exposure within the Navy, and firm correction when necessary. It is interesting 
that the image of a significant mentor is not that of a harsh and brazened superior. Rather, 
these mentor functions suggest an image of a mentor who demonstrates individualized 
consideration and supportive behaviors which characterize both transformational leaders 
(Bass & Avolio, 1994) and efficacious mentors (Cronan-Hillix, et al., 1986). The single item 
rated in the negative direction was the function of helping to bypass bureaucracy. This 
function, while frequently discussed as salient for proteges in the field of business, appears to 
be less relevant when it comes to the career advancement of Navy flag officers. It is quite 
possible that, given the strong predilection toward earning reward and recognition in the 
military, such a function could be perceived as creating an unfair advantage and therefore 
suggest that the protege did not truly deserve recognition and advancement based on 
authentically superior performance and leadership ability. 
The relationship between mentor functions and the manner of relationship initiation 
appears unequivocal. Several career and psychosocial functions, including offering 
acceptance, support, and encouragement, increasing visibility, advocating for the protege, 
bypassing bureaucracy, and overall career functions may be significantly influenced by the 
manner in which the relationship is formed. In general, proteges who were assigned a mentor 
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or who were responsible for initiating the relationship experienced fewer of these mentor 
functions than those whose relationship was initiated by the mentor or mutually initiated. 
Although the importance of mutual attraction and initiation by both the mentor and protege 
has been discussed extensively in the mentoring literature (Kram, 1988; Levinson, et al., 
1978), the significance of the military mentor's role in promoting the relationship was 
highlighted by these results. This may reflect the training senior officers receive which 
prepares them to seek out and develop the leadership potential of junior officers who 
comprise the future generation of Navy leaders. Possibly, more than mentors in business and 
education, military leaders are aware of the importance of this investment during times of 
national crisis and war. These results may also indicate that in the military environment, 
where evaluation by senior officers is an integral component of ongoing career advancement, 
junior officers interpret the mentor's initiation ofrelationship as an endorsement ofleadership 
potential. Such attributions regarding the formation of the relationship may influence, to a 
large degree, the protege's subsequent evaluation of the relationship and the ultimate impact 
of the relationship on the officer's career. 
Not only did the prevalence of mentor functions vary with different forms of 
relationship initiation, but also with the retirement rank of the admiral. In general, the two 
mentoring functions of increasing the protege's visibility and helping the protege to bypass 
bureaucracy appeared to be endorsed more favorably by admirals with higher retirement 
ranks. Concerning the function of providing increased visibility, it was not surprising that 
those flag rank officers who achieved higher ranks would also have received more visibility 
as a result of the mentor's efforts. This function, which is frequently noted as a significant 
component of mentor relationships in the field of business (Burke, 1984; Kram, 1988), was 
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highly rated by respondents and appeared to be a common experience, to some degree, for all 
admirals. The function of bypassing bureaucracy produced surprising results considering that 
the overall sample of respondents rated this function in a negative direction, therefore 
minimizing its importance in contributing to their naval career advancement. Although not 
strongly endorsed by any group of admirals, those with rank of 010 reported that this form of 
assistance was moderately provided by the mentor. There are several possibilities that may 
explain these interesting results. First, admirals who achieved the highest rank afforded all 
military personnel may be more willing to acknowledge this benefit in assisting them to 
attain their high career status. Second, admirals with the rank of 010 may have received 
greater assistance in bypassing bureaucracy as they advanced in their careers. In either case, 
all respondents appear clear that this function was not the most significant benefit influencing 
their career success. 
Mentoring functions and personal growth experienced as a result of the relationship 
did not appear to be influenced to a large extent by the protege's commissioning source. 
Although some significant differences did emerge within the study, the overall similarity of 
functions provided and personal growth experienced by these junior officers who were 
commissioned from different sources appeared far more salient with respect to this 
investigation. 
An important trend with regard to mentor functions was the difference in the mentor 
functions provided to those admirals who subsequently mentored as opposed to those who 
did not mentor later in their careers. Admirals who subsequently mentored reported that 
significantly more functions were provided to them including: acceptance, support, and 
encouragement, providing professional networks, increasing visibility, advocating on 
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protege's behalf, providing intervention, and bypassing bureaucracy. Those who later chose 
to mentor perceived their mentors as having provided career functions to a greater extent than 
those who did not mentor. Bolton (1980) proposed that mentors are role models who 
personalize role modeling through the individualized functions they perform. It seems quite 
possible that, in the Navy, career functions provided by the mentor are a significant 
personalized model which contributes to junior officers understanding of the mentor 
relationship. Proteges who are provided with greater opportunities to observe mentor 
functions modeled for them may experience greater confidence in entering a mentor 
relationship with a junior officer. 
Retired admirals in this sample left little doubt that mentor relationships were 
extremely important for them both professionally and personally. The overall rating of the 
mentor relationship was extremely favorable and suggests that mentoring during the naval 
career is viewed in extremely positive terms. Additionally, the strong endorsement of the 
significance of mentor relationships on the personal and professional growth of these officers 
suggests that this unique experience was critical for them on multiple levels as they advanced 
through the ranks of the Navy. These results are similar to previous findings in the field of 
mentoring in business and education which indicate that mentoring increases proteges' 
satisfaction with their education (Clark, Harden, & Johnson, 1998; Cronan-Hillix, et al., 
1986) and career satisfaction (Collins, 1994; Fagenson, 1989; Roche, 1979). Given the strong 
endorsement of these officers, it was not surprising that admirals rated mentor relationships 
as very important to the Navy. Such endorsement clearly indicates the substantial role of 
mentoring in the leadership development of the nation's most charismatic military leaders. 
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The evaluation of the mentor relationship may be enhanced by the quantity and, we 
suppose, the career and psychosocial functions provided by the mentor; however, overall 
career satisfaction with one's career does not appear related to these functions. Although 
mentor relationships varied in the extent to which functions were perceived as provided, most 
retired admirals were overwhelmingly satisfied with their careers. Functions provided by the 
senior were related to the junior officer's evaluation of personal and professional growth, as 
well as the overall evaluation of the importance of mentor relationships, while advancing in a 
career. The suggestion that providing more mentor functions to proteges may result in 
increased growth comes as no surprise. In fact, these results may verify what junior officers 
already know: that consideration from and personal identification with charismatic senior 
officers facilitate the realization of leadership potential. 
The amount of personal growth experienced in the relationship appears to vary with 
regard to the mentor's status within the chain of command. Mentors within the protege's 
chain of command or who served as a commanding officer seem more able to facilitate the 
personal growth of their protege. These results may be explained by the increased frequency 
of communication afforded the mentor-protege dyad within the same chain of command. 
Mentoring literature in the field of business demonstrates the significance of personalized 
modeling (Bolton, 1980; Zagumny; 1993) and innovative one-on-one exchange (Zey, 1988) 
between the two in order to facilitate the protege's personal and professional growth. 
Increased opportunities for impacting interpersonal exchange appear to afford senior officers 
additional opportunities to provide encouragement, counsel, and advice with regard to 
personal issues. Senior officers may therefore be more successful in developing leadership 
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potential in junior officers when they select individuals who are in their direct chain of 
command. 
Retired admirals who were mentored were extremely satisfied with their careers. 
Although there was a relationship between retired admirals' satisfaction with their careers and 
the contribution the mentor made to that success, retired admirals were more likely to 
attribute their career success to their own endeavor rather than the mentor's contribution. This 
may suggest a healthy sense of self-efficacy on the part of these very independent and 
capable officers. Though they honor and recognize the significant contributions of their 
mentors, they also clearly acknowledge their own talents and achievements. Additionally, it 
is likely that by the time they reached retirement, most admirals surpassed their own mentors 
in rank. Such accomplishment suggests that the protege did in fact supercede the mentor's 
abilities and accomplishments. 
Overall, retired admirals reported that mentoring in the Navy was an extremely 
positive and important developmental experience which contributed to their personal and 
professional growth and career satisfaction. These results were consistent with previous 
reports indicating that mentored naval officers have higher career satisfaction than those who 
are not mentored (Schwerin & Bourne, 1998). In spite of this strong endorsement by the 
Navy's highest ranking flag officers, there were no significant differences in the retirement 
rank (07 - 010) between those admirals who enjoyed a mentor relationship and those who did 
not. Two hypothesis can reasonably explain this phenomenon. First, most mentor 
relationships were established prior to the junior officer's advancement to flag rank. It is 
possible that after achieving flag rank, benefits experienced as a result of the mentor 
relationship no longer had as potent an impact on career advancement. Officers who achieved 
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the rank of admiral previously faced, no doubt, a multitude of challenging experiences which 
served to define personal character and leadership ability. Consequently, admirals at this 
stage of career advancement may invest their energy in the mentoring of promising junior 
officers as their own need for a career sponsor diminishes. Such a trend toward serving the 
role of the mentor rather than the protege after achieving ranks of power has been 
documented previously in business literature (Roche, 1979). Second, additional variables not 
identified and explored by this study may have contributed to the advancement of these 
talented leaders. Variables such as ambition, sociability, intelligence, or serendipitous events 
may contribute to the promotion of experienced officers through these most advanced ranks. 
Thus, mentoring may be one of several important factors in predicting advancement through 
flag rank. 
In summary, the current study sought to answer four specific research questions. The 
first question pertained to the prevalence of mentoring in the careers of retired Navy 
admirals. With regard to this question, this study found that two out of three admirals 
reported having at least one mentor during their careers. The second question explored which 
mentor functions, based on those previously described by Kram (1988), were provided to 
admirals who experienced a mentor relationship. The current study found that 14 out of 15 
mentor functions were endorsed by admirals as having occurred in their most significant 
mentor relationship. The function of helping to bypass bureaucracy was not endorsed by 
respondents in a positive direction, suggesting that retired Navy admirals did not believe their 
mentor provided this specific function for them. The third question investigated the 
relationship between specific career and psychosocial functions provided to mentored 
admirals and their evaluation of the mentor relationship and career satisfaction. Regarding 
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this question, this study found a significant and positive relationship between the career and 
psychosocial functions provided by the relationship and the satisfaction with the mentor 
relationship; however, these functions did not appear to be related to overall career 
satisfaction. The fourth question explored possible differences in retirement rank between 
admirals who experienced a mentor relationship and those who did not have a mentor. The 
current study did not find any differences in retirement ranks between these two groups of 
officers. 
Although this current investigation contributes to an understanding of the significance 
of mentor relationship for the Navy's highest ranking officers, several limitations of this 
study should be considered. First, the method of investigation utilized by this study was 
survey research. An implicit source of error with this methodology is error due to low return 
rates, indicating the possibility of a nonrepresentative sample. The agreed-upon guidelines 
for acceptable return rates for mail surveys vary; however, Fowler (1993) indicated that a 
return rate of at least 75% suggests a representative sample from which study conclusions 
can be drawn. This current study had a return rate of 51 % which falls short of Fowler's 
recommendation. Despite these concerns, the retirement rank of those who returned surveys 
was representative of the retirement rank of the population of retired Navy admirals sampled. 
A second limitation of this study pertains to the retrospective nature of the investigation. 
Many admirals reported on events and relationship benefits which occurred more than twenty 
years ago. Although the information offered by these seasoned charismatic leaders is of 
immense value in advancing the understanding of mentoring in the Navy, it is likely that such 
reconstruction of significant events is less accurate than surveying mentored military 
personnel during their early careers. Finally, all information gathered in this study was self-
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report data which lacked validation from additional sources. Information from other sources, 
including the military mentors or Navy personnel who observed the mentor relationships, 
could possibly improve or enhance the self-report observations of those who participated in 
the study. 
If an understanding of the significance of mentoring in the leadership development of 
charismatic leaders is to be advanced, a fuller understanding of the mentor's perception of the 
relationship must be explored. Specifically, if leadership programs are to effectively promote 
mentor relationships, it would be imperative to understand how current military mentors 
learned the skills to successfully create this unique developmental relationship. Additionally, 
a comparison of the career satisfaction and perception of success of nonmentored military 
officers would afford the assessment of potential differences between these two groups. 
Finally, continued research on the trends of mentoring in the Navy should be monitored. 
Transformational leaders have been shown to have increased performance ratings, receive 
early promotions, and are perceived as more effective (Deluga, 1991; Y ammarino & Bass, 
1990). If the current interest in mentoring from a variety of fields contributes to an increase 
in the frequency of mentoring in the Navy, the implications of such phenomenon could result 
in positive trends in transformational leadership development. 
The purpose of this present study was to investigate the state of mentoring 
experienced by the Navy's successful flag rank officers. If it is true that highly successful 
military officers are made rather than born, then mentoring appears to be an undeniably 
significant component of the leadership development of this nation's most celebrated military 
leaders. Transformational leaders possess the ability to inspire followers with a vision of 
purpose. This study has demonstrated that two out of three of the Navy's highest ranking 
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officers participated in inspiring and transforming mentoring experiences which they 
believed influenced their own leadership abilities and career satisfaction. In sum, the culture 
of transformational leadership promoted by charismatic naval leaders indeed appears to 
stimulate mentoring. It is hoped that the influence of this significant developmental 
relationship will continue to be explored within the context of leadership development as the 
next generation of junior officers are trained in service of this nation. 
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Mentor Experience Survey 
Instructions. This survey is designed to assess your experienc" of having been mentored. As a 
highly successful officer in the United States Navy, it is possible that you received some 
important mentoring along the way. 
Definition. Mentoring is a personal relationship in which a more experienced (usually older) 
individual acts as a guide, role model, teacher, and sponsor of a less experienced (usually 
younger) protege. Mentors provide proteges with knowledge, advice, challenge, counsel, and 
support in their pursuit of becoming full members of a particular profession. 
Please provide the following information about yourself: 
1. Gender: male 
---
female 
---
2. Age (in years): 
---
3. Ethnicity: ______ _ 
4. Number of years in Naval Service 
----
4a. What was your community/warfare specialty ______________ _ 
4b. What was your commissioning source _________________ _ 
4c. What was your rank (0-7 to 0-10) at retirement _____________ _ 
Please use the specific definition of mentoring provided above to answer the following 
questions 
5. Did you have a mentor at any time during your career in the Navy? 
___ yes (please skip to question #7) 
___ no (please go to question #6) 
6. If you did not have a mentor in the Navy, what is the primary reason? (Please skip to 
question #27 after responding to this question). 
I did not feel I needed a mentor. 
---
I was unable to find a suitable mentor. 
---
Senior officers did not have time to mentor. 
---
---
Senior officers did not show interest in mentoring. 
___ Other (please specify) _________ _ 
7. How many mentors did you have while in the Navy? __ _ 
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For the remaining items, please select the most significant mentor you have 
ever had. 
8. At what point in your career was your mentor most helpful to you? 
9. 
Prior to first tour 
Division Officer Tour 
_Department Head Tour 
X!O Tour 
Commander CMD Tour 
_Major CDM Tour 
Mentor's gender: 
---
---
male 
female 
10. Difference in age: 
___ Mentor was younger than me. 
---
Mentor was approximately the same age as I. 
---
Mentor was older than I by (approx.) __ years. 
11. Initiation of mentor relationship: 
---
Initiated by me. 
---
Initiated by mentor. 
---
Mutually initiated. 
___ Mentor assigned to me by a third party. 
___ Other, Specify _______ _ 
12. Please describe how the mentor relationship began: 
2 
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13. Mentor status at time of mentoring: 
___ military 
___ civilian (go to question #15) 
14. If mentor was military: 
What was mentor's rank at time mentoring began? __ _ 
What was your rank at time mentoring began? __ _ 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
Was mentor in your chain of command: yes ___ no 
Was mentor your C.O.? yes no 
15. Duration of mentor relationship: 
___ Less than one year 
1to2 years 
---
---3 to 4 years 
---
5 to 9 years 
___ 10 to 19 years 
---
More than 20 years 
16. Using the scale below, provide an overall evaluation of the mentoring 
relationship (circle your answer): 
1 
Extremely 
Negative 
2 
Moderately 
Negative 
3 
Neutral 
4 
Moderately 
Positive 
5 
Extremely 
Positive 
17. Please list the three most important personality characteristics of your mentor. 
3 
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18. Using the scale below, please rate the following mentor functions 
as they existed in the relationships between you and your primary mentor (circle your answer). 
1 2 3 
Neutral 
4 
Moderately Agree Strongly Disagree Moderately Disagree 
During our relationship, my mentor 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
123 4 5 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
Offered me acceptance, support, and encouragement 
Provided timely and firm correction when needed 
Enhanced my military career development 
Assisted in establishing professional networks 
Increased my self-esteem 
Provided emotional support/counseling 
Developed my military skills 
Developed my personal ethics and professional values 
Enhanced my creativity and problem solving skills 
Increased my visibility/exposure within the organization 
Advocated on my behalf 
Provided direct training or instruction 
Intervened for me professionally 
Provided opportunities (e.g. "choice" assignments) 
Helped me bypass bureaucracy 
5 
Strongly Agree 
19. Overall, how important was the mentor relationship for your personal growth and 
development? 
I 
Extremely 
Unimportant 
2 
Moderately 
Unimportant 
3 
Neutral 
4 
Moderately 
Important 
5 
Extremely 
Important 
20. Overall, how important was the mentor relationship for your professional growth and 
development? 
1 
Extremely 
Unimportant 
2 
Moderately 
Unimportant 
3 
Neutral 
4 
Moderately 
Important 
21. Overall, I consider mentor relationships in the Navy to be: 
1 
Extremely 
Unimportant 
2 
Moderately 
Unimportant 
3 
Neutral 
4 
4 
Moderately 
Important 
5 
Extremely 
Important 
5 
Extremely 
Important 
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22. In general, I attribute my success in the Navy to the following: 
Myself 
My Mentor 
Other 
Strongly 
Disagree 
1 
1 
1 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
-------
23. Did you mentor Navy personnel during your career in the Navy? 
___ yes no 
4 5 
4 5 
4 5 
Strongly 
Agree 
6 7 
6 7 
6 7 
If yes, approx. How many people did you directly mentor? __ _ 
24. Please rate your overall level of satisfaction with your Navy career. 
1 
Extremely 
Dissatisfied 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
Extremely 
Satisfied 
25. Please use the space below to describe an event or experience from the mentoring 
relationship which best illustrates how you benefited from being mentored: 
5 
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26. Please describe how and why the mentor relationship ended: 
27. Please offer any suggestions for improving the mentoring process in the U.S. Navy. 
Thank you for your time. 
Please return this questionnaire in the enclosed envelope. 
6 
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Appendix B 
Cover Letter 
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16 Dec. 1997 
Dear Admiral, 
If your Naval career was anything like my own, then you probably had at least one very 
influential mentor (sponsor) who served to guide and encourage you on the path to flag rank. We 
learned from a recent Fleet survey that mentors often play a critical role in the early career 
decisions of our junior officers. Although I believe a great deal of "informal" mentoring occurs 
within all ranks every day, there exists almost no formal research regarding the role and 
influence of mentors in the military. In the interest of leadership development, it would be 
helpful to more carefully evaluate how mentoring works in the Navy. How does mentoring 
influence and shape careers? How might we use mentor-protegee relationships to strengthen 
Midshipman training in the near term and enhance retention of top caliber officers over the long 
haul? 
Enclosed is your copy of the Navy Flag Officer Mentor Experience Survey. This survey was 
created by officer faculty in the Department of Leadership, Ethics, and Law at the Naval 
Academy. It will provide the Navy's first comprehensive look at the nature and extent of 
mentoring as it has been experienced by the most successful of our Navy's career officers. As a 
flag rank officer, you reached the pinnacle of a successful military career. It is also quite likely 
that along the way, you received the protection, guidance and counsel of at least one mentor. For 
this reason, your response to this survey is extremely important! 
Please complete the enclosed survey and return it in the enclosed self-addressed envelope. We 
want you to be a thorough as possible. Consider attaching additional sheets to the survey for 
more lengthy narrative accounts of your experience with a significant mentor. Your more 
detailed descriptions will be welcomed and incorporated in our analysis of the data. Your 
response will enjoy complete anonymity and will be integrated with those of other responding 
retired Flag Officers. We will summarize the results for publishing and will also send a copy of 
our summary to you. Time is a consideration, so please mail the complete survey by 30 Jan 98. 
Thank you in advance for your assistance with this research. I look forward to learning from the 
results of our collective experiences. I believe that your insights will provide extremely useful 
information that will help to better shape the professional development of our future Naval 
leaders! 
Sincerely, 
Leon A. Edney 
Admiral, U.S. Navy, Retired 
Distinguished Professor of Leadership 
Department of Leadership, Ethics and Law 
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Appendix C 
Raw Data 
Column 1: 
Column2: 
Column 3: 
Column4: 
Column 5: 
Column 6: 
Column 7: 
Column 8: 
Column 9: 
Column 10: 
Column 11: 
Column 12: 
Column 13: 
Column 14: 
Column 15: 
Column 16: 
Column 17: 
Column 18: 
Column 19: 
Column 20: 
Column 21: 
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Explanation of Raw Data 
Identification Number 
Gender 
Age 
Ethnicity 
Years of Service in the Navy 
"What was your community/warfare specialty?" 
Commissioning Source 
Retirement Rank 
"Did you have a mentor at any time during your career in the Navy" 
Primary Reason For Not Having Had a Mentor 
"How many mentors did you have while in the Navy?" 
Career Point When Mentoring Was the Most Help 
Mentor's Gender 
Difference in Age 
Years Difference 
Initiation of Mentor Relationship 
Mentor Status 
Mentor's Rank 
Protege's Rank 
"Was mentor in your chain of command?" 
"Was mentor your Commanding Officer?" 
Column22: 
Column23: 
Column24: 
Column25: 
Column 26: 
Column 27: 
Column28: 
Column29: 
Column 30: 
Column 31: 
Column 32: 
Column 33: 
Column 34: 
Column 35: 
Column 36: 
Column 37: 
Column 38: 
Column 39: 
Column40: 
Column41: 
Column42: 
Column43: 
Column 44: 
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Duration of Mentor Relationship 
Overall Evaluation of Mentor Relationship 
Mentoring Function: Acceptance 
Mentoring Function: Correction 
Mentoring Function: Career Development 
Mentoring Function: Professional Networks 
Mentoring Function: Self- Esteem 
Mentoring Function: Emotional Support 
Mentoring Function: Military Skills 
Mentoring Function: Ethics 
Mentoring Function: Creativity 
Mentoring Function: Visibility 
Mentoring Function: Advocated 
Mentoring Function: Training 
Mentoring Function: Intervened Professionally 
Mentoring Function: Opportunities 
Mentoring Function: Bypass Bureaucracy 
Mentoring Function: Career Total 
Mentoring Function: Psychosocial Total 
Evaluation of Importance for Personal Growth 
Evaluation of Importance for Professional Growth 
Importance of Mentor Relationships in the Navy 
Attribution of Success to Self 
Column45: 
Column46: 
Column47: 
Column48: 
Column 49 
Attribution of Success to Mentor 
Attribution of Success to Other 
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"Did you mentor Navy personnel during your career in the Navy?" 
Number Mentored 
Level of Satisfaction With Naval Career 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
GENDER AGE 
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ETHNICIT YEARSERV SPECIAL T COMMSOUR RETRANK MENTORED REASON NUMBMENT MOSTHELP 
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GENDER AGE ETHNICIT YEARSERV SPECIAL T COMMSOUR RETRANK MENTORED REASON NUMBMENT MOSTHELP 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
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GENDER AGE ETHNICIT YEARSERV SPECIALT COMMSOUR RETRANK MENTORED REASON NUMBMENT MOSTHELP 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
147 
148 
149 
150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
155 
156 
157 
158 
159 
160 
161 
162 
163 
164 
165 
166 
167 
168 
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GENDER AGE ETHNICIT YEARSERV SPECIAL T COMM SOUR RETRANK MENTORED REASON NUMBMENT MOSTHELP 
169 
170 
171 
172 
173 
174 
175 
176 
177 
178 
179 
180 
181 
182 
183 
184 
185 
186 
187 
188 
189 
190 
191 
192 
193 
194 
195 
196 
197 
198 
199 
200 
201 
202 
203 
204 
205 
206 
207 
208 
209 
210 
211 
212 
213 
214 
215 
216 
217 
218 
219 
220 
221 
222 
223 
224 
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225 
226 
227 
228 
229 
230 
231 
232 
233 
234 
235 
236 
237 
238 
239 
240 
241 
242 
243 
244 
245 
246 
247 
248 
249 
250 
251 
252 
253 
254 
255 
256 
257 
258 
259 
260 
261 
262 
263 
264 
265 
266 
267 
268 
269 
270 
271 
272 
273 
274 
275 
276 
277 
278 
279 
280 
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281 
282 
283 
284 
285 
286 
287 
288 
289 
290 
291 
292 
293 
294 
295 
296 
297 
298 
299 
300 
301 
302 
303 
304 
305 
306 
307 
308 
309 
310 
311 
312 
313 
314 
315 
316 
317 
318 
319 
320 
321 
322 
323 
324 
325 
326 
327 
328 
329 
330 
331 
332 
333 
334 
335 
336 
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337 
338 
339 
340 
341 
342 
343 
344 
345 
346 
347 
348 
349 
350 
351 
352 
353 
354 
355 
356 
357 
358 
359 
360 
361 
362 
363 
364 
365 
366 
367 
368 
369 
370 
371 
372 
373 
374 
375 
376 
377 
378 
379 
380 
381 
382 
383 
384 
385 
386 
387 
388 
389 
390 
391 
392 
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393 
394 
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407 
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414 
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449 
450 
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617 
618 
619 
620 
621 
622 
623 
624 
625 
626 
627 
628 
629 
630 
631 
632 
633 
634 
635 
636 
637 
638 
639 
640 
641 
642 
643 
644 
645 
646 
647 
648 
649 
650 
651 
652 
653 
654 
655 
656 
657 
658 
659 
660 
661 
662 
663 
664 
665 
666 
667 
668 
669 
670 
671 
672 
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673 
674 
675 
676 
677 
678 
679 
680 
681 
682 
683 
684 
685 
686 
687 
688 
689 
690 
691 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
MGENDER AGEDIFF YEARDIFF INITIATE MSTATUS MRANK 
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57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
MGENDER AGEDIFF YEARDIFF INITIATE MSTATUS MRANK 
1.uu 3.0U 1b.uu £.uu l.UU r.uu 
1.uu j,UU 4.UU L.UU 1.UU f.UU 
1.UU j,UU b.UU L.UU 1.0U ti.OU 
1.UU j,UU £.UU 1.uu b.UU 
1.UU £.uu LUU 1.uu ts.uu 
1.00 3.uu 7.uu 2.uu l .UU r.uu 
1.UU j,UU lU.UU b.UU 1.uu ti.OU 
1.00 3.UU 15.uu 2.uu l.UU o.uu 
1.UU j,UU b.uu j,UU 1.uu b.uu 
1.uu 3.0U b.uu 1.uu 1.uu t.uu 
1.00 3.00 12.00 3.uu l.UU !:l.uu 
1.uu j,UU jU.UU Luu 1.uu lU.UU 
1.uu 3.00 9.00 5.uu l.UU 4.UU 
1.uu 3.0U 1U.uu j.UU 1.UU I.OU 
1.uu j,UU o.uu LUU l.uv o.vv 
1.uu j,UU j,UU j,UU 1.UU o.uu 
1.uu 3.0U £.UU 1.0U ti.OU 
1.uu j,UU tl.UU s.uu 1.UU s.uu 
l.UU j,uu lL.UU L.UU 1.UU o.uu 
1.00 3.uu ti.uu 3.UU 1.uu b.UU 
1.UU j,UU r.uu L.UU 1.UU f.UU 
1.00 3.uu 5.00 £.UO 1.0U ti.OU 
l.UU j,UU ~.uu L.UU l.UU 4.UU 
1.UU 3.uu tl.UU j.UU 1.uu ~.uu 
1.UU 3.uu :i.uu j.uu 1.uu ti.uu 
1.00 j,UU lU.UU 3.uu l.UU ti.uu 
1.00 3.uu 4.uu £.UU 1.uu ti.UU 
1.00 j,UU LU.UU 2.uu l.UU ti.uu 
1.UU 3.uu 4.vu L.UU l.uu o.uu 
1.00 3.uu £.UO 1.uu ti.UU 
1.uu j,UU 5.uu ·1.uu 
1.UU 3.uu :i.uu £.UU 1.uu tl.UU 
1.00 j,UU LU.UU 3.uu l.UU 11.uu 
1.00 3.00 :i.uu £.uu 1.uu Luu 
1.00 3.uu 15.UU £.uu 1.uu ti.OU 
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b.UU 1.uu Luu Luu 4.UU 
b.UU 1.UU ·1.vv 4.UU b.UU 
b.UU L.UU L.uv j,UU 4.UU 
j,UU 1.UU 1.UU b.uu b.UU 
ti.uu £.uu L.UU S.uv 4.UU 
o.uu l uu L.UU 4.UU o.uu 
4.uu 1.UU L.UU o.vu b.UU 
o.uu ·1.uu l.UU L.UU o.uv 
4.uu 1.uu l.UU o.uv o.uu 
ti.uu Luv L.UU 4.UU 
ti.uu .:.uu LUU b.uu o.UU 
j,uu l.uv LUU O.vv o.uu 
l.UU o.uu 
b.UU 1.uu l.vv o.uu o.uu 
4.UU 'l.UU l.UU L.UU o.UU 
s.uu l.UU l.UU o.uu o.UU 
4.UU 1.uu l.uv o.uu 
·1.uu l.UU L.UU o.uu o.UU 
LUU l .UU I.UV o.uu 
j,UU £.UU L.uu O.vv b.UU 
o.uu 1.UU l.uv o.uu o.uu 
b.UU 1.UU l.uv 4.UU o.uu 
L.UU l.UU I.vu o.uu 
ti.UU 1.UU l.UU L.vv o.uu 
o.vu 1.UU L.UU o.vv o.uu 
3.UU ·1.uu j,UU 4.UU 
b.UU 1.UU l.vv 4.vv o.uu 
j,uu 1.0U LUU £.uu :i.uu 
4.UU ·1.uu 1.UU 4.uu o.uu 
1.UU 1.UU l.UU o.vv ::i.uu 
1.UU l.UU L.vv 
o.uu ·1.uu L.UU 4.UU o.uu 
1.uu 1.UU LUU j,uu ::i.uu 
::i.uu 
;;s.vu 1.UU l.UU o.vv o.uu 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
147 
148 
149 
150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
155 
156 
157 
158 
159 
160 
161 
162 
163 
164 
165 
166 
167 
168 
MGENOER AGEDIFF YEARDIFF INITIATE MSTATUS MRANK 
l.UU L.UU J.UU l.uu ::i.uu 
1.uu J.UU ·1u.uu J.UU l .uu o.vu 
1.00 3.uu 1::>.UU 2.UU 1.uu o.uu 
l.UU J.uv o.vv Lvv 1.uu o.uv 
1.00 3.uu ti.uu 5.00 l.UU o.uu 
l.UU J.uu lL.UU 1.uu 4.uu 
1.00 2.uu 1.uu 
1.uu 3.00 4.UU 3.00 1.00 ti.OU 
1.uu ;;l.UU lU.uu ;;s.uu 1.UU ::i.uu 
1.uu 3.00 ;;su.uu 3.uu 1.UU 4.UU 
1.UU 3.00 15.uu 2.uu 1.UU o.UO 
1.uu J.UU l.UU 5.uu 
1.uu 3.00 o.uu L.UO 1.UU tl.UU 
1.uu 3.uu ti.OU 2.00 1.UU ti.OU 
1.uu ;;l.UU ::i.uu ::i.uu 1.UU ::i.uu 
1.uu 3.00 ti.OU ;;l.00 1.00 o.UU 
l.vu ;;l.UU o.uu z.uu 1.UU ::i.uu 
1.UU ;;l.UU 10.uu 2.uu ·1.uu 
3.uu L.UO 1.UU 
1.UU ;;s.uu l .::>U J.UU 1.UU tl.uv 
1.00 3.UU 10.00 2.uu 1.uu ti.UU 
1.UO 3.uu 1.UU LUU 1.UU J.UU 
1.UU J.UU 15.uu 4.uu L.UU 
1.UU ;;l.UU LU.VU J.UU l.UU o.uu 
1.00 3.uu 12.00 2.00 1.uu l:l.uu 
1.00 3.uu lU.UU LUU 1.uu l.uu 
1.UU ;;l.UU o.uu 3.uu l.UU 4.uu 
1.00 3.uu lo.OU L.UU 1.uu ::i.vu 
l.UU ;;l.UU l:l.UU L.UU l.UU 3.uu 
1.UU ;;l.UU "IU.UU L.UU l.UU 4.uu 
1.00 2.uu ;;l.UU 1.uu ::i.uu 
1.UU ;;s.uu ::i.uu L.UU l.UU o.uu 
1.uu 3.uu ti.OU L.00 1.UU 1.UU 
1.00 1.uu o.UU 
1.uu 3.uu o.UU ;;l.UU 1.UU ::i.uu 
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4.uu l.vv L.UU :>.vu ::i.uu 
o.uv L.vv L.UU ::i.vv ::i.uu 
1.uu 1.uv l.UU o.uu o.uu 
4.vu 1.uv ·1.uu ::i.uv ::i.uu 
4.uu 1.uu l.UU L.uu o.uu 
l.uu 1.vv z.uu ::i.uu 
o.uu 1.uu l.UU J.UU ::i.uu 
o.UU 1.UU L.uu 4.UU ::i.uu 
L.UU 1.UU L.vv L.UU ::i.uu 
1.00 2.UU L.vu o.uu ::i.uu 
;;s.uu 1.UU L.UU ;;l.UU ::i.uu 
o.uu L.UU L.uu o.uu o.uu 
o.uu 1.UU L.vv J.UU ::i.uu 
ti.OU L.UU L.UU 4.uv ::i.uu 
4.UU l.UU 1.uu o.uu ... uu 
;;l.UU 1.UU ·1.uu 4.UU ::i.uu 
-5.UU ·1.uu 1.UU 4.uu o.uu 
L.vv o.UU 
o.vv ·1.uu 1.uu L.UU o.uu 
o.uu 1.uu ·1.uu L.uu ::i.uu 
l.vu L.UU L.UU o.uu o.uu 
4.uu ::i.uu 
L.UU ·1.uu 1.UU L.UU ::i.uu 
o.uu 1.UU L.UU 4.vv ::i.uu 
o.uu l .UU 1.UU L.UU ... uu 
2.uu L.UU L.UU o.vu ::i.uu 
J.uu l.UU L.UU L.UU o.uu 
1.uu 1.uu L.UU L.uv ::i.uu 
l.UU l.uu L.UU L.vu 4.UU 
4.UU l.UU l.UU -5.vv o.uu 
;;s.uu 1.UU 1.UU o.vv ::i.uv 
lJ.UU 1.UU L.vv o.uu o.uu 
4.UU 1.UU L.UU o.uu 
£.UV ·1.uu l.UU o.uu o.uu 
169 
170 
171 
172 
173 
174 
175 
176 
177 
178 
179 
180 
181 
182 
183 
184 
185 
186 
187 
188 
189 
190 
191 
192 
193 
194 
195 
196 
197 
198 
199 
200 
201 
202 
203 
204 
205 
206 
207 
208 
209 
210 
211 
212 
213 
214 
215 
216 
217 
218 
219 
220 
221 
222 
223 
224 
MGENDER AGEDIFF YEARDIFF INITIATE MSTATUS MRANK 
1.00 3.uu 10.00 L.UU l.uu o.uu 
1.uu :.i.00 14.UU L.UU 1.00 1U.uu 
1.uu 3.00 5.00 L.UU 1.UU r.uu 
1.uu 3.00 10.uu L.UU 1.00 r.uu 
l.UU :.i.UU o.uu 5.UU l .UU l::f.UU 
l.uu :.i.OU l::f.UU L.UO 1.UU ti.UV 
1.uu 3.00 10.uu 3.uu ·1.uu 5.uu 
l.UU :.i.OU b.UU j.UU 1.uu ti.OU 
1.UO :.i.OU 5.UU j.UU 1.UU b.UU 
l.uu :.i.uu L4.UU 5.UU 1.uu l::f.UU 
1.00 3.UU 15.00 2.00 l.UU 
1.00 3.uu f .50 L.uu l.uu 
l.UO :.i.OU 4.uu 5.UO l.uu o.uu 
1.00 3.uu 15.uu 3.uu l.UU o.uu 
l.uu :.i.OU 5.uu j.uu l.OU r.uu 
1.00 3.UU 5.uu 2.uu l.UU 
1.uu 3.00 I .UO :.i.00 1.00 5.00 
1.uu 3.00 l.00 :.i.00 1.00 
1.uu :.i.OU lU.uu L.uu 1.UU i:!.UU 
1.UU 3.00 19.uu 3.00 1.00 4.00 
1.uu :.i.00 :.iU.uu :.i.UU 1.UU o.UU 
1.uu :.i.00 ti.OU 5.UU l.OU f .UU 
1.uu 3.UU 8.00 3.uu ·1.uu o.00 
1.uu :.i.OU 1:.i.uu L.UU l.UU o.uu 
1.UU :.i.UU i:!.00 L.UU l.UU o.uu 
1.uu ti.OU 1.0U 
l.UU :.i.OU o.uu L.UU l.UU o.uu 
1.uu 3.uu l.00 3.00 1.00 ti.VO 
1.uu 3.uu 5.UU 1.UU 
1.uu 3.uu lL.ou :.i.UU l.UU 
1.uu 3.00 4.00 L.00 1.00 4.UU 
1.uu :.i.UU lU.UU o.UU l .UU f.UU 
1.00 3.uu ti.OU L.00 1.00 5.UU 
1.uu :.i.OU o.uu j.UU l.UU o.uu 
1.UO :.i.00 10.uu L.UU 1.UU l"l.uv 
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4.UU L.UU L.uu o.uu o.uu 
L.UU 5.UU 
o.UU l.uu l.UU J.UU o.uu 
5.uu 1.uu L.UU :.i.00 o.uu 
o.UU l.UU ·1.uu J.UU 
5.UU l.UU L.uu o.uu o.uu 
J.UU ·1.uu L.UU o.uu o.uu 
b.uu l.UU LUU 4.uu o.uu 
5.UU l.UU "I.VU o.uu 4.UU 
j.uu l.UU LUU L.UU o.uu 
·1.uu l.uu L.UU o.UU 
l.UU o.uu 
o.uu l.uu ·1.uu o.uu o.uu 
o.uu ·1.uu l.UU ti.uu o.uu 
5.uu L.UU L.uu 4.UU o.uu 
L.UU o.UU 
:.i.00 1.uu l.uu o.uu o.uu 
ti.VU 5.UU 
o.uu l.uu L.uu 4.UU o.UU 
1.uu 1.0U L.UU j.UU 5.UU 
L.00 l.UU ·1.uu 4.UU o.uu 
o.uu l.UU ·1.uu o.uu o.uu 
2.uu ·1.uu l.uu 5.UU 5.UU 
L.UU l.UU ·1.uu o.uu o.uu 
5.uu ·1.uu l.uu o.uu 5.UU 
L.UU o.uu 
L.UU ·1.uu L.uu o.uu o.uu 
5.00 1.UU L.UU 4.UU 4.UU 
1.UU 1.UU 4.UU 
l.UU 1.UU o.uu 
j.UU l.UU ·1.uu o.uu 4.UU 
J.UU l.UU l.uu ti.OU 5.UU 
L.uu 1.UU ·1.uu o.uu o.uu 
o.uu ·1.uu L.uu 5.uu 5.UU 
·1.uu ·1.uu L.uu L.UU 5.UU 
225 
226 
MGENDER AGEDIFF YEARDIFF INITIATE MSTATUS MRANK 
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227 1--~~--+~~~-+-~~~-+-~~~+--~~--+~~~--1-~~~-+-~~~+--~~--+~~~--1-~~---t 
228 
229 
230 
231 
232 
233 
234 
235 
236 
237 
238 
239 
240 
241 
242 
243 
244 
245 
246 1---r....---+~ ....... m--+----:i..,,..,.....---+---.. ....... ,.-+---r....---+~..,,..,.m--+-----,,...,.,..---+--,.-mo:~t--.........---+~'7'!'7'm--+----,~~~ 
247 
248 
249 
250 1---.-....---+~ ....... m--+----:i ....... ....--+--....-mo:~t--.-....---+~,....,,m--+---: ......... ..---+--.--mo:~t--.-....---+~">'l'"'l'm--+---i~~~ 
251 
252 
253 1---.-,..,...--+~.,...,..,..---1-~,...,..,..---+--.. ........ ~+---.-...... --+~..,..,..,,..---1---.....,.,..---+--:r...,,.,.~+---.-,..,...--+~..,...,.,.,..---1----.,,....,.,.,-~ 
254 
255 1---.-.....---+~ ......... ...---1---:r.,....,.,,..--+--,....,..,.~+---.-.....---+~~~--1---:....,..,..--+--:r ...... ~t-..,....,,..,...--+~.,...,.,.,..---1----.,,....,.,.,..-~ 
256 
257 
258 1---.-,..,...--+~.,...,..,..--+---:r.,....,.,.,.--+--.. ........ ~+---.-...... --+~...,..,.,,...---1---,...,.,..--+--:r ...... ~+---.-,..,...--+~.,...,..,..--+----.,,....,.,..--~ 
259 
260 1---.,,,,--+--.rmr-+--:r11..,...,,--1~.,,,,~-t----:r'"717'1'~t---:n~-+---.1"""1'r-+--:r~-t~T"'l"l'~-t---..'"717'1'~t---:n,,,--; 
261 
262 
263 
264 
265 
266 
267 
268 
269 270 1--~~--+~~~-+-~~~-1-~~~+--~~--+~~~-+-~~~-+-~~~+--~~--+~~~-+-~~~~ 
271 
272 
273 
274 275 1--~~-+~~~--1-~~~-1-~~~+--~~-+~~~--1-~~~-+-~~~+--~~-+~~~--1-~~~4 
276 
277 
278 
279 
280 
281 
282 
283 
284 
285 
286 
287 
288 
289 
290 
291 
292 
MGENDER AGEDIFF YEARDIFF INITIATE MSTATUS MRANK 
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293 1---.,.....,......--1----,.,-,.,...---+--.......,.,.----ti---..,.,...,,,,..--+----:r""?<?!~t-'""T"l.....--+---.......,.---t---,....,..,...--t~ ......... ..--t--..""?<?!~t--,...,.....--t 
294 
295 1---..-,,.,...--1~.......,...,.--+---..,~..--1--.. ...... :--+--r,,.,...--t~.,.-,...,.--+--,...,.,...--+--,,....,.,..~r---..-m.---t~ ........ ..,.--+---.,~..-4 
296 
297 1--,,.-,...,...--1~ ........ ..,.--+~ ...... ..--1---.....,..,,,..--+--,,.-,...,...--1~.,...,...,.--+---....,..,...--t--:r ...... ~+-""""",,.,...--1~.,...,...,.--+---.,~..-4 
298 
299 1--~~-+~~~-+-~~---t~~~-+-~~~t-~~-+~~~-t--~~-t~~~-i-~~~t-~~-t 
300 
301 t---.n.....--+--,~...-+--15'"~--t~""l"'"l'l,..--t--:r"7'!7'1~t-..,,-,.....--+--.n17.--+--:r'l'l'l'r"--t~"l'"7'!n--t--z!~~t-"Tl'm""--1 
302 
303 l---.nm--+--,~...-+--:r!'i"717'1:--l~..,.,...,,,..--t--:r"7'!7'1~t--zi-;m--+--:1""?17.--+--:r'"71""--t~T"l'\'n--t--,,~~t-"Tl'm""--1 
304 
305 l---.n.....--+--,~...-+-""'5"l'""l!"ll:--i~""l"'"l'1,..--t--..'"7'!'l'l~t-..,,-,.....--+--.n17.--+--:r'"7l""--t~T"l'\'n--t-~~~t-"Tlm---1 
306 
307 l---r1.....--+---.~...-+--.rl'l:"?l'l'l--i~"'T'l'l..--l--:r"7'!7'1~t--~~-+~~~+--.,,.,...--+~T"l'\'n--l--..~~t--"T"lm---1 
308 
309 t---.,.....,.....--+~~~-t--~~--1~..,.,...,,,,......-1---,."7'17'1~t--~~-+~~~+-~~--t~~~-1--.."7'!7'1~t-"T"1m---1 
310 
311 l---r1....--+---....,..,...-+--r:r""?<?1--t~ ......... ,,......-1----:r""?<?1~t--""1!'"1....--+--. ....... .--+--:r,,.,...--+~T"l'l'n--l---.i"7'!7'1~t-"T"1.....---1 
312 
313 l--,....,....--+~........,,.--1--_,,....,...~f--......,...,.--+---. ....... :--+-...,...., ...... -+---....,..,...--+--.....,.,.---t~..,.,...,,,..--t--i'!~:--+-...,....,~-1 
314 
315 1--,,.-,...,....--1~..,......,.,..--+__,....,..,.--1---....,..,.,...-+--.-....... --1~~~-+~~~-1---:r""?<?!:--t--:r7'?\""--t~'"'.T'?l'ft""-t-~'T'1'l"n-4 
316 
317 1--.r,...,...--1!--.......,.,..--+--.,.,...,...,.--+--.,,..,...,,,...-+--,,-,...,...--1~.,...,...,.--+--..,....,..,..--1---:r""?<?1:--t--:r7'?\""--t~"'l!"?l'ft""-t-~'T'1'1"n-4 
318 
319 
320 1---.,.....,.....--+---,.-,.,...-+-~~--1~..,.,...,,,..--1--:r"7'!7'1~t---n..,.--+---z!"'1':1'.--+--.,-,,.,...--+~T"l'\'n--l--z!"7'!7'1~t-"T"1m---1 
321 
322 
323 1--..,.....,....--+---.....,..,..--+-...,.,....,..,,--1~ ........ ....--+----..-...... ~t-..,....,.,.--+---,...,...,....--t--_,...,,.,...--t~T"l'l'..--t--.. ...... ~t-""1!'"1.....--t 
324 
325 
326 1--..,.....,....--+---.....,..,..---t---....,..,...--1~ ........ ....--1----..-...... ~1--""1!'"1.,.--+--. ....... ...-+--:r,,.,...--+~T"l'l'..--l--i! ...... ~t--"T"l.....---1 
327 
328 1--...,..., ........ --+~.,....,..,,.--+--:r.,....,...,..--t---.,.....,..,.~+-...,...,...,....--t---.,,......,......--+--:r.,...,.....--+--,,....,.,..~t--~~--t~~~-i----..,~..-4 
329 
330 
331 1---.,.....,....--+---....,..,...-+-~.,..,...--1~ ......... ,,......-1----:r ...... ~t--zi-;m--+---i!"""1'.--+--:r'l'll'r"--t~T"l'\'n--l--z!"7'!7'1~t-""1!"'1'11'!'""--1 
332 
333 l---.,.....,....--+--,....,..,...--t---.rl'lr717'1--i~.,...,..,..--t--,."""""~t-~~-+~~~+--.,,.,...--+~T"l'\'n--t-~~~t-"Tlm---1 
334 335 ~~~-4~~~-1-~~~-1-~~~.i---~~-4~~~-1-~~~-+-~~~1--~~--+~~~-+~~---i 
336 
337 
338 
339 
340 
341 
342 
343 
344 
345 
346 
347 
348 
349 
350 
351 
352 
353 
354 
355 
356 
357 
358 
359 
360 
361 
362 
363 
364 
365 
366 
367 
368 
369 
370 
371 
372 
373 
374 
375 
376 
377 
378 
379 
380 
381 
382 
383 
384 
385 
386 
387 
388 
389 
390 
391 
392 
MGENDER AGEDIFF YEARDIFF INITIATE MSTATUS MRANK 
1.00 2.uu 3.00 l.UU L.UU 
1.00 3.uu 1b.UU 2.uu ·1.uu o.uu 
l.UU ;;s.uu l;;!.UU ;;s.uu 1.uu ti.vu 
1.00 3.uu 12.50 5.uu l.UU 4.UU 
1.UU ;;s.uu ;;s.uu 1.uu b.uu 
1.00 3.uu 20.00 o.uu l .UU o.uu 
1.uu ;;s.oo 12.UU z.uu 1.00 b.UU 
1.uu 3.00 ts.vu ;:1.uu 1.00 b.UU 
1.uu ;;s.uu 5.uu 2.UU 1.UU f .UU 
1.uu 3.00 10.uu 3.00 1.00 ts.OU 
1.uu 3.00 4.00 1.00 
1.uu 3.uu 4.UU ;;s.uu 1.00 o.uu 
1.uu 3.uu 15.00 L.UU l.uu o.uu 
1.0U 3.uu r.uu 2.UU 1.uu 
1.00 ;;s.uu 6.00 .j,UU 
1.00 3.uu r.uu 2.UU 1.uu o.uu 
1.UU .j.UU 1.00 o.uu l.uu ( .uu 
1.00 3.uu b.UU b.UO 1.uu b.UU 
1.00 3.uu 12.UU 4.UO 1.uu ti.vu 
1.UU ;;s.uu "IU.UU o.uu l .uu 4.UU 
1.00 3.uu 10.00 2.uu 2.uu 
1.00 3.uu 15.00 3.uu l.UU 
1.UU ;;s.uu 9.uu 2.UU l .UU o.uu 
1.00 3.uu ts.vu 2.uu 1.uu j,UU 
1.uu 3.00 r.uu j,UU l .UU 4.vv 
1.uu 3.uu 7.uu 6.uu ·1.uu 3.UO 
1.uu 3.00 10.uu 2.uu l.UU r.uo 
1.uu 3.00 z.uu ;;s.uu 1.UO 4.UU 
l.UU 3.UU 2U.UU ;;s.UU l.UU o.uu 
1.uu 3.00 20.uu 3.00 1.00 11.uu 
1.uu 3.00 12.uu 2.00 1.00 \:i.UU 
1.00 3.00 f.uu 2.uu 1.uu ti.vu 
1.uu 3.UU l f .OU ;;s.uu l .UU o.uu 
1.uu 3.00 10.UO 1.uu 1.00 4.uu 
1.uu 3.UU 12.UU ;;s.uu l.UU o.uu 
1.uu 3.00 \:I.OU 2.uu 1.00 b.UU 
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l.uu ·1.uu z.uu .).uv o.OU 
4.UU L.UU z.uu .).UU o.uu 
4.uu 1.uu L.UU o.uu o.uu 
l.uu ·1.uu 2.UU 2.uu 4.UU 
;;s.uu 1.uu z.uu .j.UU o.uu 
z.uu l.uu 1.UU o.uu o.OU 
b.UU 1.uu ·1.uu 2.UU o.uu 
4.UU 1.00 1.uu o.uu o.uu 
o.uu 2.UU L.UU 4.UU o.OU 
ti.OU 1.00 1.uu o.uu o.uu 
1.uu 4.UU 
4.UU l.UU l.uu .j.uu o.uu 
4.uu ·1.uu 1.UU L.UU o.uu 
o.uu o.uu 
o.uu 4.UU 
3.uu 1.UU ·1.uu o.vv o.uu 
o.uu ·1.uu 1.UU o.uu o.uu 
b.uu 1.UU ·1.uu 4.uu 4.UU 
1.uu l.uu l.UU 4.vv o.uu 
.j,UU l.vu 1.UU o.uu o.uu 
o.uu 4.UU 
·1.uu b.UU 
.).UU ·1.uu 2.uu L.UU o.uu 
z.uu l.uu ·1.uu .j,vv o.uu 
l.uv l.vu L.UU .).UU 4.0U 
13.uu 1.uu z.uu 2.UU o.uu 
b.00 1.uu l.uu ;;s.uu o.uu 
;;s.uu l.uu ·1.uu 'l.UU o.oo 
4.UU 'l.UU l.uu z.uu b.UU 
1;;s.uu 1.uu 2.uv LUU o.uu 
b.UU 1.uu ·1.vv 4.UU o.uu 
b.uu 1.uu .j,vu o.uu 
.).uu 'l.UU b.UU b.UU 
l.uu l.uu ·1.uu o.uu o.uu 
o.uu 1.uu l.uu z.uu o.uu 
4.UU l.uu ·1.vu o.uu o.uu 
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393 
394 t---:r.l'l?l--t~"!'"l"....--t----...'l'Ml....--t--.... ...... ~t--:r. ...... --t~.,...,.,...--t---,,...,...,.--+--:r"'m'l"~t--:r.l'l?l--t~ ........ ....--t---,,.....,.,.--, 
395 t--:n"11r"-t---.5""1'!lr--t--<!"~-;~"'!'"'1'1~-t----... ...... ~t--....,-,~-+---z!'"l'!l'r-+--:i-l'l?l-t~'5"7'in--t--..,.'"m'i'~t--"Y"1"11r"-; 
396 
397 
398 
399 
400 
401 
402 
403 
404 
405 
406 
407 
408 
409 
410 1---,..-,..,.---1~...-.....--+--,......,..--1--,...,..,.,.--+--,..-,..,.---1~..,....,...,..--1----,.....,..,.----t-............. ~+-.....-,..,.---1~ ........ ....--+~,....,...,,-, 
411 
412 
413 1---:r. ...... -+--:.,...,.,.---t--,,...,..,....-;1--..,,...,...,..--t----.,....,..,.~t-.,.., ...... -+--.'1'"1"7.---t--r'"'--t~"'!'"'1'1~-+--.i~~t-..,,...,~-1 
414 
415 1--~~--+~~~-+~~~-1-~~~+-~~--+~~~-+~~~-1--~~~+-~~--1~~~-+~~~~ 
416 
417 1--~~--1~~~-1-~~~-t-~~~+-~~--t~~~-t-~~~-r-~~~t-~~--t~~~-+~~----1 
418 
419 1--~~-+~~~-1-~~~-t-~~~t-~~-+~~~-t-~~~-1-~~~t-~~-+~~~-+~~----1 
420 
421 1--~~-+~~~-1-~~~-1-~~~+-~~-+~~~-t-~~~-1-~~~t-~~-+~~~-+~~----1 
422 
423 1---:n ...... -+--..,...,.,.---t-'"'T'ln!"l'l:--i~ ........ ...--t----...~~t-~~-t-~~~-t--r'"'--t~11"in--t-~~~t-"7"1"11r"-; 
424 
425 1--~~-+~~~-1-~~~-1-~~~+-~~-+~~~-t-~~~-1-~~~t-~~-+~~~-1-~~----1 
426 
427 1---....,..,...-+~ ....... ..--t--:no~r-11--...,...,...,..--t----,...,..,,:--t-""'l!'"l ...... -+---.-:r?lri.---t--.i-......... -;~..,,...,...,..--t-"<!"7'\'l'l:--t-..,,...,l'l?l-I 
428 
429 1--...,...., ...... -+~ ....... ..--t--......,.,...--11--...,...,...,..--t----....,..,,:--+-..,,..., ...... -+--:~.---t--r~--i~..,,...,...,..--t-~r-m1:--+-..,,...,l'l'l'l-I 
430 
431 l--.,....,.....--+~ ....... ..--1-....... ...,...,..1--1--...,...,.....--1----. ....... :--t-..,,..., ...... -+-..,,.....,.,.---t--.i-......... --i~..,,...,...,..--t-"<!'""1'17':--t-""'!!"'.l'l?l--! 
432 
433 1--........ ......--+--......,..,.---t-...... '""""--i~ ....... ,..--+----... ....... ~t-..,...., ........ -+--.-........--t--r,..,.---t~~~-+-~~~t-""1!""1~-I 
434 
435 1--......., ........ -+--........,.---t--.,..,..,....--i~ ....... ,..--+----... ....... ~t-"""l!'"l......--+--. ....... .....--t--rl'l?l--t~~n--+-~~~t-""l!""l'llr"-I 
436 
437 1---,.., ....... --t~ ........ ....--t--:r'l'Ml,,..--t--.... ...... ~+-
438 
439 1--..,.., ....... --t~ ........ ...--1----....,....,,,,.---t--....,..,.~t--.,..,...,....-+~..,....,,,...--t---,,...,..,.---1--,......,.~t-............. --t~ ........ ....--1---,,.....,.,.--, 
440 
441 1--......, ....... -+~ ....... ...--1---......,.,.---+--.....,..,.~t--:r-....... -+~..,....,,,,.--t----,...,..,..----1-............. ~t--:r.l'l?l--t~ ........ ....--1-~:r?r..--, 
442 
443 l---:n ...... -+--.~.---t--ior ......... --i~"'!'"7'1....--+--:r~~t-""!!"'l'llr"-+--:1""7'17r--t---rl'm'"--t~"'l"7!~-t-~-m'l~t-"Ti'll'l""-1 
444 
445 l---:n......--+--.~.---t-~ ......... --1~"'!'"'1'1....--t----... ....... ~t-..,....,~-+----i~.....--t--rl'm'"--t~11"i~-t--.i~~t-"Ti'll'l""-1 
446 
447 l---:r.......--+--.~.---t--:nor-m1--i~..,,...,...,..--t----... ....... ~t-"Y"1~-+--:..-mor--t--rl'm'"--t~"'l"7!n--t-~-m"1~t-"Ti'll'l""-1 
448 
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449 
450 t---:n'U'l""-+--.~..-+--i!" ...... --t~"'1""1'1,,...--t--:r-m"1~t--,...,....--+--.1""7'!'1'...-+-...,.,.."l'l'l'!'"--t~~~-1---:r-m'!~t--..,....,"U"1""-i 
451 
452 l---:n'U'!""-+--.~..-+-"""l'l'li'i'l'l'l--1~"5""'11,,...--t--:r-m'!~t--Tl"r"l'l'l'!'"-l-~rmo...-+--:r-"l'l'l'l'"--t~~~-+---i!~~t--..,....,'U'l""-i 
453 
454 
455 
456 t---:n'U'l""-+--.~..-+-~~--t~">n1,,...--t--:r-m"1~t--~~-1---:Mn'i--+--:r-"l'l'l'!'"--t~~~-1-~~~t--..,....,"U"1""-i 
457 
458 1--~~__.~~~-+~~~-1-~~~~~~__.~~~-1-~~~4-~~~~~~__.~~~-+~~----1 
459 
460 
461 
462 
463 
464 
465 
466 
467 l--:nmor-+--..,...,..,..-;-.....,.~--tr--.,,..,.,,...--t---,"""':--t-~~-+~~~-t---:r"l'l'l'!'"--t~"'1""1'1,,...--t--.,rm1:--t-""'l!"'lmr-t 
468 
469 l--:nmor-+--..,...,..,..--t-~....,...,,r-ir--.,....,.,,,...--t---,"""':--t-......,"U"1""-+--.'l'"l'rli--+--:r"l'l'l'!'"--t~"'!""l'l~-t--.'"'l'rl'!:--t-""'l!"'lmr-t 
470 
471 l--:nmor-+--..,...,..,..--t-.....,,....,...,,r-ir--.,....,.,,,...--t---,..,..,,~t-......,..,..--+--.'l'"l'rli--+---r"l'l'l'!'"--t~":l""'l'!~-l---i!'"'l'rl'l~t-..,....,'U'l""-t 
472 
473 1--.-.....--+--..,...,..,..--t--...,..,.,....-;--..,....,.,,,...--t---.,...,..,,~t--..,....,....--+--,...,..,...-+-...,.,.."l'l'l'!'"--t~"'!""l'l~-t---z!! ....... ~t-..,....,'U'l""-t 
474 
475 1--~~__.~~~-+~~~-1-~~~~~~__.~~~-1-~~~-1-~~~~~~__.~~~-+~~~~ 
476 
477 1--~~--1~~~-+~~~-+-~~~+-~~--1~~~-+~~~-1-~~~~~~--1~~~-+~~----1 
478 
479 1--~~--1~~~-+~~~-+-~~~+-~~--1~~~-+~~~-1-~~~~~~--1~~~-+~~----1 
480 
481 l---.-.....--+--.....,...,..--+--... ...... --1'--..,...,,,,...--t---.,...,..,,~t-..,....,....--+---,,..,..,...-+---.-"l'l'l'!'"--t~":l""'l'!~-t--... ....... ~t-..,....,'U'l""-i 
482 
483 l--'"Tl'l'll"--l---.i'"'l'rl'l~t--.-r.mor-t---i!~--t~T"l'l"~-t--.,,..~--t~Mr1...-+-~mr-+--.'.!'"m'r-t-""'5"'1"U"1""-t--;r7'!7'r-1 
484 
485 1--~~__.~~~-+~~~-1-~~~~~~__.~~~-1-~~~+-~~~t--~~--t~~~-+~~---i 
486 
487 
488 
489 
490 
491 
492 
493 
494 1---.-....---1~ ........ ....--1---....,...,.---1--.,..-,..,.~~ ............. --1~.,....,.....--1---,,....,.,.---1--..,..-,..,.~t--....... ..,....--t~.,....,.,,..--+--:~..-, 
495 
496 
497 
498 
499 
500 
501 
502 
503 
504 
505 
506 
507 
508 
509 
510 
511 
512 
513 
514 
515 
516 
517 
518 
519 
520 
521 
522 
523 
524 
525 
526 
527 
528 
529 
530 
531 
532 
533 
534 
535 
536 
537 
538 
539 
540 
541 
542 
543 
544 
545 
546 
547 
548 
549 
550 
551 
552 
553 
554 
555 
556 
557 
558 
559 
560 
MGENDER AGEDIFF YEARDIFF INITIATE MSTATUS MRANK 
1.uu 3.00 1U.uu 5.00 1.00 6.uu 
1.UU 3.UU 1U.uu 3.UU 1.UU l:S.UU 
1.uu 3.uu 8.00 2.uu l.UU b.UU 
1.00 3.uu 9.50 3.UU l.uu 4.UU 
1.UU 3.uu l:S.UU 3.UU 1.uu o.uu 
1.UU 3.uu lU.UU 3.UU 1.uu o.uu 
1.00 3.uu 1.uu 3.UU l .uu b.uu 
1.UU 3.uu 5.uu 5.uu 1.uu o.uu 
l.UU 3.UU 4.UU 3.uu l .UU ::>.vu 
1.00 1.uu 3.uu 1.00 o.uu 
1.UU 3.UU 14.UU <:'..vu l.UU tl.UU 
1.vu 3.UU ::>.vu Luu 1.UU f.UU 
1.UU 3.00 5.uu 3.uu 1.00 b.UU 
1.UU 3.00 13.uu L..UU ·1.uu ::i.uu 
1.uu 3.UU 1::>.uu <:'..UU 1.UU ::i.uu 
1.uu 3.00 10.uu 3.00 1.00 
1.uu 3.uu L.U.UU 3.UO 1.00 5.UU 
1.UU 3.uu ti.UU 3.UU l.uu ::i.uu 
1.UU 3.uu lU.UU 3.00 
1.0U 3.uu L.U.UU <:'..UU 1.uu lU.UU 
1.UU 3.UU 4.UU l .vv /.UU 
1.00 3.UU 5.UU 3.0U 1.uu ::i.uu 
l.UU J.uu .:'.v.UU 3.UU l .vu ::>.vu 
1.UU J.uu 11.UU <:'..UU 1.uu ::>.vu 
1.00 3.uu 5.uu 3.uu 1.uu 5.uu 
1.UU 3.uu 4.vv ::>.vu l.uu r.uu 
1.UU LUU s.uu l .UU 3.UU 
1.00 3.uu 1.50 5.uu 1.uu 
1.UU J.uu ltl.UU <:'..vu l.vv 
1.UU 3.UU lU.UU 3.UU 1.uu 4.uu 
1.00 3.uu o.uu o.uu l.uu r.uu 
1.00 3.uu lU.UU J.uu 1.uu ti.vu 
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o.uu ·1.uu L..vv o.uu o.uu 
<:'..UU 4.UU 
o.vv l.UU I.VU L..vv 4.UU 
l.uu 1.UU ·1.uu o.uu 
5.uu 1.uu l.UU ::>.vu ::i.uu 
4.uu 1.uu <:'..UU ::>.vu ::i.uu 
::>.vu l.uu L..UU 4.vv o.uu 
5.uu 1.uu LUU 4.vv 4.UU 
4.UU l.uu l.uu ::i.uu ::i.uu 
b.UU L..UU L..UU 4.uu o.UU 
<:'..UU l.uu l.uv 3.UU ::i.uu 
tl.UU l.uu ·1.uu LUU ::i.uu 
5.uu 2.UU 3.UU ::i.uu 
·1.uu ·1.uu <:'..UU ::i.uu .<+.UU 
3.UU l.UU <:'..vu <:'..UU ::i.uu 
l.uu ::i.uu 
1.UU 1.UU LUU ::>.vu ::i.uu 
3.uu 1.UU ·1.uu 3.vu ::i.uu 
5.UU 
4.uu 1.UU l .UU :>.vu ::i.uu 
b.uu ·1.uu I.VU L..UU 5.uu 
4.uu 1.UU l.UU Luu ::i.uu 
L.VV l.uu 1.UU ·1.vv ::i.uu 
s.uu l.vv L..UU ::i.uv ::i.uu 
2.uu 1.uu l .UU Luu ::i.uu 
:>.vu l.uu ·1.uu 3.vv ::i.UU 
L..UU 2.uu <:'..UU ti.UV ::i.uu 
l.UU l .UU L.VV 3.UU 
·1.uu L..UU b.UU b.UU 
2.uu 1.uu l.UU ti.vu ::i.uu 
ti.vu l.uu L..UU 4.vv ::i.UU 
4.uu l.uu LUU ::i.vv 4.UU 
561 
562 
563 
564 
565 
566 
567 
568 
MGENDER AGEOIFF YEARDIFF INITIATE MSTATUS MRANK 
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569 1--~~--1~~~-1-~~~-+-~~~+-~~--1~~~-+-~~~-1-~~~+-~~--1~~~-1-~~~-1 
570 
571 
572 
573 
574 
575 
576 
577 
578 
579 
580 
581 
582 
583 
584 1---.-....---1~.,,...,....--+~ ........ ..--+--... ...... ~+--.-...... --1~..,...,.,,.---+----,,..,.,.---+---... ...... ~+-...,,..,....---t~.,.-,....--+~ ........ ..-, 
585 
586 1---.-.....---1~ ....... ...--+--..,....,,,,...--1--... ...... ~+--.-...... --1~.,...,.,,.---+--,...,..,.---+--.... ...... ~+-...,,..,....---t~.,...,.,.,....-+---,,...,..,..-, 
587 588 1--~~--1~~~-+~~~-1-~~~+-~~--1~~~-+~~~-+-~~~+-~~--1~~~-+~~~, 
589 
590 1--...,,..., ...... --1~ ....... ...--+~....,.,..---+--..... ...... ~+--.-....---+~.,....,.,,.---+--,...,..,.---+---,.....,..,...~t--...,,.., ........ --1~..,...,.,,.---+---,,...,..,..-, 
591 
592 593 1--~~--+~~~-+-~~~-1-~~~+-~~--+~~~-+-~~~-i--~~~+-~~--+~~~-+-~~~; 
594 
595 1---.-....---1~ ....... ...--t--..."7""!<...--t----..-....~+--.-....---1~..,...,,,.---+--. ....... .---+--......,..,...~t---.-........ --1~ ....... .....--1---.1!"'"1..-, 
596 
597 1--...,...., ....... --1~.,...,,,,.---1---. ....... ,,..---+--.. ...... ~t---.-...... --1~.....,,,.,..--+---,,...,..,..---+--......,..,...~t--...,,.., ........ --t~ ....... .....--t----,1!"'"1..-, 
598 
599 
600 
601 
602 
603 
604 605 1--~~--+~~~-+-~~~-i--~~~+-~~-+~~~-+-~~~-i--~~~+-~~--t~~~-1-~~~; 
606 
607 
608 
609 
610 
611 
612 
613 
614 
615 1--...,....,...,.---1~ ....... ,,..---1-~~~-t---... ...... ~t--.-....---t~""""',.,..--t---,~.---+---:r-.rrr~t-...,,..,,..,...--t~""5"7'.....--t-~ ........ ..-, 
616 
617 
618 
619 
620 
621 
622 
623. 
MGENDER AGEDIFF YEARDIFF INITIATE MSTATUS MRANK 
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624 t--..-....---t~ ...... ~-r--..,....,.~-+--....,,.,,:--+-~~--t~~~-+--,....,.,.---+--.-..,,.,.~r---..-....---t~~~-t--...,~~1 
625 
626 1--~~-+~~~-t--~~--t~~~-1-~~~t-~~-t-~~~+-~~-t~~~-1-~~~t-~~-; 
627 
628 t-,-,'!1'!""-+--..,..,..,.--;-....,.~-;~"'5""1'1~-t--:r'"l"!'l\'~t--;r;'!7'1""-+--.!'"7'1?r--+--:rm;--t~T"'l'l~-t-'"A''"l"!'l\'~t-'T"l"m""-1 
629 
630 t-,-,'!1'!""-+--..,..,..,.--;-~~-;~"T"l'l~-t--:r'"l"!'l\'~t-~'!7'1""-+--z!"?ll'r--+-~~--t~'l"'7'1'~-t-'"A''"l"!'l\'~t-'T"l"m""-1 
631 
632 
633 
634 t-,-,'!1'!""-+--..,..,..,.--;-...,,,.M'l?l-;~~~-+---...,,.,.~t-~'!7'1""-+--.~r--+--:rm;--t~T"'l'l~-t--.'"l"!'l\'~t-'T"l'!l'!""-1 
635 
636 t-,-,'!7'1""-+--."M<>.---t---r~-;~"T"l'l~-t--:r'"l"!'l\'~t-~~-+~~~+---.m;--t~T"'l'l~-t-~~~t-'T"l"m""-1 
637 
638 1--~~-+~~~-+~~~-+-~~~+-~~--t~~~-+~~~-+-~~~t--~~--t~~~-+~~---t 
639 
640 t-,-,'!7'1""-+--."M<>.---+--e-~-;~"l'M<,,.--f--:r..,,.,.~t--""'l!'"l~-+-...,r-l'l'l'r-+--:r ....... --t~T"'l'l~-t--i!'"l"!'ll'~t--'T"l"m""-1 
641 
642 
643 l--:r.....--+--..,..,..,..--t--:no!"'m-:--ll--"'5"?~-t---."i'l?'l:--t-""l!!"l'!l'!""-+---i~.--+--:r"m"r--t~~~-t-~'"1'171:--t-""l!"l~-1 
644 645 1--~~--1:---~~-+~~~-1-~~~+-~~--;__,~~-+~~~-+-~~~+-~~--1~~~-+~~~~ 
646 
647 l--:r.....--+--..,..,..,~+--:no!"'m-:--ll--"'l!""'l'~-1---...,,.,.:--t--ion'!1'1""-+---i~.---+--:r"m"r-;~"1"'"'1'1~-t--.'"'11'11:--t-""l!"l'!l'!""-1 
648 
649 l--:r.....--+--..,..,..,..-+--i'!"~-;1--.,...,.~-1---...,,.,.:--t-""'!"'!'!1'1""-+--.!"'m.--+--:r"m"r--i~~~-+--.'"l"!'l\':--t-""l!"l~-1 
650 651 1--~~--1~~~-+~~~-1-~~~+-~~--1~~~-+~~~-+-~~~+-~~--1~~~-+~~----1 
652 
653 1-....,....,"""""-+--......,..,..-+-.....,.....,.,,-;1--..,....,...,...--1---. ........ :--t-~~-+~~~-t-~~--1~~~-t-~~~t-""l!'"l'!l'!""-1 
654 
655 
656 
657 
658 
659 
660 
661 
662 
663 
664 
665 
666 
667 
668 
669 
670 
671 
672 
673 
674 
675 
676 
677 
678 
679 
680 
681 
682 
683 
684 
685 
686 
687 
688 
689 
690 
691 
MGENDER AGEDIFF YEARDIFF INITIATE MSTATUS MRANK 
1.uu LUU L.UU 1.UU 
l.UU J.UU ;;s.uu L.UU 1.UU b.UU 
1.uu 3.00 3.00 3.00 l.UU o.uu 
1.UU J.vv 1U.UU LUU 1.UU b.UU 
1.00 3.uv 5.UO 2.00 l.UU o.uu 
1.UU J.UU o.uu J.UU 1.UU ~.uu 
1.00 3.uu 12.00 3.00 1.UU 
l.UU J.vv LUU 1.vv o.uu 
1.00 3.uu 8.00 3.00 l.UU (.vu 
l.UU lU.UU L.UU l .vv 
1.00 3.uu 1b.UU J.UO 1.uu 11.UU 
1.00 3.00 5.vv 6.uv 1.vv o.vv 
1.UU 3.00 10.vu 1.00 4.vv 
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1.UU o.uu 
o.uu 1.UU .::.vv ::>.UU o.uu 
tl.UU .::.uu Lvu 'l.UU o.uu 
o.uu l.UU ·1.vv 4.UU o.uv 
o.uu l.UV Lvv .>.UV ... uu 
b.UU l.UU ·1.vv tl.UU :>.vu 
o.uu 
J.UU l.UU ·1.vu tl.vv o.vu 
o.uv ·1.vv L.vv l.UU 4.UU 
o.uu 
l .UU L.UU L.UU ;;s.vv o.vv 
L.vv l.vv 1.UU L.vu o.vu 
2.vv 1.vv 1.UU Luu o.uu 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
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57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
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107 1--~~~~~~-1-~~~-1-~~~-1--~~-4~~~-1-~~~-1-~~~+--~~-4~~~-+~~~4 
108 
109 1--..,....,""""-+---..,,....,.,..---1---,,.....,...--1~ ........ ,,...--+--,...,,.,.~t--riom--+--i~~+-~'l'l?l'"--t~~~-1-~""'l'll'!~t-"Y"l'11'i"-1 
110 
111 1--~~~~~~-1-~~~-1-~~~-1--~~-4~~~--1-~~~-1-~~~+--~~-4~~~-+~~~4 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
147 
148 
149 
150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
155 
156 
157 
158 
159 
160 
161 
162 
163 
164 
165 
166 
167 
168 
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5.uu 4.00 5.uu 5.uu :i.uu o.uu 4.UU 
5.uu 5.00 3.00 j,UU j,UU j,UU j,UU 
:i.uu 5.00 j,UU J.UU 5.00 5.UO j,UU 
4.uu 4.UU 4.uu :i.uu 4.UU j,UU :i.uu 
5.uu 5.00 5.UU 5.00 :i.uu 1.uu o.uu 
:i.uu 5.uu J.UU j,UU 4.UU 
5.uu 4.UU 5.uu :i.uu J.UU j,UU j,UU 
:i.uu J.uu 4.UU 4.uu 4.uu 4.uu :i.uu 
5.00 5.uu 5.uu 5.uu :i.uu 4.UU 4.UU 
5.0U 5.uu :i.uu J.uu 5.uu :i.uu J.uu 
5.UU 3.uu 5.uu 5.uu :i.uu 5.uu 
5.0U 5.00 :i.uu 5.uu J.uv j,uu 4.uv 
5.uu 4.UU :i.uu 4.vu 4.UU 4.uv j.UU 
5.uu 5.uu 5.00 :i.uu :i.uu :i.uu :i.uu 
5.uu 3.00 4.UU 3.UO 4.00 4.UU 5.UU 
:i.uu 5.UO :i.uu J.UU 4.UU 4.UU 4.UU 
5.uu 5.00 5.00 3.00 o.uu 4.00 5.vv 
:i.uu :i.uu :i.uu :i.uu :i.uu o.uu :i.uu 
3.uu 3.uu 4.UO 3.00 3.00 4.UU 3.vv 
5.UO 5.uv :i.uu :i.uu 5.uu :i.uu :i.vu 
5.00 5.uu 5.00 5.00 5.uu 5.00 5.vv 
5.UU 5.vv 4.uu J.uu 5.uu j,uv j.uu 
5.00 5.uu 5.UU 5.UU 5.vu :i.uu 
5.0U 4.vv :i.uu 3.UU 4.uu 4.vv o.vu 
4.00 4.uu 4.00 5.00 3.uu 1.uu 3.uu 
5.UU 5.vv :i.uu :i.uu 5.uu :i.vu :i.vv 
5.00 5.uu 5.vv 3.00 5.uu 3.uu 5.uv 
5.UU :i.uu :i.uu 
5.UU 4.uv 4.uu 4.uu 4.uu j,vv :i.uv 
5.uu :i.uu 5.00 4.uu :i.uu 5.0U 5.uv 
5.00 5.uu :i.uu 5.vv 5.vu :i.vu :i.uu 
:i.uu :i.uu 5.uu 5.uu :i.uu 5.vu 5.uv 
5.00 4.uu 4.vu 4.vu 3.uv J.uu :i.uu 
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4.UU o.uu o.uu o.uu 
j,UU j,vv j,vv j,UU 
o.uu j,UU j,UU .:l.VV 
4.UU o.uu :i.vu :i.uu 
·1.uu :i.vu :i.uu o.UU 
.:l.UU 4.vv j,UU 
j,UU j.UU o.vv :i.uu 
4.uu 4.UU :i.uv :i.uu 
4.UU o.uu o.uu o.UU 
5.uu :i.vu j,UU j.UU 
5.uu :i.uu :i.uu :i.uu 
5.uu 4.vv :i.uu :i.uu 
j.vu .:l.VU 4.VU o.oo 
:i.uu o.vv o.vv o.OU 
4.UU 4.uu j,UU 4.UU 
:i.uu o.vv 4.UU :i.uv 
o.vu 4.uu J.UU 3.UU 
:i.uu o.vu ::J.UV o.UU 
4.UO 4.UU :i.uu :i.uu 
:i.uu ::J.VU ::i.vv o.OU 
5.uu :i.uu :i.uu :i.uu 
:i.uu o.uu 4.vv ·1.uv 
5.UU 4.UU :i.uv :i.uv 
:i.uu 4.UV ::J.vv o.uu 
5.UU 4.UU :i.uu 4.UV 
:i.uv o.vv o.uv o.UU 
5.UU :i.uu :i.uv :i.uv 
::J.VU o.uu 
4.UV 4.vu 4.uv .:l.UU 
5.UU :i.uu :i.uu :i.uv 
:i.uu ::J.VU ::J.vv o.UU 
5.UU :i.uu :i.uu :i.uv 
j,UU j,UU 4.vv o.UU 
169 
170 
171 
172 
173 
174 
175 
176 
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177 l-A"'l"t?r-+---:~~+-"""l'!l'l"-;1--"'1'7'~-t--..'"l'l'l'l~t-..,,.'11'1"""-+---:n'!'lr-+-~'1'1'1'---t~'T'l"l~-t---,,'"l'l'l'l~t-A"'l'!'l'l-1 
178 
179 l-""/!'"7'11'1"""-+--."1"11~-t--<!""l'!l'l"-;,__"1!"71~-t---z!'"l'l'l'l~t-""/!'"7'11'1"""-+--.1""7'!7r-+-~'1'1'1'---t~'5""'1'i~-t---z!'"l'l'l'l~t-""/!'"7'!'1'l-1 
180 
181 l-""/!'"7'11'1"""-+---:~~+-<!""l'!l'l"-;~~~-t---z!'"l'l'l'l~t-~~-+-,!"71?r-+--i!"'l'l'1'---t~?!"7'1~-t-~~~t-~~-; 
182 
183 1--~~-t--"'5'"7'l'l'l~t--~~-i--.-mr-;~~n-+--:r'1'1'1'-t~T7'!7r-+-""'1!"1'11'1"""-+---;1"1"1'1'r-t-""/!'"7'11'1"""--t-~!""l'\7'.--i 
184 
185 l-'"'l!'"l'll'l"""-+~M'lln--t--<!""l'!l'l"-;~"'1'"7'1~-+--..'"l'l'l'l~t-""'5""1'1?1"""-+---i!"?l?r-+--i!"'l'l'1'---t~'5""'1'i~-t---,,~~t-""'l""l'!'l'l-i 
186 l-""/!'"7'11'1"""-+-,~~+-<!""l'!l'l"-;~"'1'"7'1~-t---z!~~t-"Af'll'l"""-+--:n'!'lr-+-<!"'1'1'1'---t~?!"7'1~-t-~-m-;~t-""'rl'!'l'l-i 
187 188 l--___,___,-+___,___,___,-+___,___,___,-+-___,___,___,+-___,___,-+___,___,___,-+___,___,___,-+-___,___,___,+-___,___,-+___,___,___,-+___,___,---1 
189 
190 l-""1!'"7'11'1"""-+---;1!""1'17~-t--<!""l'!l'l"-;~"l!"'l'l~-t---z!~~t--""1!'"7'11'1"""-+---i!"?l?r-+--i!"l'l'l'l'"---t~?!"7'1~-t-~-m-;~t-""1!'"7'!'/'l-i 
191 
192 
193 
194 195 l-___,___,--l___,___,___,-+___,___,___,-+-___,___,___,+-___,___,--l___,___,___,-+___,___,___,-+-___,___,___,+-___,___,--1___,___,___,-+___,___,___,, 
196 197 l-___,___,--l___,___,___,-+___,___,___,-+-___,___,___,+-___,___,--1___,___,___,-+___,___,___,-+-___,___,___,+-___,___,--I___,___,___,-+___,___,___,, 
198 199 l-___,___,--l___,___,___,-+___,___,___,-+-___,___,___,+-___,___,--l___,___,___,-+___,___,___,.;-----,---,---,+-___,___,--1___,___,___,-+___,___,___,, 
200 
201 l--r.'11'1"""-+~~~+-~"l'!l'l"-;!--"'5""?'~-t---z!'"l'll'l---;t-""'rl"tl'r-+--.1""7'17n-+--r"l'!l'l"---t~"l!"'l'l~-t-~'"7'17'1---;t--r.'!'l'l-t 
202 203 1-...,...,..,....--1___,___,___,-+___,___,___,-+-___,___,___,+-..,...,..,,---1___,...,...,...,.--+___,___,___,-+-___,___,___,+-___,___,--I___,___,___,-+___,....,..~, 
204 
205 l-""/!'"7~-+--.'1"'7'11n--t--~"l'!l'l"-;!--'Al"~-t---:i'"l'l'l'l---;t--:n'l?l"""-+---:n'!'lr-+--i!"'l'l'1'---t~'T'l"l~-t-~'"7'!7'1---;t-""/!'"7'!'1'l-i 
206 
207 t--r.~-+--."1"\'ln-+-~"l'!l'l"-;1--'Al"~-+---:i~---;t-A"'l"tl'r-+---:n'!'lr-+-~"l'!l'l"---t~Ti'l~-t-~'"l'll'l---;t-""'T"i'!'l'l-1 
208 
209 
210 
211 
212 
213 
214 
215 
216 
217 
218 
219 
220 
221 
222 
223 
224 
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225 r--;nom--r:--Ml'l'l"'""""T"""""i:-7!1'1"--i~"':!""7'1~-r---;i'"'l'rl't~.-..,,..,~-.--.~r-r--;rmr--.,.~Tl"!~-r-oi-'"'l'rl't~.-,..,om--, 
226 
227 1--~~--t~~~-+~~~-t--~~~+-~~--t~~~-+~~~-+-~~~t-~~--t~~~-+~~~4 
228 
229 t--;n~-t----.rll'l'l"'"""-t---r"m"r--t~T'l'i~-1-~'"'l'rl't~t-""5'"'?~-t---.rmor-+--.;-mr-t~~~-t---:t'"'l'rl't~t--;n~-; 
230 
231 t-'T'l~-t---i!!'"117'1"'"""-t---r"m"r--t~""l'"'l'l~-f---,'"'l'rl't~t--.:n~-t-~rmr-+-<!""mr-t~T'l'i~-t--oi-'"'l'rl't~t--;n~-; 
232 
233 
234 
235 
236 
237 
238 
239 
240 
241 1--............. ---1~..,...,.....--+---,,...,.......--t--..,....,.,,,--+-..,... ....... ---1~.,.,..,...,.--+--...-,...,...--t----. ........ ~+-............. ---1~,,..,...,.--+~,...,...,...-, 
242 
243 1---..-....... ---1~,,..,.....--+---,,...,...,...--t---. ....... ,--+--..-,.,...---1~.,.,..,...,..--+--,,...,..,...-+--.. ........ ~+--..-....... ---1~,,..,. ...... -+---,,...,...,...-, 
244 
245 1--...... ,.,...---1~ ...... ....--+---,,...,...,...--t--,...,...,.,--+--.... ....... --t~.,..,...,..--+~~~+---,...,..,.~+-....-....... ---1~,,..,. ...... -+,--,...,...,...-, 
246 
247 1--...... ,.,...---1~..,..,...,....-+---,,...,...,...--t--,...,...,.,--+--..-....... --1~.,..,...,....-+--,-.......-+---,...,..,.~+-....-....... --1~,,..,....--+---,,...,...,...-, 
248 
249 l-"1!"1-m--+~~'l"'"""-t--i:-7!1'1"--t'--"Tl'l~-t---,'"'l'rl't~t--;n~-+--i~r-+-~mr-t~~~-+---;i'"'l'rl't~t-""l!'"lom--; 
250 
251 1-..,,..,~-+__,'l'"'l'!l'l"'"""-t--i:-7!1'1"--t~""l'"'l'l~-t---,'"'l'rl't~t-..,,..,~-+--,~r-+-.-mr-t~~~-1--.:'"'l'rl't~t-'""r'"'l~-; 
252 
253 l-"1!"1~-+~~~-t--i:-7!1'1"--t~"l!"?l~-t-~'"'l'rl't~t-'T'l~-+--i~...-+-~7':1':"-t~r'!'i~-l-~'"'l'rl't:--t-""l!'"l'l'I'!""-; 
254 
255 l-'T'l~-t-~Ml'l~-t--i!"7!1'1"--t:--~~-t-~'"'l'rl't~t--;n~-+--i!!'"11'lr--t--~7':1':"-t~r'l'i~-t---;i'"'l'rl't:--t--;n'l'I'!""-; 
256 
257 l--;n~-+---.~~-t--"'!!"7!1'1"--l~"Tl'l~-t--.,...,..,.~t-..,,..,~-+~rm...-+--.rmr-t~'rl'!,.,.--t---;i'"'l'rl't~t-""l!'"l~-; 
258 
259 1--~~-+~~~-+-~~~+-~~~-1--~~-+~~~-+~~~-+-~~~+-~~-+~~~-+-~~~ 
260 
261 1-...... ....--+~T7<'.....--t---,...,..,.___,t--,,..,..,..--1---,...,..,.,--t-"""'!"'1....--t--.~~+--r7m"--!~1!"?1~-t-~~:--+-~~-1 
262 
263 
264 l-""1!"""1~-t--i!!'"117~+--i!"7!1'1"--l~""l'"'l'l~-f---.'"'l'rl't~t-'T'l~-+--.'l""mr-+--;rmr-t~~~-+-~'"'l'rl't~t-'""r'"'l-m--; 
265 
266 1--~~-+~~~-+-~~~+-~~~-1--~~-+~~~-+~~~-+-~~~+-~~--t~~~-+~~~4 
267 
268 l--""1!"""1~-t~rm~+--"'!!"7!1'1"--!~1!"71~-t---. ........ ~t-'T'l~-t----.rm...-+--rmr-t~T'l'i,.,.--t-~'"'l'rl't~t-""l!'"lom--; 
269 
270 1--~~-+~~~-+-~~~+-~~~-1--~~-+~~~-+~~~-+-~~~+-~~--1~~~-+~~~4 
271 
272 
273 1--...,...., ..... -+~,...,..,.--+--.-........ --1~ ........ ,..--1---...,,,..~1--.......,.,.--+--,,_.,..,...-+--.-....... -t~T'l'i,.,.--t---:t ........ ~t-""l!""l~-; 
274 
275 1--~~-+~~~+-~~--1~~~-1-~~~1--~~-+~~~+-~~-t~~~-1-~~~t-~~-; 
276 
277 1--~~-+~~~-+-~~~-+-~~~-1--~~--t~~~-+-~~~-+-~~~+-~~--1~~~-+~~~4 
278 
279 l--""""7.....--1--'7" ........ ~t--,,..,.~-l-->T..,..,.--;:--~~+-->5'"~-t~l!'"m.,-+-~~-+--i~r-+-~~-;--,~r-; 
280 
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281 
282 t--"'"1!"1'17'1"""-t---::rmor--t--;rmT"-1~.,,..,.,~-;--.,,'717'1'~t--~m---+~rl'll'r--+-"""'5'"l"!l"l""-t~A71'~-t---;r'717'1'~t--"'"1!"1'17'\"""-1 
283 
284 
285 l--""1!""1...--+:--~or--t--z!"~-i~ ......... ....--+--.... ....... ~1---.-....--+--:,...,.,..--+-......-~-+~'5'"71'~-t--,.'717'1'~1--""1!""1m"""-; 
286 t--"'"1!"1'17'1"""-f---.5""mor--t--z!"mT"-1~.,,..,.,~-t---,'717'1'~t---:nm---+--.rmr--+-"""'5'"l"!l"l""-t~'5'"71'~-t--i-'717'1'~t--"'"1!"1'17'\"""-1 
287 
288 1--~~--+~~~-+~~~-+-~~~+-~~--+~~~-+-~~~-+-~~~1--~~--+~~~-+~~---1 
289 
290 l--"'"1!"1...--t----il!"mor--t--z!"mT"-1~?"l"l~-t--.,,'717'1'~t--~m---+---z!""m'r--+-"""'5'"~-t~ri"l'~-t--..,,.'717'1'~t--"'"1!"1'17'\"""-1 
291 
292 
293 
294 
295 
296 
297 
298 l--""1!""1...--+---il!"mor--t--z!"~--f~"l!""l"l....--t--i-'717'1'~1--""1!""1m---+---z!""m'r--+--..-~-t~ri"l'~-t--,."1'1'1'1'~t--"'"1!"1'\7'\"""-1 
299 
300 
301 
302 
303 1--..... ,.,...--1~..,.....,.....--+~ ........ ..---+--.. ....... :--+-..... ,.,...--1~..,...,...,..--+--..,...,.,....--+--..,...,...~t-..,.,.. ...... --+~.,...,...,.--+~ ........ ~4 
304 
305 .................. --1~..,.....,.....--+~~~-+-~~~+-..... ,.,...--1~..,...,...,..--+~~~-+--,...,...~t--..-....---+~~~-+~~~4 
306 
307 ................. --1~ ....... ....--+--.,..-.o..--+--.. ....... :--+--..-....... --1~ ......... ....--+---. ...... ....--+--,...,...~t--..-....---+~.,...,.,.,.--+~~~4 
308 
309 l--""1!-iom--+---;ir"'l'n'l:--t--""l!""'l'~-t--.,,""1'17'1'---if--..,...,..~-t--:r~-+~~~-t-.-im--+---:rmor--+--.:n'17'1"""-t----z!""m'r--1 
310 
311 l---.-:....--+~.,.....,....-+-~~---ir---,..,.~-t--,......,..,..:--t--.,.,...--+--.5""mor--t--z!"'l'll'r-i~"Tl'l~-t---,'717'1':--t--.r.'17'\"""-1 
312 
313 l---.-:....--+~,...,.,....-+-~~---ir---""l""l'~-t--,......,..,..:--t-""T'l...--+---il!"m~-t--z!"~--f~"l!""l"l~-t-~'717'1':--t-"Tl'\7'\"""-1 
314 
315 l---.-:....--+:--,...,.,....-+--:r~---ir---""l""l'~-t--,......,..,..:--t-""1!""1...--+---il!"m~-t--r'l'll'r--f~'l!'"l'l~-t-~'717'1':--t-"Tl'\7'\"""-1 
316 
317 l---r.....--+~.,.....,....--t--:r~---ir---""l""l'<~-t--,......,..,..:--t-""1!""1...--+:--~or--t--z!"'l'll'r-i~"Tl'l~-t--.,,'717'1':--t--,,.,'17'\"""-1 
318 
319 1--........ ...--r--.....,..,..:--t--""l!""'l'~-t--...."?l'l"l'---if--"'M't~-t-~~-+~.,.....,or-+--.rim--+--.'n'i1r-+--r.'l7'r-t----:rm-r--1 
320 
321 
322 
323 
324 
325 
326 
327 
328 
329 
330 
331 
332 
333 
334 335 1--~~-+~~~.+-~~--1~~~--1-~~~1--~~-1-~~~+-~~-t~~~-t-~~~1--~~-; 
336 
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337 
338 l--""'J!i'l71-+---ino;ir--t-~~-t~T"'1'1...--t--:r'i"!'11:~t-""5""lorn--+-.~r-+-""'5""l'l7l""-t~T1'i~-t-~'i"!'ll:~t-""'l!i'l71""i 
339 
340 l--""'J!i'l71-+---ino;ir--t-~~-t~T"'1'1...--t--i!'i"!'ll:~t-,...,orn--+-.~r-+--:rl'l7l""-t~~~-t-~'i"!'ll:~t--;n'!71""i 
341 
342 
343 1--..,...,....---+~.,...,.....--t---,,...,.,..---t--,....,..,..~+-......-....---+~.,...,.,.,.--t---,...,..,.--+--.,,.~~t--~....--;~"'l!'"?....--t---i,...,.,'1'""'""""1 
344 
345 1--...,....., ...... --+~.,...,.....--t---..,..,...,..---t--,...,..,..~+--.,...,....---+~.,...,.,,.--t---....,.,.--+--,..~~t--...,....., ...... --t~..,...,...,..--t---,,...,.,'1'""'""""1 
346 
347 
348 
349 
350 
351 
352 
353 
354 
355 
356 
357 358 1--~~--1~~~-+~~~-1-~~~+-~~--1~~~-t-~~~-t-~~~t-~~--+~~~-1-~~~4 
359 
360 1--........ ,..,...--1~.,...,.....--+----,,...,..,..--1---,..,..,.,.--+--.-,..,...--+~.,...,...,..--+--......,.,..---t--..""'7'!~t-~....---+~.,...,...,..--1-~~~4 
361 
362 
363 1--...,.....,....--+----,......,..---t-_,...,.,..--11--.,,..,,.,.--t----,.'i"!'ll:,.--t--n'!71-+,.--rm.---t-_,..~-t~"5""1'!...--t--.!"'1'!i'l,.--t--r.'U'l""-t 
364 365 1---~~--1~~~-+~~~-1-~~~+-~~--1~~~-+~~~-1-~~~+-~~--1~~~-+~~~, 
366 
367 l---.-...,.--1-~,...,.,..--t--,...,.,..~1--..,...,..,,....-+---,....,...,.,,.--t-...,.....,,.,..--+---,,...,...,.---t-...... ~-t~~~-t--.!"'1'!i'l,.--t--r.'U'l""-t 
368 369 1--~~--1~~~-+~~~-1-~~~+-~~--+~~~-t-~~~-t-~~~t-~~--+~~~-1-~~~4 
370 371 1--~~--1~~~-+~~~-1-~~~+-~~--+~~~-t-~~~-t-~~~t-~~--+~~~-1-~~~4 
372 373 1--~~--1~~~-+~~~-t-~~~+-~~--+~~~-+-~~~-1--~~~t-~~--+~~~-t-~~----j 
374 
375 
376 
377 
378 
379 
380 
381 
382 
383 
384 
385 
386 
387 1--..,...., ....... -+--,....,..,.---t-...... .,.,..--1~ ....... ...--t---..""'7'!~t-...,.....,orn--+-.~r-+-...... l'l7l""-t~~~-t-~'i"!'ll:~t--:n'l71""i 
388 
389 390 l--~~-+~~~-1-~~--1~~~-+-~~~1--~~-+~~~+-~~-+~~~-t-~~~1--~~""1 
391 
392 
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393 
394 1--~,..,.....-+~~~-t---,....,..,.---+-~~~+--~~-+~~~-+-~~~-t-~~~t--~~-+~ ....... ....--t----.....,..,..-~ 
395 
396 1--~~-+~~~-t-~~~-+-~~~+--~~-+~~~-+-~~~-1--~~~t--~~-t~~~-t-~~---; 
397 
398 
399 1--..,...,,..,.....-+~.,....,....--t----.~..--+---....,.,..~+--....-....... -t~..,....,.,..--+---,..,..,.....--t--..,...,..,.~t--r.~-+~.,.,...,....--t----."'"""'1..-4 
400 
401 1--~~-t~~~-t-~~~-t-~~~+--~~-t~~~-+-~~~-1-~~~t-~~-t~~~-t-~~---; 
402 
403 
404 
405 
406 
407 
408 
409 
410 ~...,...., ....... -+---..,...,.,..----1--..,..~--1~ ......... ,,.....-1----....,.,..~t--...,...., ....... -+--.~..---+--.,-,..,.,-t~~~-+--.""1'1'1't~t--...,....,m--; 
411 
412 
413 
414 1---.-..,...--1~~...--+~.....,.,...--t---,...,...,..,--+-~..,...--1~.,....,....--t---,....,..,..--+---,...,...,..~t--i!""~-;~.,....,.~-+~1!""1"~4 
415 
416 1--~~--1~~~-+~~~-t-~~~+-~~--1~~~-t-~~~-t-~~~t-~~-;~~~-+~~~4 
417 
418 ~...,...., ....... -+~~~-t-~~--1:--......... ,,...--l----i!'"7'l'l'l:-"t--~~-+~~~-1--~~-t~~~-t---,:'""111'1:--t--r.'1'1'1""-; 
419 
420 1--~~--1---~~-+~~~-t-~~~+-~~--1~~~-+~~~-+-~~~+--~~-;~~~-+~~~4 
421 
422 
423 i---,....,.....--+~.,...,..,..-+--.,,..,.,...--1f--...,...,.,..--l----.,-,..,.,.--+-..,....,..,..--+~......,..--+--...-~--1~~,,...--1----i!'"7'!'l'l:--+--r......---; 
424 
425 1--~~--1~~~-+~~~-t-~~~+-~~--1~~~-t-~~~-t-~~~t-~~-;~~~-+~~~4 
426 
427 ~...,...., ....... -+---.'5""1'11..----t--:T'?rn"--li--'T"l"i?'!"--t---i!'"7'1'1'1:-"t-""l!""l~-+--.5""1'1'1r--l---r~-;~"5"7'1~-t-~'"711'1:--t--ir.'l'l'I""-; 
428 
429 1--..,...,..,...-+---,....,.,..-+-..,...,.,...--1~...,...,.~-1---. ........ ~+-...,....,.....--+--,...,..,.--+---.-......r-t~~,,...--1---.'"7'!'1'1~+-...,....,.....--; 
430 
431 
432 
433 
434 
435 
436 
437 
438 
439 
440 
441 
442 
443 
444 
445 1--..,..., ....... -+---,...,..,.---f--..,..'><l'<"--l~..,...,,.,,....-1-_,. ........ ~t--""'5'"'7~-+--i ....... ..---+---.-~-t~~~-+---i:""1'1'1't~t--...,....,m--; 
446 
447 
448 
449 
450 
451 
452 
453 
454 
455 
ACCEPT CORRECT CAREER PROFNET SELFEST EMOTSUPP MILSKILL 
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456 1---,....,....--+--......,..,...--+--.-....... -;;,.._..,....,,,.,..--+---. ........ ~r---,....,.....--+__,,..,..,,..._-+---..-,.,...--1__,......,..,._-+--,..,..,.__,f---r:....--1 
457 
458 1--~~--1~~~-+~~~-1-~~~+-~~--1~__,__,-1-~~~-+-~~__,+-__,~--1~~~-+--.~__,, 
459 460 1--~~--1__,__,__,-+~__,__,-1-~~~+-~~--1~__,__,-1-__,~~-+-~~__,+-__,__,--;__,__,__,-+~__,__,, 
461 
462 
463 1--...,...,,...,...--;__,...,....,..,,......-1-......,,...,..,.,--1-..... ...,..,..__,+--....,,,.---t__,,....,,.,,......-1----....,.,...---t--,...,....,.__,+-..,...,,..,...--t__,"'2"?.,,......-l---i,...,..,~ 
464 
465 ,__..,...,,.,....--;~__,__,-1-......,,...,..,..---1---.,....,..,..__,+-__,~--t__,__,__,-t-......,.-,.,...---t--,...,....,.__,+--rm'l""--f__,"l!'"'l'r.<--t---i,...,..,~ 
466 
467 1---.-......... --1~__,__,-+......,,...,..,..--1-__,~__,+--.-,..,.---1__,__,~-t----..-,.,..---t--,....,..,..~+--rm'l""--f~__,~-t-~~---j 
468 
469 l---r!'1'1'1'1""-+----i~r-+-~"l"17'1'"--l__,"'!!71~-t--i!"?!'l'!~t--~'l'l'!""-+-i~r-+--r-l'171"'--t__,"n'!'l"l-t---i:""'m'l__,t--Al'l'l'l"--1 
470 
471 
472 
473 
474 1---.....,,..,...--1__,.,...,..,,......-1----,...,..,..--1---.,...,..,..__,+-.......,,,,.---t__,.....,,.,,......-1----,.-,.,..---t--.-....... __,+--r.m'l""--l__,"!!"?r.<--t-"-".M'l'i~ 
475 
476 1--...,...., ......... --1~.,...,.,,.---1-......,,...,..,.,--1---.,...,..,..~+--.... ......... --t~.....,,..,..--t----.M'l"l...---t--.... ....... ~t--rm'l""--f__,"1!""1'.,,......-t---;,...,..,~ 
477 
478 1--...,...., ......... --1__,.,...,..,,......-+......,,...,..,..---1---.,....,..,..~+--,.-,,..,.---t__,,....,,.,,......-t---,.-,.,..---t--.... ....... ~t--rm'l""--f~"l!'"'l'r..--t----;~~ 
479 
480 ,__..,....,,..,...--f~.,....,...,..--+......,,...,.,..---1---,...,..,.~+--.-......... --t~,....,,.,,......-i----,...,..,..---t--,....,..,..~t--rm'l""--l__,"'2"?.,,......-;-__,~~ 
481 
482 483 1--.,..,.,...-;~...,....,....--+__,~~-t-__,__,__,+-__,~---1__,,...,..,,......-+__,__,__,-+-__,~__,t-__,__,_,~__,~-;-~__,__,, 
484 485 ~__,~---1~__,__,-+~__,__,..,..._~~__,+-__,~--4__,__,__,-+__,__,__,-+-__,__,__,+-__,~--1~__,~-t-~__,~~ 
486 
487 1--.-...... --1~...,....,....--+__,....,...,...--t---,,,..,..,,--+--r,.,...---1'--....... ....--+......,,.....,.,..---1---,...,..,.---,t--r~--1---...,,..,~-;-__,:r?r..-4 
488 
489 1--...,...., ...... -+--,....,..,.---1-_,....,..,..--1~ ........ ....--+-.....,...,.,..~1--..,,...,.,.--+--....,.,.--+--,.-,.,...--t__,r7'!..--l-~"?!'1'!__,l--,...,....---t 
490 
491 1--...,...., ....... -+__,.,..,.,.---1-_,.....,.,...--1__,..,...,.,.....-+-........ ...,.,.__,1--..,,...,.,....-1---....,..,.--+---....,.,...--t~"M'l'..--l--,..,..,.__,1--""P!""lom---I 
492 
493 ,__...,...,,..,...__.__,...,..,..,.---+--.....,..,..---+--....,.,..__,+--....,..,.---t__,.,....,..,,......-1----,......,..----t-............. ~t--r.m'l""--t~"l!'"'l'r..--t---i~..-4 
494 495 1--~~--+~~__,-+__,~__,-+-~~__,+-__,__,--t__,__,__,-+-__,__,__,-+-__,__,__,+-__,~--t__,__,~-1-~__,~4 
496 
497 1--...,..., ....... --t~ ........ ...--1---......,..---+-_,...,.,..~+-...,..., ....... --1__,..,...,..,,......-1----.,....,.,..----t--,...,....,.~t-...,,.., ........ --t~"l!'"'l'r..--f---i~..-4 
498 
499 l--""P!""l-m--+----i~r-+-~"l"n"l'"--l__,,....,,~-t--i!"?!'l'!__,t--__,~-+-,!'"l'll'r-+--r-l'171"'--t__,~'l"l-t---i:""'m'l~t--~orn--; 
500 
501 1--.............. --t~ ........ ...--1---......,..---+-_,...,....~+---......... --1__,.,....,..,,......-1----,....,..,.---t--,...,....,.__,+--rm'l""--l__,"1!'"'1'.,,......-f----;~..-4 
502 
503 l--""P!""7-m--+----i~r-+-~"l"17'1'"--t~,....,,~-t--i!"?!'l'!~t---y;om--+-i!'"l'll'r-+--r-l'171"'--t__,~'l"l-t---i:""'"1'1__,t--~orn--; 
504 
505 
506 
507 
508 
509 
510 
511 
512 
513 
514 
515 
516 
517 
518 
519 
520 
521 
522 
523 
524 
525 
526 
527 
528 
529 
530 
531 
532 
533 
534 
535 
536 
537 
538 
539 
540 
541 
542 
543 
544 
545 
546 
547 
548 
549 
550 
551 
552 
553 
554 
555 
556 
557 
558 
559 
560 
ACCEPT CORRECT CAREER PROFNET SELFEST EMOTSUPP MILSKILL 
5.00 5.00 5.uu :i.uu :i.uu :i.uu 4.uu 
b.uu J.UU 4.uu 4.uu 4.00 3.uu 3.00 
5.uu 4.UU 4.UU 4.UU 4.UU J.UU J.UU 
:i.uu b.UU 4.UU 1.UU J.UU 4.UU 4.UU 
o.uu 5.UU 5.00 5.00 :i.uu :i.uu :i.uu 
5.uu 5.00 5.uu 5.00 b.UU b.UU b.UU 
b.uu b.UU J.UU J.UO 5.0U 5.00 4.UU 
4.uu 5.uu 4.UU 3.uu L.UU J.UU 4.UU 
o.uu b.uu b.UU J.UU b.OU 5.UO J.uu 
5.00 J.UU :i.uu 5.uu 4.UU 4.UU J.UU 
5.uu 5.uu b.UU J.UU 5.uu b.00 5.uu 
b.UU 5.uu 5.uu J.uu 4.uu 4.uu 4.uu 
b.UU 5.uu b.uu J.uu J.uu 4.uu 5.uu 
4.UU J.uu J.uu b.UU 4.uu 4.uu J.uu 
5.00 b.UU :i.uu J.UU b.UU J.uu 4.UU 
:i.uu b.UU b.UU l.UU l .UU 1.UU b.UU 
b.uu 4.uu b.UU 
5.uu 5.00 5.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 
b.uu b.UU b.UU b.UU b.UU 5.UU b.UU 
5.uu :i.uu 5.uu 3.uu :i.uu 4.UU 5.uu 
5.uu b.UO b.UU J.UU 5.0U 4.00 4.UU 
b.uu b.UU b.UU 4.UU b.UU 4.UU b.UU 
5.uu 5.00 5.00 5.UU 5.0U 5.00 5.00 
5.uu :i.uu :i.uu 5.uu :i.uu :i.uu 5.uu 
b.uu J.uu 5.UU J.UU b.UU J.UU 4.UU 
5.uu :i.uu :i.uu 4.uu J.UU J.UU J.UU 
5.uu 5.uu 5.00 5.00 5.uu 5.00 5.00 
4.uu 4.uu 1.UU 1.UU J.OU 4.UU b.UU 
:i.uu b.UU 
4.00 3.uu 4.00 J.00 5.00 1.00 5.uu 
:i.uu 5.uu 4.UU :i.uu 5.uu 4.UU :i.uu 
::>.uu 4.uu b.UU 4.UU 4.UU L.UU J.UU 
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b.uu :i.uu b.UU b.UU 
3.uu 4.uu 5.UO :i.uu 
J.UU 4.uu 4.UU 4.uu 
4.UU J.uu 4.uu 4.UU 
b.UU 5.uu 5.00 :i.uu 
b.UU b.UU 5.uu b.UU 
5.0U J.uu J.uu J.UU 
4.UU 4.UU :i.uu b.UU 
3.0U J.00 5.uu 5.UU 
4.UU 4.UU b.UU b.UU 
5.0U b.UU J.uu J.UU 
5.uu 3.00 5.uu 5.UU 
5.uu b.UU J.uu b.UU 
4.uu L.UU 4.uu 4.UU 
b.UU J.UU 4.uu 4.UU 
b.uu J.UU J.UU 1.UU 
5.uu 
4.0U 4.uu 4.UU 5.uu 
b.UU 5.uu b.UU b.uu 
b.UU 5.uu 5.00 3.uu 
4.uu 5.uu J.UU J.uu 
4.UU 4.UU 4.UU b.UU 
5.0U 5.uu b.UO 5.uu 
:i.uu 5.uu 5.00 5.uu 
b.UU 5.uu b.UU 4.UU 
l .UU 3.uu 4.uu 5.00 
5.0U 5.uu b.UU b.UU 
4.UU J.uu J.UU J.UU 
:i.uu 5.uu 5.UO 
4.0U 4.uu 4.uu J.UU 
b.UU :i.uu 5.uu 5.00 
4.UU J.UU 5.00 4.UU 
561 
562 
563 
564 
565 
566 
567 
568 
569 
570 
571 
572 
573 
574 
575 
576 
577 
578 
579 
580 
581 
582 
583 
584 
585 
586 
587 
588 
589 
590 
591 
592 
593 
594 
595 
596 
597 
598 
599 
600 
601 
602 
603 
604 
605 
606 
607 
608 
609 
610 
611 
612 
613 
614 
615 
616 
ACCEPT CORRECT CAREER PROFNET SELFEST EMOTSUPP MILSKILL 
::>.UU ::>.UU ::>.UU 4.UU 4.UU o.UU o.UU 
o.uu 5.UU 5.00 5.00 o.uu J.UU 4.uu 
::>.UU o.uu o.uu o.uu 5.UU o.UU J.uu 
o.UO 4.uu 1.00 1.uu o.uu o.UU l.UU 
o.uu o.uu 4.UU J.UU 3.uu 3.uu 4.uu 
3.uu 4.uu 3.uu 2.uu J.UU J.UU 4.UU 
4.UU J.uu 4.UU 4.UU 4.UO 2.UU J.uu 
5.00 4.UU ::>.UU ::>.UU o.uu o.UU o.uu 
o.UU o.uu 5.UU 4.UU 5.uu 4.00 o.uu 
o.UU 5.uu o.uu J.uu 5.uu 5.uu o.uu 
o.uu ::>.uu o.uu o.uu o.uu o.uu o.uu 
5.uu 5.uu 5.UO 
o.uu o.UU o.uu J.uu o.UU o.UU o.UU 
5.00 5.00 5.uu 3.uu ::>.UU o.uu 4.uu 
o.uu o.UU o.uu o.uu o.UU J.UU 2.UU 
::>.UU o.uu 4.UU 
o.uu 5.0U 5.UO 4.uu 5.00 4.UO 4.UU 
4.uu 5.uu 4.uu 2.uu 4.UU 1.00 3.UO 
o.uu 3.UU o.UU J.UU 5.00 3.UU o.UU 
o.uu 4.UO o.UU o.UU 4.00 5.UU J.UU 
5.uu J.UU o.uu 3.00 5.uu 5.uu 5.00 
5.uu 5.uu 5.UO 4.UU 3.00 4.UO 4.UU 
o.uu o.uu 4.UU J.UU 4.UU o.UU o.uu 
2.00 3.uu 5.00 1.00 3.uu 3.00 5.uu 
o.UU 5.uu o.UU o.uu o.UU 
5.00 5.uu 5.uu 4.uu 4.uu 3.uu 5.uu 
::>.UU 4.UU ::>.UU 5.uu 3.uu 5.uu 
4.UU 4.uu 4.UU 4.00 4.uu 4.uu 3.uu 
4.UU 5.uu o.UU J.UU 4.uu J.uu o.uu 
4.UU 4.uu 4.UU 5.uu J.00 4.00 3.00 
o.UU 4.uu o.UU 2.UU 4.uu J.UU ::>.UU 
o.UU 4.uu o.UU o.UU o.uu 4.UU 4.uu 
5.00 J.UU 3.00 1.00 4.uu 1.UU l.uu 
4.UU 1.uu J.uu l.UU 4.uu J.UU 4.uu 
::>.UU ::>.UU 4.UU 2.00 5.00 5.UO 4.UO 
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o.UU ::>.uu o.UU o.uu 
1.00 1.00 5.uu !:>.UU 
J.UU o.uu ::>.uu o.UU 
::>.UU 1.00 1.uu 1.0U 
J.uu 3.UU 3.uu 3.UU 
4.UU 4.00 2.uu 2.0U 
3.UU 4.UU 4.uu 4.UU 
o.uu 5.uu 5.uu ::>.UU 
5.0U o.UU o.uu o.UU 
5.uu 4.UU 4.uu J.UU 
o.uu o.uu o.uu o.uu 
5.uu 
o.UU o.uu l.UU l.UU 
::>.UU 4.uu J.UU 3.UU 
4.uu J.uu o.uu o.UU 
::>.UU ::>.UU 
4.UU J.uu 4.UU 4.uu 
5.00 J.uu o.UU J.uu 
5.UU o.uu 4.UU 3.uu 
4.UU 4.uu o.UU 4.uu 
5.00 4.uu 5.UU 5.uu 
5.UU 4.uu 4.UU J.uu 
- 0 uu o.uu 3.uu ::>.UU 
3.00 2.UU 3.uu J.UU 
o.UU o.UU 
5.00 4.UU o.uu 4.UU 
5.00 4.UU o.uu o.UU 
4.00 J.UU 4.uu 4.UU 
o.UU J.UU !:>.UU 4.UU 
3.00 4.uu o.UU 4.uu 
J.UU 4.UU 3.00 4.uu 
::>.UU ::>.UU 5.uu 5.0U 
4.UU l.UU o.uu J.UU 
J.UU 3.00 4.uu 4.0U 
4.UO 4.uu 4.UU 2.uu 
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617 
618 1--~~--1~~~-1-~~~-+-~~~+-~~--1~~~-1-~~~-+-~~~t--~~--1~~~-1-~~~~ 
619 
620 1---,...,,..,....--1~.,...,..,..--1---,....,.,....---+---.,.""""'~+---......---1~.,...,,,.,..--1-__,.....,...--+--,.......,..~r-.,...,...,.---1~.,....,..,..--1---,...,..,~ 
621 
622 
623 1---.....,,..,....--1~..,...,..,..--1---,....,.,....---+---.,.""""'~+---....... --1~.,...,,,,..--1---,.-,...,...--+---.. ....... ~r--.....,.....---t~.,.....,.,.,..--t---,"""1'11~ 
624 
625 1---.....,,..,....--1~.,....,.,,..--t---,....,.,....---+---,.-....~+---.....---t~.,....,.,,..--1---,.....,...--+---,.......,..~t--.,...,.....---t~.,.....,.,.,..--t---,"""1'11~ 
626 
627 
628 
629 
630 
631 
632 
633 
634 1--..,....,~-+---.....,.,,...---t-_,.."m'l'"--f~.....,..~-+---,......,..~1--..,....,~-+~~r-+-~mr--+~T1l'~-t--.""11"~t---n~-; 
635 
636 1-...,....,......--+~,...,.,.,..--+--..~--il--......... ,,..--+--..~:--t-......,""""""-+---.....-.-:7.---t-_,..?<'l'l""--f~"M'l~-+--..Ml'i"l:--t-"">r.~-; 
637 
638 
639 1--~~--1~~~-1-~~~-+-~~~+-~~--1~~~-1-~~~-+-~~~t--~~--1~~~-1-~~~~ 
640 
641 1-...,....,......--+~'T"'l'l'l....--+--i!"~--il--""2""7',,..--+--..~:--t-""l!"'l""""""-+---....-.-:7.---t-_,..7'tl'l"'---t~"T'l'l~-t--i!'"'l'l'l'l:--t--r-;'U'l""-1 
642 
643 1-...,....,......--+---,,...,.,....--+-_,..~__,.__.,...,.,,..--+---,.-.m~t-..,....,~-+---....,..,.--+--r?<'l'l""---t~"T'l'l~-t--.'"'1'1'1'1~t--r-;'U'I""-; 
644 645 1--~~--1~~~-1-~~~-1-~~~+-~~--1~~~-1-~~~-+-~~~+-~~--1~~~-1-~~___, 
646 
647 1-...,...,......--+--,.......,....---t-_,..~__,.__.,....,.,..--+---.-.m~t-..,....,""""""-+:--~.--+---...?<'1'1""--l~"T'l'l~-+--i!'"'l'l'l'l:--t-""l!"'l~-; 
648 
649 1-...,....,..,.--+--,.,..,..,....--+---..~--il--.,...,,,..--+--..-.m~t-........ ~-+:--~.--+---...?<'1'1""--l~?"?l~-+--..~~t-...,....,'U'I"""-; 
650 651 1--~~--+~~~-1-~~~-1-~~~+-~~--1~~~-1-~~~-+-~~~+-~~--1~~~-1-~~___, 
652 
653 1--....-...... --1~..,....,..,..--1----,,....,.,....---+---.,....,..,.~+-....-,..,....--1~..,...,.,,..--1---,...,..,.---+--..... ....... ~r-...,...., ....... --1~.,....,..,..--1----,!!""7'11~ 
654 
655 
656 
657 
658 
659 
660 
661 
662 
663 
664 
665 
666 
667 
668 
669 
670 
671 
672 
673 
674 
675 
676 
677 
678 
679 
680 
681 
682 
683 
684 
685 
686 
687 
688 
689 
690 
691 
ACCEPT CORRECT CAREER PROFNET SELFEST EMOTSUPP MILSKILL 
o.uu 3.0U 5.uu 5.uu 5.0U 5.00 2.UO 
o.uu 4.0U o.UU o.uu 3.0U 3.00 2.UU 
o.uu 4.UU 1.UU ·1.uu l .UU 4.UU 4.UU 
o.uu 4.UU o.UU 4.UU 5.uu 4.00 5.00 
o.uu o.uu o.uu 4.UU j.UU 4.UU j.UU 
o.uu 5.0U o.OU 4.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 
o.uu o.UU o.UU j.UU 4.UU 4.UU o.UU 
o.uu 5.0U 5.00 o.oo o.uu 5.uu 5.00 
o.uu o.uu o.UU j.UU 4.0U l.UU 4.UU 
o.uu 4.uu o.UU o.uu 4.UU j.UU 4.uu 
o.uu o.UU 4.UU 4.UU 4.UU o.uu 
o.UU o.uu o.UU o.UU o.UU o.uu 
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3.0U 3.uu 5.00 5.uu 
4.UU o.uu o.UU 4.uu 
1.UU ·1.uu 1.uu j.UU 
4.00 o.uu o.uu o.UU 
j.UU 3.uu 4.00 o.uu 
5.0U 4.uu o.UU o.uu 
4.UU o.uu 4.00 j.UU 
5.00 o.uu o.uu o.UU 
2.UU j.UU 4.UU o.uu 
4.UU 4.00 o.uu 4.UU 
o.UU 4.uu 5.00 
o.uu 5.uu o.uu 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
TRAINING INTERVEN OPPORTUN BYPASS CARTOTAL PSYSOC PERSONAL PROFESS 
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57 
58 
59 
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4.UU 5.UU 5.uu 5.uu oz.vu HI.vu o.uu 5.uu o.uu t.uu f.UU 
3.uu 3.00 4.uu 3.uu 34.vv lo.vu 4.UU 4.UU 4.uu f.uu o.uu 
4.uu 3.UU l .uv l.uu 32.uu ;w.uu !:>.UU o.vv o.vv r.uu 4.UU 
3.uu 5.uu 4.uu .:i.uu '+0.UU 10.UU 4.UU o.uv !:>.vu r.uu o.UU 
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4.uu 3.uu 3.00 J.UU o.uu o.uu .).UU 
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3.UU l.uu l.UU 3.UU 3!:>.UU zu.uu o.uu o.uu o.uu r.vv t.UU 
o.uu o.uu o.uu o.uu Hl.UU o.vv o.vv o.uu O.uu /.UU 
3.UU 4.uu o.uu 3.UU 4!S.UU ltl.UU 4.0U o.uu o.uu /.VU t.UU 
3.00 5.uu 4.uu 4.UO 43.uu 1 f.UU 4.uu !:>.UU o.uu o.uu tl.00 
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4.uu !:>.UU !:>.UU 4.UU zu.uu o.uu o.vv 4.UU o.uu 4.UU 
4.uu 5.uu 5.00 4.UO OU.UV 1 f.uu 4.UU o.uu o.uu o.uu o.uu 
4.uu 3.UU 1.UU 4.UU 4Z.uu lZ.UU 4.UU 4.vv .).UV o.UU o.uu 
4.UU 5.uu o.uu 5.00 54.uu LU.UV !:>.UU !:>.vu o.uu tl.UU I.VU 
4.uu 3.UU 3.uu 3.UU 4t:i.uv l!S.uv 4.vu 4.vu 4.UU tl.UU J.UU 
5.uu 4.uu 4.ou 4.UU tl.UU 
4.uu 3.UU 4.uu 3.uu 4Z.UU ·10.UU J.UU 4.UU 4.UU tl.uv o.uu 
!:>.UU 5.uu 3.UU 5.0U 52.uu 2U.uu 5.UU 5.vu o.vu I.VU f.UU 
5.uu 5.UU 5.UU 5.UU 55.vu ZU.vu o.uu o.uu 5.uu 4.UU f .UU 
5.UU 5.uu 3.00 3.00 51.uu 2U.uu 5.UU 5.uu o.uv ( .uu f.UU 
2.uu 5.uu 4.uv o.uu 5.UU 
5.uu 5.UU 3.UU ;;.uu 44.uu 10.UV 4.UU o.uu 4.UU tl.UU 4.UU 
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176 l--"'1!"7"m"""-+-i~.--+-"T"71'1'!'"-1~"l'"'l'!~-t---n!""l'l?r-t--Tl5""l'l'l'l""-l---irmr-+--rl'l'l'l""-+~'Tl'l'~-t--~~~t--~~-; 
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179 1--........ .....---1~..,....,...,.--t---:l!'"?l':..--t--.....,..,,,..-+-.,.,..,.,..--1~....-.....--+~,..,.,..---t--,..,.,..~+--i!"".....---t~~..,.--+~...-ior..-~ 
180 
181 1--~~--1~~~-t-~~~-t-~~~+-~~--1~~~-+---,...,.,..---t--,....,.,.~t--i!"",..,.---t~~~-t-~~~~ 
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183 t-""'Tl~-+-in'!'l.,--1--;r71'1'!'"--1'--"T'll~-t--:n~.--t---:r-r71'1'!'"-+--:~.--+-"T"l'l'l'l""-1~?!"7'!~-t-~'1'17'i~t--"""l!"'l~-t 
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185 t-""1!"'7~-+--:n'!'l.,-;---:r71'1'!'"--1r--T"l"~-t-~~.--t--'Tl!"71'1'!'"-+--:~.--+-"T"71'1'r-1~T7'1~-t-~'1'17'i~t---y;~-f 
186 
187 t--:n~-+---,~.,--1---:r71'1'!'"--f~.,.,~-t--->\'ln'!'lr-t---:m-71'1'!'"-+---.~.--+--rl'l'l'l""-1~T7'1~-t-~'1'17'i~t--""'T1~-t 
188 
189 1--~~--1~~~-+~~~-+-~~~+-~~--1~~~-1-~~~-+-~~~t-~~--1~~~-+~~---i 
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191 t-""1!"'7~-+~:rm.,--1-->5'"71'1'!'"-1~"1!"'1'1~-t--:n~.--t--~71'1'!'"-+-i!""l'l?r-+-"T"l'l'l'l""-1~?!"7'!~-t-~'1'17'i~t--"""l!"'l"m"""-f 
192 t-..,,-,"m"""-+--::rm.,--1--r!'71'1'!'"-1~""71~-t-~~.--t--'Tl!"71'1'!'"-+~!'"7'!7.--+-"T"l'l'l'l""-1~?!"7'!7'\"-t--~'1'17'i~t--"""l!"'l~-t 
193 
194 1--~~--1~~~-+~~~-1-~~~+-~~--1~~~-1-~~~-1-~~~t-~~--1~~~-t-~~---i 
195 
196 1--~~--1~~~-t-~~~-1-~~~+-~~--1~~~-1-~~~-t-~~~t-~~--1~~~-t-~~---i 
197 
198 t-""'T1~-+~:rm.,--t---r!'71'1'!'"-1~"1!"'1'1~-t--:n~.--t--:nr71'1'!'"-+-i!""l'l?r-+--rl'l'l'l""-1~?!"7'!7'\"-t--"<!!'1'17'i~t--....,..,~-t 
199 
200 t-""1!"'7~-+-in'l'l.,--t--"T"71'1'!'"-1~""71~-+-~~.--t--:m-l'l'l'l""-+--:~.--+-"T"l'l'l'l""-+~?!"'l"17'\"-t---.,.'1'17'i~t-....,..,~-t 
201 
202 
203 1-~~-+~,...,.,..--+-~~--i1--~~-+-~~~t-~~-+-,,....,.,..--+--..-.,.,...-;~"1!"'1'1~-t---.,~:--+-~~--; 
204 
205 ,..._..,.....,.,....--;---........ ..,...-+~1"'"'7':..---t----..-,..,.,..-+-...,.,...,.,.--1___,,..,.,...,.,.....-+~,..,.,,..--t--,..-......--:+--i!"",..,...--I:--...,..,..,.--+~.,...~~ 
206 
207 t--,.,.~-+___,~~-+--;r~--1t--'""S"?~-t--;r~.,-t--:r?!"71'1'!'"-+-in'l'l.,--1--r!'71'1'!'"--f~~~-t-.......,~r-t-~1TI'!""-! 
208 
209 
210 
211 1--~~--1~~~-1-~~~-+-~~~+-~~--1~~~-1-~~~-+-~~~t--~~--1~~~-t-~~~~ 
212 
213 
214 
215 
216 
217 
218 
219 1--..,....,......--+--......,..,..-+--....,.,...--1~.......,,,...--+--..,.-.,...,.--t-"O"'ll'",..,...-+--i!""7'rl'.--+-"T"l'l'l'l""-1~?!"'l"1~-t-"<!!'1'l7'i~t-"Y"'l~-t 
220 
221 1---..........--+--......,..,..-+--....,.,...--1~..,...,..,..--+---,.,...,..,.--t-..-r,..,...-+---.~.--+--.-7'1'7'-+~T7'1~-+--.,.'1'17'i~t-""'T1~-t 
222 
223 1--..,....,......--+--,.....,..,..-+---....,.,...--1~.,....,,,,.--+--.,,...,..,.--t-~,..,...-+--i!""7'rl'.--+-"T"l'l'l'l""-1~?!"7'!~-t--.,.'1'l7'i~t-....,..,~-t 
224 
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225 
226 l--""!!"i'll'l""-+__,~,--;--,,.'m'l"---1~"'!""1'1~-t---.,..,'!"i'l"/,--t-"Tir?!l'l""-+--:n11,--+--:r?!l'l""--t~r7'l~-!---i!!'l'!'l'l~t--""l!"i'1'1'1""-I 
227 
228 f---:n'll'l""-+--.,~,--;-~---,---1~~~-t-~~~t--:r;r'l'l'l\-+~rl'l7'r-+--,,-'l'l'l\--t~,,.-;or~-+--...,'l'!'l'l~t--,..,'1'1'1""-I 
229 
230 1--~~--+~~~-+~~~-1-~~~+-~~--+~~~-+---...,..,.--+--.,...,...,.~+-~~--+~~~-+~~~~ 
231 
232 
233 1---r ...... --+~..,...,,....--+~r1"<1..---t--....,..,.~+-....... ..,...,.--t:--:nM.....--+---i...,.,.--+--,....,...,.~t-..,...,,.,...--t~"r>"n.--t---i~~ 
234 
235 1--~~--+~~~-+~~~-1-~~~+-~~--t~~~-+-~~~-t--~~~t-~~--t~~~-t-~~----i 
236 
237 1--~~--+~~~-+-~~~-1-~~~+-~~--t~~~-+-~~~+-~~~t-~~--t~~~-t-~~----i 
238 
239 1--~~--+~~~-+-~~~-1-~~~+-~~--+~~~-+-~~~+-~~~1--~~--t~~~-t-~~----i 
240 
241 
242 
243 l--""1!"i'll'l""-+--.5""m,---t-~'m'l"---l~"'M'l~-!---::r'1""1'!'1r-t-~'l'l'l\-+--z~r-+-""T"m'l'""--t~Tl"l'~-!-"A'i'rn~t-~'i/'l"""i 
244 
245 ,.._,..,'17'1""-+---i~,--+-~'m'l"---l~'l!"l'l~-!-~---,~t-115""'1'1'1\-+--z~r-+-""T"m'l'""--t~~~-+--...,"l'rn~t--n'i/'l"""i 
246 
247 
248 1-~__,--1..._~~-+~~~4-~~~+-~---,--1---,---,~-1-~~~-1-~~~+-~~--1~~~-1-~~~~ 
249 
250 l--""1!"1'17'1""-+---,~,--;-~'m'l"---ll--..,,..,.rn--t--.,,.~,--t-<2!"?!l'l""-+--::rm,--+--:r?!l'l""---l~A"ll:n--t-~'i'!l"l:--t--i:;~--i 
251 
252 
253 1--..,..., ........ -+~,.....,,.,-+--.r-----11--"'l!"?...---+---.,,.,""""..--+-~""1'!"-+--il!'"'l'<lor--+--i!"'?!l'l""---!~'l!i"l~-t-~'l'!'l'l:--t-.....,..111r-t 
254 
255 1--..,..., ........ -+~,.....,,.,-+--:r-----11---:rr...---+-~~~t--:nr""1'!"-+---il!'"'l'<lor--+--i!"'?!l'l""---!~'l!i"l~-t---.,'l'!'l'l:--t-~~-1 
256 
257 1--..,...., ........ -+~....,,,..--+--,...._.--11---:rr...---+-....... .,...,.,..--t-":l'T""1'!"-+--.5""m.--+--i!"'?!l'l""---!~T?1~-t---.,'l'!'l'l:--t--r.111r-t 
258 
259 1-~~-+~~~-1-~~--11--~~~~~~+-~~-1-~~~~~~--1~~~-+-~~~+-~~-1 
260 
261 l---M...,.--+~.,...,.,.,..-+--.,...,...,..--11--..,...,,,,.--+--,.,.....,..,,--t-'T1'"""1'!"-+--i...,.,.--+--r~--t~T?1~-!---.,'l'!'l'l:--t-.....,..'1'1'1""-t 
262 
263 l--""1!"1'17'1""-+~~,--+-~'m'l"---1'--"'M'l~-t--:r::rm,--t-"TI'!"?!l'l""-+---i~r-+---r?!l'l""--f~ri"l:n--t-~'i'!l"l:--t-~~--i 
264 
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266 
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275 
276 l--'"""7'...---f---:r-mr--if--~~-+--.r"?ll'!"--f--:l"l!'"'l'rn--t--:;-o,"?l'l'r-t--:;rmr-t--r.'!1'1""-+--z'!;7TT';--t--n'!71-t---Z:-mii""""i 
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281 
282 t--:n'17'1'""-+:--r7'1l'l'""""-t--~i'il'l"'-;~1!""1'1~-t---:r'!""'/17.,-t-Tl!'""ml'"-+--:l'"'m.,-+--r'l'l'/'!""--t~'T1'1~-t--.,"m'!~t-""Z!'"l'l7'\'""-I 
283 
284 1--~~-+~~~-t-~~~-1-~~~+-~~-+~~~-+-~~~+-~~~+-~~-+~~~-+-~~~~ 
285 
286 t-~'17'1'""-+:--r?'!l'l'""""-t---ri'il'l"'-i~.,.,...,~-t-~'!""'117.,.-t-"""5'".,..,....-t---.rmr-+--r'l'l'/'!""--t~'Tl'l~-t--z!"m'!~t-""'1!"'1'17'1'""-I 
287 
288 r--~~-+~~~-1--~~--1~~~-+-~---,~1--~~-+-~~~+-~~-+~~~-+-~~~1--~~--t 
289 
290 t-""'1!"'1'17'1'""-+---i~'l'""""-t--~i'il'l"'-;~.,.,...,~-t--:r,..-m.,-t-~'l'l'/'!""-+---z~r-+--z!'"'l'l'/'!""--t~'Tl'l~-t--z!"m'!~t-""'1!"'1'17'\'""-I 
291 
292 
293 
294 
295 
296 
297 
298 1--,..,....--+~,....,.,..--+---,...,...,....__,f--..,,...,...,--t---,.,,....,.,..-t-.....,,...,..,.,..-+--,~.,-+--.-i'il'l"'-i~'l!""'l'l~-t----.,'?m:--t-...,..~-; 
299 300 ~~~-+~~~-1-~~--lf--~~--1-~~~-1--~~-+~~~4-~---,--1~~~-+-~~~+-~~-1 
301 
302 
303 1-...,....,....--+:--,....,.,..--+---.ri'il'l"'----if--'"T?'...--t--::n,.-m.,-t-":1"!5'"i'il'\"'-+--i~.,-+--.-.,..,....--t~'T1'1~-t--z!'f'!i'l:--t-...,..~-; 
304 
305 1--,..,....--+~~~-+-~~----ir--~~-t-~~~t-":!"!5'"i'il'l"'-+---i~.,-+--..,..,....--t~'T1'1~-t----.,'?m:--t--;n~-; 
306 
307 1--,..,....--+:--"'""'1'1'""""-+-~~----ir--........ ...--t-~~~t-":!"!5'"i'il'l"'-+:--l'"'m.,-+--.-'l'l'/'!""--t~~~-t--z!'f'!i'l:--t-""Z!'"l~-; 
308 
309 1-...,....,....--+---......,.,..--+---.ri'il'l"'----if--........ ...--t-~~~t-.....,...,..,.,..-+--:M!'/.,-+---:ri=---t~"5""l'l,,--t-~~~t-~~--1 
310 
311 1-...,....,....--+---......,.,..--+---.ri'il'l"'---if--........ ...--t-~...,,.,.,-t-.....,...,..,....-+--,~.,-+--.'l'l'/'!""--t~'!!""l'l,,--t----.,'?m:--t-...,..'17'\'""--I 
312 
313 l--ri....--+~...,..,.,--+--...i'il'l"'---if--..,,....,,..,--t---.,.,...,,.,.,-t-........ .,..,.,..-+--.~.,-+--.-'l'l'/'!""--t~'!!""l'l,,--t----.,'?m~t-...,..~--1 
314 
315 1-..,....,....--+:--"'""'1..--+---.ri'il'l"'---i--........ ...--t---:r.,..,.,.,.,-t-.,..,.....,..,....-+--....,,.,.,-+---.i-'l'l'/'!""--t~'Tl'l,,--t----.,'f'!i'l:--t--;n~--I 
316 
317 l--ri....--+:--....,,,.,--+---,-.,..,..---i:--..,,....,,...--l--..,,....,,,.,-t-........ .,..,....-+:--l'"'m.,-+--r'l'l'/'!""-t~'T1'1,,--t--z!'f'!i'l:--t-'""1'!"1~--I 
318 
319 1-...,....,.....--+~.,..,.,..--+--,...,..,..---i:...._..,...,,...--1---..,,...,.,.--t-....... .,..,.,..-+:--l'"'m.--+--.-.,..,.,..-t~'T1'1,,--l--z! ......... :--t-"">r:~-; 
320 
321 
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330 1-...,....,....--+:--"'""'1'1'""""-+---z!'i'il'l"'---i--1!""1'1~-t--i!l'!""'/17'1'""""t-<'5"''1'1'/'!""-+---i!'"m.,-;--l!"'"mr--f~~~-t--z!'i'm:--t"--;n"m""-1 
331 
332 
333 1--........ .....--1---.....,.,.~..._...,....,..,.._-1-__,...,.....__,~,.,...,......--+--,...,...,...,..--+~,....,.,.,--1---i!'"".~-+--.!"?!l'r-+-..,....,'17'\'""-+---z~r-I 
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340 l---r-i.....--+---i....,.,.--+--,...,...,...--1~ ........ ,._.-+---,.....,.,.--1--.,,..,,....,..,...-+----,....,..,..--+--.-.....---+~,...,...,.--1--,...,..,.~1--....,...,...,.--1 
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367 1--...,.., ....... --1~..,,..,..,..---t---,......,..---t-............... ~t-~~--1--....,....,,,.,.--t---,.-m.....-+---....,..,.~t-""l!""~--t~~~-r~~..--4 
368 369 1--~~-+~~~--1-~~~-1-~~~+-~~-+~~~--1-~~~-+-~~~+-~~-+~~~--1-~~~~ 
370 371 1--~~-+~~~--1-~~~-1-~~~+-~~-+~~~--1-~~~-+-~~~+-~~-+~~~--1-~~~~ 
372 373 1--~~--1~~~-t-~~~-t-~~~t-~~--1~~~-t-~~~+-~~~t-~~--1~~~-t-~~~4 
374 
375 1--~ ....... --1~..,...,.,,..--t---,.......,..---t-....... ..,..,.~t-....... ..,..,.--1---....,..., ....... -t---,..,.,.--+---,...,..,.~t-...,.., ....... --1~...,...,..,..---t-~~..--4 
376 
377 1--...,..., ....... --1~.,,....,.,,..--t----,,...,.,..---t--..,...,..,.~t-...... ..,..,.--1___,.......,....,...-t---,..,.,.--+---,...,...,.~t-...,.., ....... --1~...,...,..,..---t---,......,..--4 
378 
379 l--"'"T'l'l'l'l""-+---,rm.....-+--i!"~--l~A'l'l;o;--t--:nnl'l.....-t--..,.-~-+--.!"7'!?.....-+--:r~-t~ri'!~-t--..,"7'1?1~t--"7!'"'1~-t 
380 
381 t--""l!"'l'~-t--i!~~1--~~-t-"<!'""11"--t-.!'!!'"7'~-t-"""!?l~-t~!!""l'l'l.....-+-""'l!"il'!?'l""-+--i~r-+-""!!'"7~-+-.;rm.---1 
382 383 1--~~-4~~~-1-~~~+-~~~t-~~-4~~~-+~~~+-~~~t-~~--1~~~-t-~~~4 
384 385 1--~~--1-~~~4-~~--1~~~-+-~~~1--~~-+-~~~+-~~--1~~~-+-~~~t--~~-1 
386 
387 l---r-i.....--+--. ....... .---t--......... .,...,...--t~~;o;--t--:n!"7'!?.....-t--"'!?l""~-+--.!"7'!?.....-+-~~-+~ri'l~-t--..,"7'1?1~t--...,-,~-t 
388 389 1--~~-4~~~-1-~~~+-~~~-1--~~-4~~~-+~~~-1--~~~-1--~~--1~~~-t-~~~4 
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395 r--~~--t~Y?>?\"""--t---i!!"'"l'l'l.,--t--:r~~t-"15?'..,.,...--;--:....,,.,.---t---:~.---t--:r..,.,...~t--......,~--t~""M'>?\"""-t-~~.,-, 
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398 t--~~--t~~~-t-~~~-t-~~~t--~~--t~~~--t-~~~....-~~~t--~~--t~~~-t-~~~, 
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400 1--.......,,.,.....--t~ ....... '1\"""-t---:,....,..,.,--+--:r~~t--...-r ....... --t--:......,......---t---,...,.,.---+--,....,.,...~t--......,,.,.....--t~~~-t-~~~, 
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402 
403 
404 
405 l--'"15"'7'1'1'1'""-+--.,.-m;--t----z!"7'17'r--f~~~-t--n!""l'l?;-t--'TI!'"'l'ln-+--:1"'7'!'1'r-+--r'l'ln--t~A'l'l'~-t--..,~~t--""l!"7'1'1'1'""-; 
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416 
417 
418 
419 
420 
421 
422 
423 
424 
425 
426 
427 
428 
429 
430 
431 
432 
433 
434 
435 
436 
437 
438 
439 
440 
441 
442 
443 
444 
445 
446 
447 
448 
449 
450 
451 
452 
453 
454 
455 
456 
457 
458 
459 
460 
461 
462 
463 
464 
465 
466 
467 
468 
469 
470 
471 
472 
473 
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474 1---.,...,,..,...--1~.,....,.....--+~.....,....--1--..,....,..,.~+-............ --1___,,.,....,..,....-+---,,...,.,....--t--,. ...... ~+--r-....... --1~~....--+--,l!""'l'r.....-; 
475 
476 1----.-.....---1~....-.....--+--,....,.,....--1---.....,..,.~+--........ .,..,..--1---,......, ....... -+---,,...,...,..--~-...,...,.,..--+~,....,.,.--1-~~~-t-~~--j 
477 
478 l--""1!"1....--+-i~..--+-~.,...,..--;~'rll~-t-~rm..--t-"57'!"~-+-i~r-+-~~--t~rl'l~-t--...,'"'l'!l"l~t-...,.,'l'l'!""-1 
479 
480 1--""T"l....--+-i~..--+-~~--;~~~-t-~~~t-"57'!"~-+--:1"7'\'i'r-+--rm'l"'--t~?:'"'l'l~-t-~'"'l'!l"l~t-~'l'l'!""-1 
481 
482 
483 1--~~--1~~~-+~~~-1-~~~+-~~--1~~~-1----..,,...,...,..----t--.... ...... ~t---r-....... --1~.,....,...,.--+--.~....-; 
484 485 1--~~--1~~~-+~~~-1-~~~+-~~--1~~~-1-~~~-t-~~~t--~~--1~~~-+~~~; 
486 
487 
488 1---,...,,..,...--1~....-.....--+--,,...,.,..---1-...... ...,..,.~+-.,......,..,..--1---..,,.,...., ....... -1---,....,.,..----t--,. ...... ~t--~....----t~.,....,.~-r~~....-; 
489 490 1--~~--1~~~-+~~~-1-~~~t--~~--1~~~-1-~~~-t-~~~t--~~---t~~~-r~~~; 
491 
492 
493 l--....-.....--+---.~..--+--.i-.,...,..--;~"'Ml~-t-"""'5'1rmr-t--:nr~-+-,~r-+--rm'l"'--t~?:'"'l'l~-t-~'"'l'!l"l~t-~'l'l'!""-1 
494 495 1--~~-4~~~--+-~~~-1--~~~+-~~-4~~~-1-~~~-t-~~~t--~~--1~~~-+~~~; 
496 
497 l--""T"l....--+~ ....... ..--+--r ....... --;~"5""7'1~-t--,,...,.,r-t--:nrm'l"'-+--:1"7'17r-+--rm'l"'--t~?:'"'l'l~-t-~'"'l'!l"l~t-"TJ'l'l'!""-1 
498 
499 1--...,....,....--+--,.....,..,..---t--~ ....... --;~.,....,.~-t--i!l...,.,r-t-~~-+-,~r-+-~~--t~?:'"'l'l~-t--...,'"'l'!l"l~t-...,.,'l'l'!""-1 
500 
501 
502 
503 
504 
505 
506 
507 
508 
509 
510 
511 
512 
513 
514 
515 
516 
517 
518 
519 
520 
521 
522 
523 
524 
525 
526 
527 
528 
529 
530 
531 
532 
533 
534 
535 
536 
537 
538 
539 
540 
541 
542 
543 
544 
545 
546 
547 
548 
549 
550 
551 
552 
553 
554 
555 
556 
557 
558 
559 
560 
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5.uu 5.UU 4.uu 3.uu 51.uu LU.vu o.uu o.uu o.uu r.uu r.uu 
3.uu 4.uu 4.UU 4.uu 43.uu 15.uu 4.UU 4.UU 4.uu tl.UU 5.UU 
4.uu 4.UU 3.00 2.uu .:!::I.vu H:l.UU .:!.UU 4.UU .:!.UU r.uu .:I.UV 
5.uu 1 I.vu 4.UU o.uu 4.uu o.uu o.uu 
5.UU 5.uu 5.UU 5.UU 55.00 LU.UU 5.00 5.UU 5.UU I.vu l.UU 
5.UU 5.uu 5.UU 5.UO 55.uu LU.UU 5.00 5.UU 5.UU tl.uu tl.UU 
5.uu 3.uu 3.uu .:!.UU 3tl.UU LU.UU 4.UU 4.UU 4.UU O.uu o.uu 
4.UU 4.uu 4.UU LUU 43.0U 14.0U 3.UU 4.UU 4.UU tl.uu o.uu 
3.00 5.uu 5.00 5.00 40.UU LU.UV O.uu o.uu o.uu f .uu ( .uu 
3.UU 3.uu 4.UU 3.UU 44.UU 1tl.UU 4.uu 5.UU 5.UU tl.uu f .UU 
5.00 3.uu 3.UU 3.UU 43.UU LU.UU 4.uu 4.uu o.uu f .uu o.uu 
3.00 4.uu 3.UU 4.UU 44.uu ·1t1.UU 4.UU 4.uu 4.uu f .uu o.uu 
5.uu 2.00 3.uu 3.uu 44.uu If .00 4.uu 5.uu 5.uu l.UU l.UU 
4.uu 4.00 3.uu 2.uu 38.uu ·10.uu .:1.00 4.uu 4.UU tl.UU 4.UU 
4.uu 5.UO 1.uu Luu 4U.uu Hl.uu 4.UU O.vv O.uu ( .uu o.uu 
5.uu 1.00 1.UO 1.00 31.uu 1£.uu 5.UU 5.UU O.uv 4.UU 4.UU 
4.uu 5.00 3.0U 4.uu 5.uu tl.uu 5.UU 
5.uu 4.uu 3.UU LUU 44.uu 1t\.UU 4.UU 4.UU O.uu f.uu o.uu 
5.uu 4.uu 4.00 3.00 51.uu LU.UU 1.UO 1.uu 5.uu I.vu 5.UU 
4.uu 3.uu 2.UU 5.UU 45.UU 1::1.UU 5.UU o.uu O.uu r.uu o.uu 
4.uu 4.uu o.uu 4.00 44.uu ·1::1.uu 4.UU 4.uu 4.UU tl.uu 5.UU 
4.uu 4.uu 5.UU ;;i.uu 41.UU Hl.UU 5.UU 4.UU o.uu o.uu o.uu 
5.uu 5.uu o.uu 4.UU 04.UU LU.UU o.uu o.uu o.uu o.uu tl.UU 
5.UU 5.UU 5.uu O.vv 00.UU LU.VU o.uu O.uu o.uu o.uu 1.UU 
5.00 3.uu .:!.UU 3.uu 45.uu ·10.uu 5.uu 5.uu 5.UU ::i.uu 4.UU 
3.0U 3.uu 4.uu 3.uu 3tl.UU 1tl.UU l.uu 4.uu o.uu I.vu o.uu 
5.UU 5.UU 3.UU 3.UU 01.UU LU.VU o.uu 5.uu o.uu 5.uu 5.UU 
5.00 1.uu 3.uu 1.UU .)U.UU 15.UU 4.uu 5.UU L.UU o.uu o.uu 
5.UU 5.uu o.uu o.uu o.uu I.vu l.UU 
5.UU 1.uu l.UU 2.uu 36.uu 13.UU 3.uu 4.uu 4.UU I.vu o.uu 
5.00 5.uu 4.uu 3.uu 51.UU 1::1.UU O.uu O.uu o.uu o.uu f.UU 
3.00 3.ou 3.uu 3.uu 4U.5U l::J.UU 4.uu 4.uu o.uu f .UU tl.UU 
561 
562 
563 
564 
565 
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566 t-""'5""'l"rn"""-t-~'1"""1'11..--t---:r7'171'"--ll--17''7'1"--1---.,,..'n":lr-t-'T'J'"..,.,...-+--.'!'"'mr-+--.;717'1"--f~'5""7"i~-l-~-m"i~t-""'l'"l"rn"""-I 
567 t-""'l'"l"rn"""-+---,~..--t---,,.7'171'"--ll--...,.,..~-l--.iin'!lr-t-1"5"'717'1"-+--:!""'1'17r-+--:r717'1"--t~Tl"i~-t--...,"'m"l~t--i:;'U'l'""-t 
568 
569 1--~~--1~~~-+~~~-t-~~~+-~~--1~~~-+-~~~-+-~...-~+-....-....---1....-...-...--r...-~...-, 
570 
571 t--i:;'!n""-t---:M'll..--t---,,.7'171'"--l'--"'5""?~-l--;n~r-t-111'"717'1"-+--,~r-+-~717'1"--t~rl"i~-t--...,"'m"l~t--i:;Vl'""-t 
572 
573 1---.... ...... --1....-..,...,.~-+--.........,...--t-............ ...-+-'"TT ....... --1--..,.,....., ...... -+---,,.....,..---+----.-....... ...-t--_,..., ...... --1~..,..,.~-t----,!!""?11...-, 
574 
575 1--..,....,,.,.---1....-....-~-+---,,....,.,...--t-~~~+-~...---1~~...--+---.....,..,..---+--,....,.,...,_t--...,,..., ...... --1~...-~-t-~~--; 
576 
577 t-""1!"1"rn"""-+--:M'llr--t---:r717'1"--1~""1'1~-l-'"'ll'l7r-t-~717'1"-+--,~r-+-~717'1"--t~Tl"i~-t---i!-m"i~t-"7!"'1'!n""-1 
578 
579 t-~~-+~~~-t--~~--1~~~-1-~~~t-~~-+--.~r-+-~7l'l'l"--t~'5""7"i~-t--...,-m"i~t---nV1"""-1 
580 581 1--~~--1...-~~-+~...-~-+-...-...-~+-...-~--+~~~-+-...-...-~-+-~~...-t--...-...---1....-...-....--+...-~--; 
582 583 1--....-...---1...-....-~-+~...-~-+-~~~+-~~--+~...-~-+-...-...-...--+-...-...-...-t--...-~--1...-~~-+...-~--; 
584 
585 1--....-...---1....-...-~-+...-...-...--f-...-~~+-~~--1~...-...--+-...-~...--+-~~...-t--...-~--1...-...-...--+-...-~--; 
586 
587 1--...-...---1...-...-~-+...-...-...--+-...-...-...-+-~...---1...-....-...--1-...-....-~-+-...-~...-t--~...---1...-...-...--+-...-~--; 
588 589 1--...-~--11--....-~-+...-...-...--+-...-...-...-+-...-...---1...-~~-+~...-...--1-...-~...-+-...-~--1...-...-...--+...-...-~, 
590 591 1--...-...---11--....-~-+...-~...--+-~~...-+-~~--1...-...-...--+...-...-...--f-...-~...-+-...-...---1'--...-...--+...-...-...-, 
592 593 1-~...---11--...-~-1-...-...-...--+-...-...-...-+-~~--1~~...--+...-...-...--f-...-~...-+-....-...---1...-...-....--+...-...-...-, 
594 
595 l---.,..,....--+~.,...,.,,.--1--..,..,..,..~f--..,.,....,..,.--t--..,......,.,..-t-........ ..,.,...-+---.,,....,...,..---t-~..,.,...--1~"P'"l'l~-l--"'!!'"l'!'ll:--t-""l!""l"rn"""-I 
596 
597 t-""l!""l"rn"""-t-~M'l1..--t---:r7'171'"--ll--17'~-l-~~..-+-"'l'T717'1"-+--.rmr-+--::r~--t~'5""7"i~-l--...,"'m"l:--t-"""5'"i'U'l'""-I 
598 599 1--~....---1...-...-~-+...-...-...--1-~~~+-...-...---1~~~-+~...-...--1-...-~...-+-...-~--1~...-...--+...-~~, 
600 
601 
602 
603 
604 
605 
606 
607 
608 
609 
610 
611 
612 
613 1--..,,....,..,..--+---,,,....,...,..---t-~..,.,...--1~'5""7"i~-t--i!''!'"'m;-t--'TI!'"7l'l'l"-+--,~r-+--:r7l'l'l"--t~rl"i~-t-~-m"i~t--i:;'U'I'""-; 
614 
615 1--........ .....--+--. ......... ....--+--.-.....---1~ ....... ...--+---.... ........ .--+--.,....,.....,..,...-+--. ...... .--+--....,..,...--t~ ...... ...--1--......,....~t-..,,....,..,..---t 
616 
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617 
618 1--~~--t~~~-+---,,,...,.,..--+--..,...,..,.~+-~~--t~~~-1-~~~-+-~~~+-~~--t~~~-+~~~, 
619 
620 !--""!!'"7'U'l'""-+---in11r-+-<!'7'\'l'l'"--;~~~-+--i!'IM'l'1r-t-~'ml'"-+--,~,-+-~mo;-t~~~-+--.,fU'l~t-~'U'\'""-; 
621 
622 
623 1--..,.., ...... --t~.,...,..,..--1---,......,..--+-~~~+-~~--t---,..,..., ........ -1----,,.....,.---+---:r ........ ~t---rl!"l'r--t~.,...,..,..---t---,~~ 
624 
625 1--..,.., ...... --t~.,...,..,..--+--,......,..--+---..-.....~t--..,.,.. ....... --t---,..,...,...,.--1---,....,...,.---+---..,....,.,...~t--..,.., ...... --t~...,,..,..---t---,~~ 
626 
627 1--......, ...... --t~.,,...,..,..--1-......,....,.,,..--+--.,...,..,.~+--r:r ....... --t---,,......,...,.--1----,,....,.,.---+---:r ....... ~t--..,.., ...... --t~...,,..,..---t---,~~ 
628 
629 1--..,..., ...... --t~.,...,..,..--1---,......,..--+--.,....,..,.~t--............... --t---,,..,..,...,.--1----,,....,.,.---+---..,.....,..,.~t--..,.., ...... --t~...,,..,..---t-~T'1'!1~ 
630 
631 1--~~--t~~~-1-~~~-t-~~~t--~~--t~~~-1----..,,....,.,.---1---..,....,...,..~t--..,..,..,...--t~...,,..,..---t---,~~ 
632 
633 
634 
635 
636 
637 
638 
639 
640 1-....-......--+~,....,.,..--1---..,....,..,,.--1r--..,....,....--1-~~~+-..,..,.....,.,,..-+---.,...,..,.--+--.-....... --;~~~-+-~'"'l'm,..--t-..,..,~-t 
641 
642 
643 1--.,....,.....--+~,....,.,..--1--......,..,,.--1r--.,...,..,,--1--:r.~..-t-..,.,,..?l'l'l'"-+--i...,..,r-+--.-....... --;~~~-+-~'"'1'1'1'1,..--t-...,..,~-t 
644 645 1--~~--1~~~-+-~~~4-~~~+-~~--1~~~-+-~~~-1-~~~+-~~--1~~~-+~~----1 
646 
647 1-..,...,....--+~,....,..,..--1--..,...,..,,.--1r--.,..,,,.,...--1--.,.,.......,.--+-.............. -+,..--,....,.,.--+--.-....... --;~"T'l'l~-+-~'"l'!'l'l,..--t-...,..,~-; 
648 
649 1---.-.....---t~..,...,....---+~,...,.,..--+---:r...,..,.,,..--+-..,,,.. ....... --t~:rr ...... -1----,...,..,..---+--,,....,..,.~+--r ...... --t~~....---t-~1!"11:~ 
650 651 1--~~--1~~~-+-~~~4-~~~+-~~--1~~~-+-~~~+-~~~+-~~--1~~~-+~~----1 
652 
653 1---.-.....---t~...,....,....---+---,,....,.,,..---+---....,..,.,..--+-..,..,....,..,.--+---,..,...,,..,.--+~.-,...,..--+--.. ....... ~+-..,..,..,...--t~...,,.....---i----,~~ 
654 
655 1---..-.....---t~..,...,....---+---,,....,.,,..---+--,...,..,.,..--+-...,.,.....,..,.--+~~,..,...-1-~.-,...,..--+--.. ....... ~+-..,..,..,...--t~~....---t-~~..--, 
656 
657 
658 
659 
660 
661 
662 
663 
664 
665 
666 
667 
668 
669 
670 
671 
672 
673 
674 
675 
676 
677 
678 
679 
680 
681 
682 
683 
684 
685 
686 
687 
688 
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689 1-~.,.,.--+--,....,.,..--f---,,,....,.,..--1f--........ ~-+-~~~+-........ .,..,....-+---..,...,..,.--+--.....,..,....-t~~~-+-~""7'!'1'1---..,+-~~-1 
690 
691 1---.-....... --1~ ........ ....--+---,,...,.,..--+--,...,...,,,...-+-~~--1---,,.,.,..., ......... -1----,....,..,.,..--t--,...,..,..~+--..-....... --t~~~-t-~~~~ 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
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SUCCESSO !MENTOR NUMBER SATISFY 
1.uu 11.UU f.UU 
6.00 1.uu 1.uu r.uu 
7.00 1.uu b.UU 
6.0U 1.uu f.uu 
7.00 1.uu ·1::i.uu r.uu 
3.00 1.00 . /.uu 
l.uu 
4.uu l.UU lL.UU r.uu 
7.uu 1.00 20.00 l.uu 
l.UU l::>.UU r.uu 
r.uu l.UU ::i.uu r.uu 
7.uu 1.00 4.uu l.uu 
r.uu l.UU f.uu 
1.00 2.::iu 7.uu 
o.uu l.UU b.UU r.uu 
1.00 7.0U 
1.uu l.UU l.uu 
b.UU L.UU r.uu 
1.00 I.OU 
1.UU 4.UU ::i.uu 
f.UU l.UU ·1u.uu 6.uu 
1.uu L.UU f.UU 
l.UU 5.00 6.00 
1.uu ;:s.uu r.uu 
1.UU ::i.uu I.UV 
1.uu 10.UO f.UU 
::i.uu l.UU L.UU /.UU 
l.uu .w.UU I.VU 
l.uu j.UU I.UV 
1.uu 4.00 6.UO 
f.UU 2.uu 7.00 
5.00 1.uu b.UU 
1.uu 13.UU r.uu 
4.0U l .uu 4.UU r.uu 
6.00 1.UU 4.UU b.UU 
1.uu ::i.uu r.uu 
1.uu 2.00 7.UU 
6.uu 1.uu 3.UU r.uu 
/.uu l.UU ::i.uu r.uu 
6.uu 1.uu 25.UU f.UU 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
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SUCCESSO IMENTOR NUMBER SATISFY 
f .uu l .UU ~.vu b.uu 
b.uu 1.UU £.OU r.uu 
1.UU ;:s.uu ti.vu 
7.uu 1.00 5.00 5.00 
l.UU I.UV 
1.UU 1U.uu f.UU 
b.UU l.UU lU.UU f.UU 
r.uu 1.UU 15.uu r.uu 
·1.uu LO.UV I.UV 
l.UU I .uu I.UV 
r.uu 1.uu 10.uu l.UU 
6.uu 1.uu 7.00 
1.uu r.uu 
l.UU o.uu b.UU 
4.uu 1.uu ti.UO f.OU 
6.uu 1.uu £.00 ti.OD 
l.uu f.UU 
1.uu ;:s.uu f.UU 
1.uu 4.0U r.uu 
l.UU 8.00 7.00 
1.uu r.uu 
l.uu o.uu I.VU 
6.00 1.uu 4.0U 5.00 
r.uu 1.uu r.uu 
I.OU 1.uv ti.UU r.uu 
l.UU o.oo 7.00 
ti.UU 1.vv 1.UU b.UU 
1.vv £.UU r.uu 
6.00 1.uu 1£.UU ti.UU 
r.uu 1.vv r.uu 
7.vv 1.UU r.uu 
·1.uu 4.00 7.00 
1.UU ;:so.vu r.uu 
·1.uu 7.00 l.UO 
l.UU ;:s.uu 7.00 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
147 
148 
149 
150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
155 
156 
157 
158 
159 
160 
161 
162 
163 
164 
165 
166 
167 
168 
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SUCCESSO IMENTOR NUMBER SATISFY 
l.UU 3.uu f.UU 
l.UU l.UU o.uu 
1.00 7.00 
1.UU 4.UU f.UU 
6.uu 1.00 50.uu 7.00 
r.uu 1.UU LU.vu r.uu 
5.uu 1.uu LUU o.uu 
1.00 10.uu 7.00 
7.uu 1.uu LU.VU f.UU 
7.uu 1.uu LU.OU f.UU 
1.UU /.UU 
5.UU l.uu l:l.UU o.uu 
1.uu f.UU f.UU 
l.UU ~.::>U o.uu 
5.00 1.uu .:>u.UU o.uu 
l.UU ::>.UU f .UU 
7.00 1.uu 17.50 6.UO 
1.uu I.vu 
l.UU ::>.UU l.UU 
1.uu I.OU 
1.uu 4.uu l.UU 
1.uu L.uu r.uu 
1.uu 5.0U I.OU 
1.uu ~.uu o.UU 
2.uu /.OU 
1.uu 44.UU f.UU 
1.UU o.UU o.uu 
1.uu 6.UU 
2.UU 7.UU 
7.uu 1.uu lb.UV f.UU 
f.UU l.UU 13.50 7.UO 
7.uu 1.uu ou.uu f.UU 
7.uu 1.uu f.UU 
1.00 11.uu 7.0U 
169 
170 
171 
172 
173 
174 
175 
176 
177 
178 
179 
180 
181 
182 
183 
184 
185 
186 
187 
188 
189 
190 
191 
192 
193 
194 
195 
196 
197 
198 
199 
200 
201 
202 
203 
204 
205 
206 
207 
208 
209 
210 
211 
212 
213 
214 
215 
216 
217 
218 
219 
220 
221 
222 
223 
224 
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SUCCESSO !MENTOR NUMBER SATISFY 
l.UU 1£.oU (.UU 
1.00 2.00 7.00 
1.UU o.UU I.VU 
LUU 75.uu 7.00 
r.uu 1.UU lL.UU r.uu 
l.UU j.UU r.uu 
ti.vu l.uu 4U.UU r.uu 
l.UO LU.vu /.UU 
1.uu 5.UO 7.UU 
l.UU l.UU 2.uu 7.00 
l.uu j.UU f.UU 
l .UU ·1u.uu r.uu 
7.00 1.UU j,UU f.UU 
ti.VU l.uu o.UU r.uu 
1.uu L::>.UU f.UU 
ti.VU l.uu f.UU 
·1.uu L0.00 6.00 
l.uu 4.UU r.uu 
7.00 l.uu !l.UU f.UU 
o.uu l.uu lo.vu r.uu 
1.uu j,00 7.UU 
r.uu 1.uu 3.50 7.00 
4.UU l.uu r.uu 
l.UU 2.uu 7.00 
l.uu lo.VU f.UU 
r.uu 
4.UU 1.uu 3.5U /.UU 
1.uu L.UU I.UV 
ti.VU l.uu t>.UU 
l.uu o.uu f.UU 
l.uu j,UU 
t>.UU 1.uu o.UU f.UU 
ti.vu l.UU L4.UU t>.UU 
1.UU !l.UU ti.VU 
5.uu l.OU f.UU 
225 
226 
227 
228 
229 
230 
231 
232 
233 
234 
235 
236 
237 
238 
239 
240 
241 
242 
243 
244 
245 
246 
247 
248 
249 
250 
251 
252 
253 
254 
255 
256 
257 
258 
259 
260 
261 
262 
263 
264 
265 
266 
267 
268 
269 
270 
271 
272 
273 
274 
275 
276 
277 
278 
279 
280 
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SUCCESSO !MENTOR NUMBER SATISFY 
l.UU L.UU b.UU 
1.uu L.t>U f.UU 
4.UU 1.uu 3.UU f.UU 
1.uu 3.UU r.uu 
1.uu /.UU 
b.UU 1.uu l .UU r.uu 
1.uu 3.UU /.UU 
l.uu lU.UU f.UU 
1.UU 10.00 7.uu 
f.UU L.uu /.UU 
r.uu 1.uu /.UU 
6.UU 1.uu 1:1.uu t.uu 
f.UU l.UU r.uu 
o.UU 1.uu 4.:JU /.uu 
1.uu 2.uu 7.uu 
6.UU 1.uu 3.uu /.uu 
l.uu lL.UU r.uu 
7.00 1.00 6.uu 7.uu 
l .UU o.uu 7.uu 
6.uu 1.UU 13.oU t.uu 
l.UU 5.uu 6.uu 
l.UU lU.UU r.uu 
1.0U /.uu 
1.UU \:l.UU /.UU 
1.UU r.uu f.uu 
l.UU 11.uu r.uu 
o.uu 1.00 5.00 7.uu 
o.uu 1.UU b.UU 7.uu 
6.UU 1.UU 1U.uu 6.uu 
6.uu l.UU L.UU r.uu 
r.uu 1.00 10.uu l.uu 
l.UU lU.uu r.uu 
r.uu 1.00 17.50 7.uu 
4.UU ·1.00 l.uu 
1.UU b.uu b.uu 
b.UU l.UU 4.UU 5.50 
1.UU /.uu r.uu 
I.UV l.UU 15.00 7.uu 
l.UU l.uu 
l.UU LUU 7.0U 
4.0U 1.uu :JU.VU r.uu 
281 
282 
283 
284 
285 
286 
287 
288 
289 
290 
291 
292 
293 
294 
295 
296 
297 
298 
299 
300 
301 
302 
303 
304 
305 
306 
307 
308 
309 
310 
311 
312 
313 
314 
315 
316 
317 
318 
319 
320 
321 
322 
323 
324 
325 
326 
327 
328 
329 
330 
331 
332 
333 
334 
335 
336 
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SUCCESSO !MENTOR NUMBER SATISFY 
1.00 2.uu 6.uu 
ti.vu l.UU 11.UU ti.vu 
6.uu 1.00 2.uu 7.uu 
4.uu l .UU 2b.UU f.uu 
6.uu ·1.uu 4.ou 7.uu 
o.uu f.uu 
2.UU 
f.uu 1.UU 4U.UU 7.uu 
1.UU lo.OU r.uu 
1.UU f.UU 
1.0U 2.0U r.uu 
f.uu 1.UU b.UU f.UU 
1.00 ti.OU I.uu 
1.UU 00.UU o.UU 
1.UU J.UU ti.vu 
1.UU 4.UU f.UU 
1.0U J.UU f.OU 
1.UU lU.uu b.UU 
2.00 ti.OU 
7.uu 1.00 4.00 {.00 
7.uu 1.00 J.00 r.uu 
1.UU 2.UU f.UU 
7.uu 1.00 12.uu f.uu 
1.UU J.UU f.uu 
f.UU 1.UU 7.50 I.uu 
o.uu 1.UU J.UU f.UU 
1.00 f.UU 
ti.vu 1.UU b.UU b.UU 
1.00 15.uu f.OU 
o.uu 1.UO J.ou b.UU 
1.UU 2.ou t>.UU 
4.UU 1.00 ti.uu I.vu 
1.UU lb.OU f.UU 
1.UU o.uu {.UV 
1.UU 5.uu 7.uu 
0.00 1.uu o.uu f.UU 
f.UU r.uu 
1.uu r.uu 
l.uu 24.UU f.UU 
337 
338 
339 
340 
341 
342 
343 
344 
345 
346 
347 
348 
349 
350 
351 
352 
353 
354 
355 
356 
357 
358 
359 
360 
361 
362 
363 
364 
365 
366 
367 
368 
369 
370 
371 
372 
373 
374 
375 
376 
377 
378 
379 
380 
381 
382 
383 
384 
385 
386 
387 
388 
389 
390 
391 
392 
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SUCCESSO !MENTOR NUMBER SATISFY 
1.UU 1.uu /.uu 
1.UU 4.uu 7.uu 
1.UU LUU f.UU 
7.uu 1.00 7.uu 
ti.uu 1.UU 1o.UU o.UU 
5.uu 7.uu 
4.uu ti.UU 
1.UU ti.uu f.UU 
1.00 5.uu 7.uu 
;:s.uu 1.UU 12.uu ti.uu 
1.UU r.uu 
t>.UU 1.00 2.00 7.uu 
1.00 11.uu 7.uu 
4.uu 1.UU ;:so.uu ti.UU 
l.UU o.UU f.UU 
::>.UU 1.00 3.00 7.uu 
o.uu 1.UU lU.uu o.uu 
5.uu 1.UU 1ti.5U f.uu 
1.UU 6.uu 7.uu 
7.uu 1.UU 12.uu f.UU 
2.00 7.00 
f.UU 1.00 10.uu 7.uu 
l.uu 1.UU f .UU 
1.00 3.00 6.UU 
1.UU r.uu 
1.uu ;:s.uu ti.uu 
ti.UU l.UU 4.uu 7.uu 
l.UU 1.uu 5.uu l.uu 
4.UU l.UU 12.00 7.uu 
1.uu ;:s.uu l.UU 
1.uu 2.uu l.uu 
f.UU l.uu ou.uu 7.uu 
7.UO 1.uu 10.00 ti.UU 
::>.UU 1.uu 5.50 7.00 
I.UU l.uu r.uu 
393 
394 
395 
396 
397 
398 
399 
400 
401 
402 
403 
404 
405 
406 
407 
408 
409 
410 
411 
412 
413 
414 
415 
416 
417 
418 
419 
420 
421 
422 
423 
424 
425 
426 
427 
428 
429 
430 
431 
432 
433 
434 
435 
436 
437 
438 
439 
440 
441 
442 
443 
444 
445 
446 
447 
448 
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SUCCESSO IMENTOR NUMBER SATISFY 
1.uu 1.00 6.00 
l.uu l.uu 11.uu I.OU 
l.uu ;j.UU I.OU 
ti.uu l .uu I.OU 
7.00 1.uu 7.00 
1.uu l:l.OU f.00 
1.uu b.UU 
1.uu o.oo I.OU 
l.uu 4.UU ti.OU 
1.uu 5.00 7.00 
L.UU 7.uu 
1.uu JO.OU I.OU 
l.UU l.uu lUU.uu r.uu 
1.uu 6.00 
r.uu 1.uu OU.OU 5.00 
r.uo l.uu ;j,UU f.UU 
l.uu r.uu 
1.uu ti.OU 
ti.OU l.uu L.UU r.uu 
r.uu 1.uu 15.00 f.00 
1.uu ~.uu f .UU 
f.UU 1.uu 7.00 
l.uu o.ou r.uu 
o.uu "l.UU .5U.00 7.00 
6.00 2.uu r.uu 
I.OU 1.UU ;jU.UU 7.00 
5.00 2.uu ti.OU 
l.UU ;j,UU r.uu 
1.uu f.00 
l.uu r.uu 
o.uu l.UU 3.00 6.UU 
o.uu 1.UU 1.UU ti.OU 
/.uu l.UU lU.UU 7.00 
o.uu 1.00 2l:l.uu f.UU 
r.uu 1.UU 4.0U 7.uu 
f.UU 1.00 r.uu 
1.UU ;j,QU f .UU 
1.UU L.uu f.UU 
1.00 6.uu ti.uu 
449 
450 
451 
452 
453 
454 
455 
456 
457 
458 
459 
460 
461 
462 
463 
464 
465 
466 
467 
468 
469 
470 
471 
472 
473 
474 
475 
476 
477 
478 
479 
480 
481 
482 
483 
484 
485 
486 
487 
488 
489 
490 
491 
492 
493 
494 
495 
496 
497 
498 
499 
500 
501 
502 
503 
504 
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SUCCESSO !MENTOR NUMBER SATISFY 
1.uu 3.UU r.uu 
7.00 1.uu LU.00 6.uu 
b.UU 1.uu 1:1.bU f.UU 
1.UU 4.::>U o.uu 
1.uu 1U.UU r.uu 
r.uu 1.UU 7.uu 
f.UU 1.UU !:SU.VU o.uu 
4.00 1.uu o.uu r.uu 
7.uu 1.uu 6.uu 7.uu 
l.uu 3.uu o.uu 
r.uu 1.uu 30.00 l.uu 
/.OU 1.uu 3.uu f.uu 
2.uu 7.uu 
1.uu 6.uu l.uu 
5.00 1.uu 7.uu 
1.uu 25.00 7.uu 
1.uu 1:1.uu r.uu 
l.UU L.UU 6.uu 
6.00 1.uu 20.00 /.uu 
r.uu 1.00 1:1.UU r.uu 
f.UU 1.UU 5.uu 7.uu 
::>.UU l.UU 4::>.00 7.uu 
2.UO f.uu 
2.00 o.uu 
r.uu l.UU ::>.UU f.UU 
1.00 3.uu r.uu 
b.00 1.uu 11:1.UU r.uu 
f.UU 1.UU 7.uu 
l.UU 12.00 7.uu 
6.00 1.uu o.ou 
f.UU 1.UU 4.00 6.00 
1.uu 1:1.UU /.UU 
7.00 f.UU 
6.UU 1.uu ::>.UU ::>.::>U 
1.uu 3.00 /.UU 
1.uu 11.UU o.uu 
f.UU 1.uu 6.00 /.00 
l.uu LU.uu f .uu 
l.uu f.UU 
l.UU 7.00 
505 
506 
507 
508 
509 
510 
511 
512 
513 
514 
515 
516 
517 
518 
519 
520 
521 
522 
523 
524 
525 
526 
527 
528 
529 
530 
531 
532 
533 
534 
535 
536 
537 
538 
539 
540 
541 
542 
543 
544 
545 
546 
547 
548 
549 
550 
551 
552 
553 
554 
555 
556 
557 
558 
559 
560 
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SUCCESSO !MENTOR NUMBER SATISFY 
l.UU L.UU r.uu 
1.uu 3.00 ti.OU 
1.vv ti.UU 
t.vv 1.UU r.uu 
7.vu 1.00 14.uu 1.00 
1.uu 10.uu f.00 
ti.UU l.UU 14.UU r.uu 
5.uu 1.uu 4.bU f.00 
l.vv lUU.vv r.uu 
1.uu 3.00 7.00 
1.uu ti.OU f.00 
1.uu f.00 
l.vv b.UU r.uu 
l.vv 4.UU r.uu 
6.00 1.uu 50.00 7.00 
r.uu ·1.uu 3.00 7.00 
l.vv r.uu 
5.uu 1.uu LO.OU f.00 
l .UU ti.UU 7.00 
6.00 1.uu 3.00 r.ou 
l.vv lU.UU r.uu 
1.uu JU.OU ti.UU 
ti.UU l.vv 4.UU r.uu 
1.uu b.00 f.00 
1.vu ti.UU 
1.uu 3.00 ti.OU 
l.uu 1.0U ;:l.UU f.UU 
f.vv L.UU 6.00 
1.00 L.OU f.UU 
l.UU LU.UU r.uu 
f.UU 1.00 10.00 ti.vu 
7.00 1.uu b.vv 
561 
562 
563 
564 
565 
566 
567 
568 
569 
570 
571 
572 
573 
574 
575 
576 
577 
578 
579 
580 
581 
582 
583 
584 
585 
586 
587 
588 
589 
590 
591 
592 
593 
594 
595 
596 
597 
598 
599 
600 
601 
602 
603 
604 
605 
606 
607 
608 
609 
610 
611 
612 
613 
614 
615 
616 
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SUCCESSO IMENTOR NUMBER SATISFY 
1.00 11.uu 7.00 
l.UU lU.UU f.UU 
7.uu 2.00 7.00 
1.UU r.uu 
6.uu 1.uu 7.00 
5.00 2.uu ti.UU 
1.UU o.uu r.uu 
7.00 1.uu 12.UU r.uu 
1.uu 7.00 
1.uu 1 r.ou r.uu 
l.uu o.uu ti.UU 
6.00 1.uu LU.00 7.00 
l.uu r.uu 
2.uu 7.00 
1.uu 15.UU r.uu 
5.00 1.uu LU.00 7.uu 
1.UO ou.UU r.uu 
1.uu r.uu 
5.UU 1.UU L.uu r.uu 
2.UU f .uv 
5.uu l.UO 5.5U (.UU 
1.00 10.uu (.UU 
1.UU l:::fl:::f.vu (.UV 
6.uu 1.UO 2.UU ti.UU 
1.uu 6.00 
7.uu 1.00 5.UO r.uu 
l.UU r.uu 
1.UU f .UU 
1.UO f.5U ti.vu 
1.00 (.UV 
1.UU l.UU 7.uu 
7.uu 1.00 35.uu r.uu 
1.UO 4.5U r.uu 
5.uu 1.UO /.UU 
1.uu 4.00 ti.UU 
ti.uu l.UU ;;l.uu r.uu 
1.00 3.uu r.uu 
617 
618 
619 
620 
621 
622 
623 
624 
625 
626 
627 
628 
629 
630 
631 
632 
633 
634 
635 
636 
637 
638 
639 
640 
641 
642 
643 
644 
645 
646 
647 
648 
649 
650 
651 
652 
653 
654 
655 
656 
657 
658 
659 
660 
661 
662 
663 
664 
665 
666 
667 
668 
669 
670 
671 
672 
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SUCCESSO !MENTOR NUMBER SATISFY 
1.uu 1.50 7.uu 
l.uu ti.uu 
l.UU 4.uu 7.uu 
/.OU 1.uu /.uu 
1.UU o.uu 
1.uu z.uu /.uu 
I .UU 1.UU ·10.uu f.UU 
·1.uu 5.uu 7.uu 
l.uu <:'.b.UU /.uu 
·1.uu 16.uu 6.uu 
6.00 <:'..OU r.uu 
l.uu o.uu ti.vu 
o.uu 1.00 4.uu 5.uu 
f.UU l.UU .).UU 6.uu 
l .UU .).UU /.UU 
o.uu l.UU o.uu f.UU 
7.uu 1.00 3.uu 7.uu 
o.uu l.UU o.ou r.uu 
1.00 10.uu 5.uu 
ti.UV 1.UU 4.uu r.uu 
5.uu 1.UU 1<:'..UU I.vu 
o.uu l.UU lL.UU 6.uu 
7.00 1.00 I.vu 
l.UU L.UU 6.uu 
1.UO o.uu I.vu 
1.00 ;;l.ou r.uu 
r.uu l.UU 10.UU 7.uu 
5.uu 1.00 2.uu ti.UU 
l .UU 10.UU f.UU 
1.00 5.uu 7.uu 
6.00 l.UU luu.UU f.uu 
4.00 1.uu ti.UU ti.vu 
l.uu r.uu 
1.UU 5.uu 7.uu 
ti.VU l .UU 10.00 6.50 
l.uu 7.00 
1.uu ;;!.OU ti.VU 
l.UU t:l.UU 7.00 
1.UU LU.UV 6.00 
7.uu 1.uu ;;l.00 r.uu 
SUCCESSO IMENTOR NUMBER SATISFY 
673 
674 1-----+----+------1---~ 
675 
676 1-----+-~--+------1---~ 
677 
678 1--...,...,....--+---,,...,..,..--+--......,..,...--1-....... .,..---l 
679 
680 1-----+---,,....,.,..---+-----1-.....,..,..---l 
681 
682 
683 1-----+----+------1---~ 
684 
685 1-----+----+------1---~ 
686 
687 1--..,....,....--+---,,-,.,.---t---..-.,..,...--1-..,...,..,..---l 
688 
689 1-----+---,,-,.,.---t--...,.,,,...,.,..--1-....... ....---l 
690 
691 1-----+-~--+------1---~ 
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Appendix D 
Vita 
Education 
1996 - Present 
1998 
1988 - 1992 
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Curriculum Vita 
Jennifer M. Huwe 
860 SE Parks Dr. 
Dundee, OR 97115 
Home: (503) 538-9312 
email: jhuwe@transport.com 
Graduate School of Clinical Psychology: AP A Accredited 
George Fox University, Newberg, Oregon 
Student in clinical psychology Psy.D. program 
Graduate School of Clinical Psychology 
George Fox University, Newberg, Oregon 
M.A. in Clinical Psychology 
Department of Natural Sciences 
George Fox University, Newberg, Oregon 
B.A. in Biology Summa Cum Laude 
Clinical Experience 
1998 - Present Practicum II 
Tualatin Valley Centers Mental Health, Beaverton, Oregon 
Population: Adults, adolescents 
Clinical Experience: 
• Individual and couples psychotherapy 
• Crisis intervention, case management, intake assessments, treatment 
planning 
• Co-leader psychoeducational and therapy groups: Dialectical 
Behavior Therapy Group for Borderline Personality Disorder, AFS 
Life-Skills Group, Adolescent Anger Management Group 
Supervisor: Ken Ihli, Ph.D., Licensed Psychologist 
Supervision: Individual and group weekly 
Number of Supervised hours: 690 (as of 3/26/99) 
1998 - Present 
1999 - Present 
1997 - 1998 
1997 - 1998 
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Practicum II 
Tualatin Valley Centers Adolescent Day Treatment Center, Tigard, Oregon 
Population: Adolescents 
Clinical Experience: 
• Psychoeducational assessment (intellectual, achievement) 
Supervisors: Mark Lewinsohn, Ph.D., Licensed Psychologist & Scott Miller, 
Psy.D. 
Supervision: Individual and group weekly 
Number of supervised hours: 100.5 (as of 3/26/99) 
Practicum II 
ParentCare Inc., Tuality Hospital, Hillsboro, Oregon 
Population: Adults 
Clinical Experience: 
• Co-leader of psychoeducational group: Parenting Group 
Supervisors: Terri Bennink, Psy.D., Licensed Psychologist & 
Dawn Hoffinan-Gray, Psy.D., Licensed Psychologist 
Supervision: Group weekly 
Number of Supervised hours: 39 (as of 3/26/99) 
Practicum I 
Yamhill County Family and Youth Services, McMinnville, Oregon. 
Population: Children, families, adults 
Clinical Experiences: 
• Individual and family psychotherapy 
• Psychological assessment (personality, intellectual) 
• Case management, intake assessments, treatment planning, 
consultation to schools 
• Co-leader psychoeducational and therapy groups: Adolescent Sexual 
Abuse Treatment Group 
Supervisors: W. Brad Johnson, Ph.D., Licensed Psychologist & 
Dawn Hoffinan-Gray, Psy.D., Licensed Psychologist 
Supervision: Individual and group weekly 
Number of supervised hours: 735.5 
Practicum I 
Juliette's House Sexual Abuse Treatment Center, McMinnville, Oregon. 
Population: Adults 
Clinical Experience: 
• Co-leader of Women's Sexual Abuse Survivor's Group focused on 
issues of victimization, assertiveness skills, sexuality, and 
communication skills 
Supervisors: Diane Roelandt, LCSW & W. Brad Johnson, Ph.D., Licensed 
Psychologist 
Supervision: Individual and group weekly 
Number of supervised hours: 50 
1997 - 1999 
Work Experience 
1998 - 1999 
1997 
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Practicum I and Practicum II Clinical Training 
Graduate School of Clinical Psychology, George Fox University 
Clinical Experience: 
• Didactic instruction covering broad range of clinical issues 
• Group supervision of clinical case-load 
• Review of audio and video case presentations 
Supervisors: Carol Dell' Oliver, Ph.D., Licensed Psychologist, Clark Campbell, 
Ph.D., Licensed Psychologist & Leonard Marmol, Ph.D., ABPP, Licensed 
Psychologist. 
Graduate Fellow to the Director of Clinical Training 
Graduate School of Clinical Psychology, George Fox University 
Assisted Clinical Training Director with administrative responsibilities, 
maintained correspondence with Internship sites, and organized clinical training 
documentation for graduate program. 
Youth Treatment Specialist 
Chehalem Youth and Family Services. Newberg, Oregon 
Residential treatment facility for severely emotionally disturbed and cognitively 
impaired adolescents. Responsibilities included milieu management, 
implementation of behavior modification and cognitive-behavioral interventions, 
crisis intervention, and documentation of residents' activities and behaviors. 
Research Experience 
1999 
1992 - 1996 
Doctoral Dissertation 
George Fox University, Graduate School of Clinical Psychology 
Newberg, Oregon 
Title: Mentor Experiences Among Navy Flag Officers: A Survey of 
Retired Navy Admirals 
Chair: W. Brad Johnson, Ph.D., United States Naval Academy 
Defended on 3-5-99 
Research Assistant 
Oregon Health Science University, Department of Physiology, 
Portland, Oregon 
Research assistant for a neonatal heart development project. Duties included 
large animal surgeries, supervision and documentation of radioactive material 
use, and budget management of two NIH grants 
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Teachin2 Experience 
1998 
1994 
1992 
Presentations 
Instructor 
"Strategies for Successfully Completing the Graduate Record Exam," 
Student Career Services, George Fox University, Newberg, Oregon 
Guest Instructor 
Developmental Biology, Department of Biology, George Fox University, 
Newberg, Oregon. 
Teaching Assistant 
Microbiology, Department of Biology, George Fox University, 
Newberg, Oregon. 
Expected August 1999 Mentor Experiences Among Navy Flag Officers: A Qualitative and 
Quantitative Survey of Retired Navy Admirals, National Convention of the 
American Psychological Association, Boston, MA 
Johnson, B., Carmichael, K., Fallow, A., Fallow, G., Geca, M., Huwe, J., Lucas, J., & Zorich, L. (1998). 
Mentor-protege relationships in the seasons of a psychology career. Presentation at the Spring Conference 
of the Oregon Psychological Association, Lincoln City, OR. 
Johnson, W. B., Carmichael, K., Zorich, L., Huwe, J., Lucas, J., Fallow, G., & Fallow, A. (1998). 
Mentoring relationships and the mental health professional: Theory and practice. Presentation at the 
Christian Association for Psychological Studies, Beaverton, OR. 
Leadership Positions 
1997 - 1998 
1996 - 1998 
1991 - 1992 
Student Representative to the Graduate School of Clinical Psychology 
Faculty Council, George Fox University 
Representative to the Graduate School of Clinical Psychology 
Student Council, George Fox University 
Associated Student Community Vice President, 
George Fox College 
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Honors and Awards 
1998 
1992 
1989-1992 
Letter of Special Commendation awarded by Graduate School of Clinical 
Psychology, George Fox University, W. Brad Johnson, Ph.D. & Leonard 
Marmol, Ph.D., Director of Graduate School of Clinical Psychology 
Biology Student of the Year, Department of Natural Sciences, George Fox 
College 
Dean's List 
Professional Affiliations 
American Psychology Association, Student Affiliate 
Additional Clinical Training 
October 1998 
September 1998 
August 1998 
May 1998 
April 1998 
April 1998 
April 1997 
October 1997 
March 1997 
October 1996 
Using the 16PF in Clinical Practice, Michael Karson, Ph.D., ABPP, 
Newberg, Oregon 
Scientifically Based Marital Therapy. John Gortman, Ph.D. Portland, Oregon 
106th Annual Convention: American Psychological Association. San 
Francisco, California 
Race and Racism in Psychotherapy, Alice F. Chang Ph.D. & Nelson 
de Jes'us, Ph.D., Newberg, Oregon 
Explicit, Implicit, Intentional Clinical Integration, Newton Malony, Ph.D., 
ABPP, Newberg, Oregon 
Oregon Psychological Association 1998 Annual Conference. Gleneden 
Beach, Oregon 
Emergency Services and Crisis Intervention. Michael Connor, Psy.D., 
Newberg, Oregon 
Therapists in the Courtroom: Ethical, Legal, and Clinical Considerations. Eric 
M. Johnson, Ph.D., ABPP, Newberg, Oregon 
Issues in Working with Latino Adolescents, Children, and Families. Joseph 
M. Cervantes, Ph.D., ABPP, Newberg, Oregon 
Psychological Ethics and Clinical Practice. Gerald Koocher, Ph.D., ABPP, 
Portland, Oregon 
Relevant Coursework 
Core Courses 
Abnormal Psychology 
Adolescence, Adulthood, and Aging 
Child Development 
History and Systems of Psychology 
Learning and Cognition 
Legal, Ethical, and Professional Issues 
Personality Theory 
Psychometrics 
Research Design 
Social Psychology 
Statistical Methods 
Systems of Psychotherapy 
Clinical Theory and Practice: 
Child/ Adolescent Therapy* 
Cognitive Behavioral Therapy 
Family and Couples Therapy 
Object Relations Psychotherapy 
Psychodynamic Psychotherapy 
Psychology of Emotions* 
Psychotherapy with Men 
Religious Issues in Psychotherapy 
Substance Abuse 
Clinical Assessment 
Cognitive and Intellectual Assessment 
Comprehensive Psychological Assessment* 
Neuropsychological Assessment* 
Personality Assessment 
Projective Assessment 
*To be completed by May 1999 
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